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Abstract
Commercializing microgrid technology: the case
of Loccioni Group
Jamal Emad Alostaz

Achieving commercialization targets and required market shares for sophisticated and new energy
solutions is a challenge that requires different strategies and a good understanding of the market
requirements. Research recognizes that commercialization of innovative solutions is a complex
phenomenon and extremely crucial for its success. However, very few studies tried to understand what
opportunities could be tapped from the current barriers through commercializing innovations. This study
investigates what barriers micro grid solutions face during its commercialization process and its related
equipment in both Italy and Germany.
This research uses both qualitative and quantitative data to understand the barriers and opportunities
phenomena faced by microgrid solutions. The qualitative data had been collected through ten interviews
with key-actors in the company where the case study took place. In order to analyze and make
conclusions from these interviews, a theoretical framework has been built up with theories, articles and
papers regarding subjects such as innovation management, commercialization of innovations,
management practices within business to business (B2B) context, industrial management and marketing,
technical-systems analyses and value innovation. The empirical findings were processed and studied
considering four main aspects which are technological, financial as well as regulations and policies.
Results suggest that many of the key-actors consider the lack of financial incentives as a barrier regarding
a faster micro grid or any of its individual components’ development in either Italy or Germany. The short
comings or lack of incentives are often consequences of the absence of political regulations that favor
smart investments in the electricity grid. However, this won’t stop industries from adapting such solutions
in the short term because of the increased awareness of energy savings as well as its affordability after
being better established.
Results suggest as well that the main solution to overcoming commercialization problems could be tapped
through detailed market research analyses, proper strategy implementation, a focused organization
structure and a dedicated project team as well as smart financing mechanisms to give an added value and
discrepancy from the many competitors in the marketplace. In addition, continue on developing new
solutions that will always give the competitive advantage and raise the technical barriers among the other
players in the market.
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Executive Summary
Innovation is a process of introducing a new product or service and placing it successfully into
the marketplace for the aim of making people’s life better as well as financial success and
growth. Innovation would be best described as an incremental process which if executed
properly would lead to its main purpose. An innovation requires having a new product idea or
service that needs to have its technical development, valid prototyping and testing, proper
commercialization followed by adoption from the interested community members and finally full
diffusion into the marketplace.
The focus of this study is on analyzing the barriers that the commercialization of innovation
process faces, the typologies that faces the innovation process and what opportunities could be
tapped and explored. To address our goal, a research question has been defined which would like
to explore how the commercialization process unfolds and what are the typological barriers and
which opportunities could be tapped. This research question was framed after having an
understanding of the theoretical framework that governs the innovation and found that very few
studies tackles the commercialization phenomena and even fewer are talking about its barriers.
To illustrate this framework, we adopt a case study approach based on the Italian firm Loccioni
Group.
Loccioni Group is a medium sized international company composed of 400 employees with a
turnover of roughly M75Euro. They have 4 main offices. Loccioni’s headquarter is in Italy and
the subsidiary companies are located in Germany, China and the United States. The company’s
main competencies and focus is being professional system integrators of complex equipment and
components with the goal of deliver to industrial customers ‘tailored’ machines for measuring
and testing quality of their products
The company has different collaborations with various research institutes, international research
associations as well as research awarded from the EU. In addition, they also have much
collaboration with schools to search for young talents to attract them and give them future job
prospects. The group had a problem with the commercialization of a technological micro grid
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solution to the market and wanted to shape out the factors that hinder their commercialization
process as well as identifying a roadmap and strategy on how this problem could be tackled.
This thesis report starts out by giving an introduction about the importance of innovation and
how it could be utilized in the case of the micro grid solution. This is followed by a theoretical
framework to build an understanding of the subject matter and what does the literature express.
Following the methodology of research and the limitations faced during the thesis working
period an empirical part of the case studies and their analysis was presented. This was followed
by the analysis section which describes the implication of the theoretical knowledge on the case
study made.
The empirical part of the study consists of 3 main parts. The first one understands the Italian
market and the current activities pursued there, followed by a case study in Costa Rica. This is
thirdly followed by empirical material for the German market. The main outputs of the Italian
study was working on understanding the different factors that gives a leading advantage to
Loccioni against their competitors with regards to their micro grid solution, what is the current
market size in regard to the technology in hand, what market share would be obtained and how
to do so? This is followed by an understanding of one of the components that comprises the
micro grid which is the combined heat and power (CHP) unit since it is the current and main
source of income for the energy business line.
It was observed that there is a high difference between the electricity and gas prices in many
European countries and it would make sense to find out at price of electricity it would be feasible
to utilize a CHP plant. Indeed many European countries would make sense and one of them is
Italy even if there are no governmental incentives. Moreover, it captivates a strategy of how to
frame the business short and long term strategy, how to approach customers and the forms of
viable contracts were suggested.
Loccioni had the chance to win a successful project in Costa Rica where they could apply their
micro grid solution. This is the first project they were awarded and could be executed beside
their own micro grid. However, due to the location constrain, new customer as well as
unfamiliarity with the working environment in Costa Rica it made the management think twice
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about pursuing the project therefore a complete technical analysis as well as financial and
managerial analysis took place. The technical data was to match the sizing process and the
capacities of the various loads and the best optimized way to supply the power needed. This was
followed by a financial analysis showing when the payback period as well as the internal rate of
returns. The managerial implications were investigated through risk and SWOT analysis as well
as a roadmap of what would be the best way to tackle it.
The German empirical material was oriented to both industrial customers as well as a new
customer group which are the utilities. Loccioni had doubts if their battery management solution
would make sense to utilities; however, there was no understanding of how the German energy
market is structured, what incentives are available and how energy is traded. In Germany there
are many variable players and different ways of trading electricity and markets where the prices
are determined. Moreover, it is a liberated market where transmission and distribution system
operators behave differently. The system could be implemented at various location points but
beforehand it is mandatory to understand where the couplings points of those batteries are and if
it financially makes sense to install the solutions. Furthermore, acting as an energy system
aggregator through demand response was investigated. The main focus groups which are
industries were also investigated and the exploration of possibilities where CHP or micro gird
would make sense was discovered. The German government provides many incentives to
promote the using of such novel technologies. It was found out that within the current conditions
Loccioni’s participation in any activities with regard to energy in Germany is not feasible
currently.
Finally, it was observed that several barriers hinder commercialization of innovations in general.
These barriers range from organization cultures, structures and behaviors, unsuccessful project
management practices as well failure in pursuing strategic and tactical commercialization plans.
These plans are related to the effective introduction of the product in the marketplace as well as
the methodology of placing and positing the product, preparing the right influencing group. In
case of Loccioni’s solution the only barrier that was hindering the commercialization of their
solution was an inadequate strategy of approaching customers, not looking into the right
customers that are willing to be the lead users for their solution as well as the unfeasible
economics of the solution since it is expensive. All of these barriers could be mitigated by proper
3

project management and finding the right financial partners to give better positing and strength
as well as more value to the final end customer.

1.0 Introduction
Innovation according to the UK Department of Trade and Industry’s (DTI 1998) is an
exploitation of a new idea. Or in other words, it is a systematic process in which a new idea of a
product or service is taken successfully into the market place. Innovations are not new ideas,
inventions or patents, but products or services placed that will add value to people’s or business
life and deliver better results than existing processes being used. Several steps and innovative
decisions along the innovation process have to be taken in order to be successfully taken into the
market place. Several barriers exist as well in each of the innovation stages which should be
resolved to reach success.
The innovation process usually starts with the patented product or idea that is still in an infancy
phase. The next phase will be to develop technically this idea or product. During the technical
development and building the first working prototype of the product, marketing activities should
start. Marketing activities such as understanding the target customer group, their behavior, needs,
trends as well as existing competition starts in line with the technical development. This is
followed by the commercialization activities which includes strategical and tactical planning for
the lunching of the product and targeting various market segments. The commercialization
process is mutually linked with the adopters’ network that open the secure gates for the diffusion
of the product to mass market. Once adoption and diffusion of a product took place success it
could be said that such an innovation was a success and reveled the mere purpose which is
generating profit and helping lives get better.
Innovations are usually classified as either radical or incremental innovations. A radical
innovation is one which will disrupt the marketplace and cover hidden needs that customers
weren’t aware off. However, an incremental innovation is an updated version of existing features
of a product or a service. In other words, it is version 2.0 of a software product. Micro-grid
which is the technology understudy is considered to be a disruptive innovation in some of its
aspects as well as incremental in others.
4

Micro grids are considered the to be the next generation of smart cities in which decentralization
of energy generation sources as well as the smart management of the surrounding buildings
demand are all happening within a certain periphery and connected to the main grid in case of
emergency through a single action point. Micro grids are smart solutions that will increase the
resiliency of societies as well as their sustainability and efficiency. This could be proofed by
diminishing the losses in the transmission and distribution and the continuous supply of energy
when not needed. Micro grids face an innovation problem as whole system also as individual
components that are struggling to survive in markets.
The focus of this study is to look closely into the commercialization process of micro grid
solutions, barriers that hinder innovations from passing through and what opportunities could be
tapped during the process. As mentioned earlier, the commercialization process includes both
tactical and strategical planning to mitigate all the risks that will hinder it from being adopted by
the right network influencers. Commercialization step is concerned to be the most crucial step on
the lifecycle of an innovation because it acts as the bridge between the proper technical
functionality of the product and lunching it into the marketplace with the hope that innovators
and early adopters would accept, approve and recommend to others. This important step if
planned and executed correctly will yield to the outmost objective of the innovation which is
economic growth and social enhancement. The context of this study is on the business to
business (B2B) environment and not to business to customers (B2C).Theoretically, the study
embraces an understanding of the barriers faced during the commercialization process of new
products and services in the business to business context and what opportunities could be
explored and found within such an activity in such innovation generation firms. It will also shed
light on some of the management practices and strategy implementation that were evident in the
micro grid and its components case study.
The structure of the study will start by understanding how the innovation process especially
commercialization unfolds, followed by a description of the different stages of the innovation
process and why innovations are important in the context of business to business (B2B). This
would be followed by shaping the commercialization process and its mutual link with the
adoption and diffusion processes. Spotting on how commercialization work will lead us to the
different barriers that organizations face when commercializing innovations. To understand
5

practically the field of innovation, a case study through action research took place in a leading
Italian firm, Loccioni Group, which had a problem commercializing their micro grid solution.
This work proposes also some managerial implications regarding how overcome the barriers
which materialize when companies try to sell innovation. The proposed solution to the firm
revolves around providing managerial advices on the strategy that would be adopted as well as
roadmaps and tactics on how to approach the existing and future customers as well as techniques
for reaching the needed sales targets.

1.1 Purpose of the study
The main aim of the study is to investigate the role of innovation in technological companies and
discovering the process of commercialization of innovations with a focus on the barriers that
hinder innovations from passing into markets. The study taps into market investigation;
penetration strategies as well as framing out solutions that help companies commercialize and
diffuse their innovations.
1.2 Research questions
The theoretical background had explained and showed the overall innovation process in details
starting from the idea development into the marketplace either in the B2C or the B2B markets. It
further discusses the implication of several internal and external factors that affect either
positively or negatively the innovation process. Several case studies were mentioned and several
barriers during the entire process had been covered thoroughly at various occasions, different
fields and at different parts of the worlds with different customer behaviors and some pattern
could be observed. However, not many studies had contributed specifically to the
commercialization phenomena and the real factors guiding it during the innovation process and
what barriers it might face. The commercialization is considered as the bridging gap between the
development and the adoption, diffusion of the product. Moreover, very few cases studied exists
in this area and this led to an interest of studying it and framing the commercialization
phenomena and especially the barriers that it faces by conducting a real case study. This had led
to framing the following research question:
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“How does the commercialization process of an innovation unfold? What are the typological
barriers existing and what are the opportunities that could be tapped?

1.3 Limitations
This study had focused only on two markets (Italian and German) plus an offshore case study in
Costa Rica and this is not sufficient to find out general trends or behaviors of the industrial
customers in Europe or the barriers that face the process. Moreover, direct communication with
the customers was not available but all sorts of data were obtained from the department. The
availability of this data could have enhanced the understanding of the customer needs as well as
the current obstacles they face that hinders this technological adoption. This study doesn’t tap
into the social or the psychological aspects of the industrial customers.

7

2.0

Research methodology

This study was conducted by adopting both a quantitative as well as a qualitative approach. As
for the latter, a single case study had been chosen since it investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real life experiments when boundaries between phenomena and contents
are not clearly evident (Yin, 1993).
The qualitative data had been obtained through observations, documents reviews as well as
interviews. While the quantitative data was obtained primarily from the authors calculations and
well known financial metrics used in financial studies such as internal rates of returns (IRR) and
payback periods performed within the Group.
Action research methodology was used since it comprises both sequences of events as well as an
approach to problem solving. Collection of the sequence of events is usually an iterative cycle of
collecting the needed data, feeding it back to those concerned, analyzing it, planning action and
evaluating information in hand. Action research as an approach to problem solving includes
applications of the scientific method of experimentations and facts findings to real practical
problems requiring action solutions and involving cooperation and collaboration of the
researches and members of the organizational system (Coughlan, 2002). Loccioni was chosen for
this study due to its focus on the innovation process of micro grid solution and the barriers facing
it. The micro grid solution could be installed in both locations and any location on the world
where the right energy generating components as well as energy demand is requested and it
could be managed remotely.
Loccioni is having diverse customer base and various collaborators who had worked in different
positions in the company and therefore an interview with most of them was required. In addition,
going through secondary data such as the various submitted proposals and even the commission
projects documents was a must to understand how technically and financially deep the proposal
is and how viable it is to remain with the same strategy when dealing with other customers. This
was mandatory to gain a deeper understanding of how different markets behave as well as to get
insights into the various strategies adopted and perspectives if all stakeholders believe on the
same subject matter.
8

2.1

Qualitative data

Qualitative data was collected during the author’s twenty four weeks internship in both Italy and
Germany from January to June 2015, where daily work was conducted at Loccioni offices as a
part of the action research needed. In order to understand the complexity of the subject, in-depth
interviews were conducted with 10 people, all of whom are full time Loccioni workers and had
been present since the initiation of the idea. In addition, participation into meetings through
participant observations had raised many questions as well as answering many missing ones.
Being present in the group’s headquarter and conducting face to face interviews gave the author
a better understanding of the working environment, to observe reactions of the respondent in real
time and to make sure that questions are accurately understood due to language and cultural
differences.
The interviews have been conducted as semi-structured and also as a mix between open ended
and focused interviews to give the interviewees the freedom to express what they find most
significant and to encourage elaborations of those concepts (Yin, 1993). Theoretical concepts
and the reason for the interviews were presented at the beginning of each session to make the
purpose of this study clear. To bridge possible language barriers and misunderstandings the
questions were phrased clearly and simply, and divided into sub-questions when necessary.
Experience with micro grid solution both technically and commercially was the main reasons for
the choice of the informants, a method to find interviewees known as the information method.
This method combined with the snowball method made it possible to find new interviewees
during the information collection process; the author continually encountered new
knowledgeable people during his time in Loccioni Italy and Germany. (Jacobsen, 2000, pp. 195202). Interviewees employed by Loccioni were carefully selected from different hierarchal
levels, from top managers to developers, to obtain a more representative sample of views and a
wider range of information. The sample included 10 interviewees which included head of
innovation, key account managers, project engineers, commercial and sales personnel.
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2.2

Quantitative data

Quantitative data was gathered through meetings with head of innovation department, key
account managers, project engineers, commercial and sales directives as well as key account
managers of different departments that were once in charge of these business unit operations.
Direct communication was the key in order to obtain all the needed input; however in some cases
the interviewee were distant. The effect that the interviewer had on the interviewee on the latter
case is negligible due to the lack of face to face interaction. The formulation of the questions is
of higher importance since clarification questions cannot be asked.

2.3

Data analysis

The quantitative data obtained through the interviews and the direct observations will be
compared to the data readily available within the literature explaining the commercialization
process and the barriers surrounding the commercialization phenomena. On the other hand, the
qualitative data obtained, financial metrics will be compared with industry trends and
conclusions will be drawn showing if there is a fit between the literatures or formation of new
theories occurred. A finding analysis which will show the relation between the theoretical frames
of knowledge and how that could be reflected on the case study in hand. This is crucial to
understand what gaps in the literature the research questions and the findings of the analysis this
study would fill.
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3.0

Theoretical framework

This section will help introducing the topic of innovation and the pathway of the innovation
process in the B2B context. It will include an understanding of the overall structure of the
process, how it is being commercialized and will end up by describing innovation barriers that
hinders technologies from being introduced to mass market at first and then focus on the barriers
especially during the commercialization process.
Hockerts (2003) has mentioned how innovation research is focusing on how innovations
develop, emerge, expand and are displaced by other innovations. For a seen and noticeable
effective innovation or even successful, it must result in a significant change, more significantly
in a realistic product, process or service compared with prior achievements (Amabile, 1997;
Harper & Becker, 2004).
Porter highlighted that it has generally been assumed that innovation is the main accelerator for
economic growth. Innovation helps in strengthening the competition for countries, sectors and
individual companies (Porter, 1985). Moreover, it aids to the generation of profits and the
continuity of the firm for a long period of time. It also leads to the improvement of quality,
diversification and increasing variation in products. It further more increases productiveness and
positive influence on turnover, employment and profitability (Guinet & Pilat, 1999). Other
advantages that can be observed are protection or the extension of market shares, improved
efficiency in operations, improved reputation and reduction of cost (Abernathy & Clark, 1985;
Cooke & Mayes, 1996).
There are other innovation noneconomic arguments, in which focuses on a better social and
environmental performance in corporates bringing an improved and reachable market position
(Elkington, 1997; Larson, 2000).
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3.1

Innovation studies as a concept

Innovation is a vital concept to economic growth and can be a source of sustained competitive
advantage to firms (Schumpeter, 1934 ; Tushman et al, 1997). The primary purpose from
managers’ perspective is to introduce changes in the organization to exploit existing
opportunities as well as creating new ones (Drucker, 1985). In the current conditions of global
competition, super-fast technological advances as well as scarcity of qualified resources,
organizations must innovate in to survive, be effective and grow (Damanpour & Wischnevsky,
2006). Accordingly, fostering innovation is an interesting area where academic research can
make valuable contributions and a challenging zone for business executives. Therefore, a better
and deep understanding of innovation would contribute to better practices of management (Leifer
et. al, 2000; Van de Ven A. , 1986)
Among the other definitions, innovation is defined as” the development and implementation of
new ideas by people who over time engage in transactions with others within an institutional
order” (Van de Ven A. , 1986, p.590-607). A novel idea could be a new service, product or
method of production (technical innovation) or a newly developed market, administrative system
(administrative or organizational innovation) or an organizational structure. It is important to
understand that “Newness,” is concrete in all definitions of innovation, previously in
organization’s innovations newness was a relative term to executives. There exist different types
of innovations that distinguish between product and process innovation, administrative and
technical innovations as well as radical and incremental innovations. A radical innovation is
defined as ‘‘a new product, comprising new technologies, that significantly changes behavior
and consumption patterns’’ in the target market. An incremental innovation, on the other hand, is
‘‘an innovation that improves the conveyance of a currently delivered benefit, but produces
neither a behavior change nor a change in consumption (Rogers, 1995).
The degree of newness can be used to distinguish the generation of innovation from its adoption.
An innovation could be considered new to the individual adopter, to the majority of people in the
unit of adoption, to organizations or to the whole world. Innovation has been viewed widely: it
embraces the entire process from the decision to begin research on a recognized or possible
problem, to development, commercialization, diffusion, decision to adopt, implementation, and
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consequences (Rogers, 1995). It is usually associated with job creation and economic
development and this is one reason why policy makers praise innovation (Mokyr, 2002).
A discrepancy between the generation and adoption of innovation is necessary especially when
analysis level is the organization and the innovation is supplied by one organization and adopted
by other. Figure 1 shows the phases of the innovation processes. Generation and adoption are
separated from each other when diffusion process of the innovation among potential adopters
begins (Rogers, 1995).

Recognition of
Opportunity

Idea
formulation

Problem
solving

Protoype
Solution

Commercial
development

Technology
utilization and
adoption

Diffustion and
adoption

Figure 1: The innovation process (Rogers, 1995)

Organizations are the primary context for innovations and it is mandatory to understand the
behavior of the organizations that generates and adopts innovations.

Figure 2: IGO & IAO (Damanpoura & Wischnevsky, 2006)
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To reach the “Open company” and the continuous innovation process and searching for development, it is important to look into the
history and events that shaped Loccioni in Figure 6

2010:

2000

1980
1968
First activities
in the electric
distribution
plant.

1970
Development
of
Competencies
in industrial
automation

Focus on the
developmen t
of know how
and
experiences in
the field of
measurements
and quality
control

1990
People and
laboratories
dedicated to
R&D network

Figure 6: History of Loccioni
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With the Leaf
community
project, the
new challenge
is on Energy
Technologies
and Apoteca
Loccioni enters
the healthcare
business.

Research for
Innovation
Institute is
related to
design the
future. With
Loccioni Inc. it
starts from
Loccioni US the
path towards
international
markets
followed by
Loccioni
Deutschland
Gmbh and
Loccioni China.

Research for innovation is a mixed effort across the stakeholders of Loccioni to develop research
projects in long time periods that will develop new competencies, managing and valorization the
intellectual capital. Research for innovation had led to important discoveries such as robotics and
cognitive factory, management and control of energy efficiency as well as intelligent data
processing and algorithm. Research for innovation and open company format means that new
competencies obtained will always be utilized for solving a new problem. Loccioni doesn’t
produce any product but provide tailor made full turnkey solutions. They integrate various
components from different suppliers and manufacturers and build a solution based on the end
customer demands and price target. Their solution varies across the industry they operate in.
Their in-house solution includes both hardware and software integration.

The company’s

philosophy is to always operate with big, rich and international customers in which they can
replicate the model for several times. In the same time, after sales service and upgrades always
remain.
Developing such an atmosphere in an enterprise requires a special organizational structure.
Loccioni performs in a mixed structure of both functional and matrix. Everything is centered on
a certain project. Loccioni claims that they have a horizontal organizational level where everyone
is operating on the same level and not a hierarchy so this would ease the means of
communication and the whole team can grow together and ideas would flow easier.
The business lines that the company currently operates in are mobility, home appliances, human
care, environment and energy. An explanation of what activities, products and fields of
measurements taking place in each line is explained in Figure 7.
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3.2

Company’s organization: Overall structure

“Coming from the farming community and always working with uncertainty and we don’t know
how the crops might be like because of weather conditions they would like to diversify the type of
crops and from there they need to diversify the markets we are in and the things we do” Enrico
Loccioni
Figure 8 shows the organization structure of the group. There are five well established business
units and three that are under development. The five main business units are industry, mobility,
environment, energy and healthcare. The 3 units that are under development are train and
transport, electronics, electric motors and food. Loccioni’s moto is “We make value out of data”.
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Loccionis’ above structure indicates that every business unit has a commercial manager. His
main duty is to fulfil the budget that is assigned to him and to achieve the needed sales.
According to the above hierarchy, he follows up on the project manager which is responsible for
the economic and technical proposals. The project manager collaborates with engineers, software
developers to fulfill the proposals. There is also a service manager which is responsible for after
service activities. In each division, there is a R&D responsible which is there to test new ideas or
competencies related to the business unit.

3.3

Loccioni energy business unit

Having explained in Figure 7 what most of the business units in Loccioni performs it is
important to get in details about the activities performed in Loccioni Energy which is the area
under scope. Loccioni’s energy business unit deals mainly with integrating various energy
generation sources such as CHP, PV with storage sources, thermal and electrical. This is done
with coordination of the loads under demand smartly through in house software. A deeper
overview of the activities is summarized in Figure 9.
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3.3.1


Timeline of events

2001: The original start of energy efficiency where the owner wanted to reduce his
thermal and electrical consumption;



2002-2003: Loccioni wanted to build a new house for the collaborators and it was an
energy efficient house. However, meeting Prof. Butera, an expert in efficient buildings,
changed the whole concept from an energy traditional house to a carbon neutral house. It
was a residence as well a testing facility of smart equipment



2004-2005: a team started to design the house. It was totally a new concept and a full
team of architects, thermal and electrical designer all under Prof. Butera supervision
working to make sure the concept will work. Loccioni also brought many different parties
and informed them about the project explaining the vision of future houses and if any
would like to participate by either investing, testing products or solutions, so a big test
rig. This resulted in ENEL, a big electric utility, for example testing their electrolyzerfuel cell solution. This solution was basically converting the excess energy from the sun
to produce hydrogen which is stored in low pressure tanks. This will later convert the
hydrogen to power through a fuel cell device.



2006-2007: the realization of the project was coming to life. This means that building and
testing the house took place. In 2007, reclamation of the river and use it as a hydropower
source took place;



2008: Leaf House was inaugurated. One of the basic elements that existed was a leaf
meter. The meter mere function was for automation and control purposes or what is
known as building management system (BMS). It is worth mentioning that renewable
production unit (PV) as well as a fuel cell and electrolyzer for storage already existed.
Loccioni had other several facilities which were decided to upgrade their performance.
Therefore, some of the replacement measures that had been taken are replacing oil boilers
with condensing boilers, placement of intelligent lighting systems and several other
measures



2008: (Samsung SDI) energy storage system was first explored. This was the official start
of the relationship with Samsung and purchase of a couple of Lithium Ion batteries for
various in house purposes;
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2009: The fuel cell and electrolyzer went down because it was not efficient enough and
ENEL didn’t investigate possible solutions but decided to stop operations of that unit and
invest their research in other activities;



2010: Another solution for storage such as Vanadium flow batteries were considered but
not commissioned;



2009-2010-2011: The Italian government supports PV investments by means of public
incentives. Loccioni’s offering was mainly the installation of PV units plus the metering
systems as well as my Leaf for visualization purposes of the energy produced on the
rooftop and the consumption of the facility.



2010: Leaf farm (an IT center devoted to data acquisition and elaboration is launched.



2012: Incentives were down and Loccioni started selling services. The package includes
billing services, monitoring and intervention when needed. It was also the inauguration
of the micro grid idea.



2013: The start of the micro grid business. Loccioni obtained from the previous
experiences enough competencies to move on the next level of managing the various
buildings it has as well as the various energy production sources. They also developed the
control system as well as the managing unit and all the interconnections inside and with
the main grid. Therefore, Loccioni decided to start selling this solution package to
industries and make a business case out of it.



2014: Was the inauguration of the 2 km of future campaign and the expansion of the leaf
community. The 2 km of future is the length of the river which had been reclaimed earlier
and used as a hydro power source and along that river on both sides the smart buildings
that constitutes the main elements of the micro grid. The inauguration was there to show
how communication between loads, generation sources as well storage takes place.



2014: The realization of Continental “Tri-generation” system.
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3.4

The Loccioni micro-grid project and technology
3.4.1

Overview of micro grid technology

Description of the technology
According to International Council on Large Electric System” CIGRE “C6.22 working
definition, “Micro grids are electricity distribution systems containing loads and distributed
energy resources, (such as distributed generators, storage devices, or controllable loads) that can
be operated in a controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power network
or while islanded”. An illustration of what makes a micro grid functional is shown in Figure 11.
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Micro grids are best utilized in spaces such as Military bases where they are off-grid. It can also
be utilized in commercial and industrial locations, institutional and campuses, community and
utility, off-grid locations, hospitals and data centers. The current total installed capacity of grid
tied micro grid is 1.5 billion USD and expected to reach 9 billion USD with the largest market
share currently is in US. The total capacity in MW’s of and the areas of installation is shown in
Figure 12:

Micro grid solutions will not only enhance grid reliability but will also ensure power security
especially after massive blackout caused by natural disasters. It will also increase off-grid
dependency, according to (Brainard, 2012; Honewell, 2013).
Another advantage of micro grids is helping utilities to provide out a solution for the duck curve
phenomena. The duck curve phenomena basically occurs where it happens that during peak
hours of sunshine where PV produce most of their energy and the utilities by law are forced to
buy this electricity will cause power plant producers to reduce their production. However, after
that period of peak sunshine where most power is generated, there is still a demand and
renewables can’t suffice it and therefore utilities will have to ramp up their production to meet
the needed demand. This will cause a lot of instability troubles to the grid as well as high costs.
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Utilities are currently using various techniques such as demand response which is a program
offered by utilities that will pay customers to shift their loads to other periods of time so they will
not need to ramp up fast and avoid having the duck curve which is shown in Figure 13.

Currently most grids are powered by fossil fuels and renewables and in case of insufficiency a
diesel micro-grid is the greatest energy cost saving potential. However, diesel is not a renewable
source and yet a very polluting one and is subjected to a lot of price and political fluctuations as
shown in Figure 14.
.

On the other hand, renewable energy costs are reducing over time and are less volatile to
fluctuations. It is a relatively free source of energy and becoming competitive in comparison to
other technologies in terms of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). The following graph
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represents various LCOE with various prices of diesel. According to Luyseter as shown in Figure
15, it shows that currently hybrid PV-Wind is the cheapest over the lifetime of the installation
which is usually 20 years. Renewable energy generation capacity should be massy introduced to
maximize the ROI and fuel savings .

As renewable energy integration into the grid has many advantages it also provides negative ones
resembled in grid instability. Renewable energy integration solutions must replace diesel
generators by performing the same function which is meeting base loads on the long run. By
meeting the base load requirements several mandatory advantages according to Luyseter are met
such as :
1. Frequency and voltage control
2. Sufficient spinning reserve
3. Sufficient active and reactive power supply
4. Peak shaving and load levelling
5. Load sharing between generators
6. Fault current provisions
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3.4.2

Micro grid Market Analysis

The micro grid market is currently expanding but not evenly in the different parts of the world
due to various reasons. Currently most of the market exists in the US and mostly as pilot projects
and in conjunction with some utilities. Many big players are either consolidating or developing
their own micro grid solution. As explained earlier, a micro grid solution consists of several
parts, hardware and software, so many opportunities either on a particular component level or
system integration level exists. Figure 16 shows the market segmentation for the micro grid
market.

The market capacity value for institutional campus = 2.76 $ billion. The total Micro grid market
= 5.8 $ billion. The 19% C&I market = $1.2 billion. The opportunity cost of not existing on the
other markets = 4.6$ billion. The current installed capacity is 4,393 MW of total micro grid
capacity throughout the world; the US is still the world’s leading market for micro grids with a
planned, proposed, and deployed capacity of 2,874 MW, which represents roughly 66% of the
global micro grid market. North America also leads the world in terms of micro grids currently
under development or in the proposal process with a capacity market share of 67%. According to
a new report from Navigant Research, worldwide vendor revenue from micro grids will grow
from $4.3 billion in 2013 to $19.9 billion in 2020, in the base scenario.
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3.4.3

Micro-grid project at Loccioni: Introduction

The history and the timeline of events mentioned earlier starting from building a zero carbon
house to the inauguration of the tri-generation facilities shows that the company has the needed
capabilities to realize next innovations. Micro grid was aligned with company’s core purpose of
integrating various resources to achieve the needed purpose and this is exactly what a micro grid
solution is about. The micro grid is composed of two, integrated, complementary grids
generating, distributing, regulating and measuring not only electric flows but also the thermal
flow.
A schematic of the micro grid is shown in Figure 17. The following schematic marked with
Loccioni are the buildings that needs the energy and their demand has to be met either by the
solar panels, hydropower or tri-generation sources shown. The lines show the network and the
path in which electricity is flowing.
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The micro grid schematic shown above is composed of:
•

2 Solar systems (148 kWp and 250 kWp)

•

2 Micro hydroelectric plants (36 kWp and 50 kWp)

•

1 Electric storage (224 kWh)

•

1 Thermal storage (450 cubic meters)

•

Heat pumps

•

4 buildings (a residential unit, two industrial building, an office building)

Loccion’s meters show 58% of the energy is produced from renewable resources, 89% of that
energy is self-consumed or stored, 38% is hours of total independence from the grid per year and
total energy saved is 55%. The service that comprises the whole micro grid package is
summarized in Figure 18.
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3.5

The Italian case study

Loccioni group usually sets long term as well as short term plans for the types of solutions they
currently provide as well as the ones that they will provide in the future so once the lifecycle of
one product is done a new one starts. This had been shown earlier that everything had started
with the PV boom and once the cycle of that ended up Loccioni started with co-generation as
well as energy efficiency activities. As this product life cycle will come to an end at one point,
the micro grid will come in position and will have its own cycle.
Loccioni had a problem achieving the energy business unit sales target and especially their micro
grid solution and its related equipment. Having a problem achieving the sales target means that
the company need to restructure their business line value proposition, customer relationship,
customer segment, competitor analysis, pricing strategy, and having to decide on a step by step
roadmap which would be tested hoping to reach the needed targets. As mentioned earlier,
Loccioni is present in different markets and the company’s strategy at the moment is to start with
the Italian market, headquarter, and in parallel with investigate the German market.
The solution to the Italian market case should start by understanding does current solution in
hand makes economic sense to the end customer, what is the business unit really selling, to
whom and what is the competitive advantage Loccioni is providing. Energy components are
complicated and sometimes the offering from the company is not clear. Loccioni acts as an
energy saving company (ESCO) and this is the type of message and offering that the company
should present from the first meeting with the customers. It is also important to have the proper
form of contracts and remuneration for the different kind of service the group is going to offer.
To investigate if it makes economic sense for such solutions to be sold in Europe, Loccioni
investigated the difference between the gas and the electricity price since one of the core
components of a micro grid is a CHP or a CCHP which operates using gas. It was found out the
self-consumption makes sense because the electricity is not subsidized and it would be cheaper
generating and consuming at your own location as shown in Figure 19.
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It can be shown from the above graph that there are many interesting markets where electricity
prices and gas prices for industrial customers vary largely as shown in Figure 19.
(http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/energy/data/main-tables)
It is important to find out if investing in a CHP solution alone would be appealing to the end
customer. To find out, it is mandatory to calculate the breakeven price of electricity if generated
and used on site in comparison to buying it from the main grid. The calculated price of electricity
is the breakeven price where no profit could be obtained. The equation that had been used is
basically “Revenue – Costs = 0”. The data in Table 1 are used as a direct input for determining
the corresponding electricity price in case the CHP unit operates for 6000,7000 or 8000 hours at
3 prices of Gas (€/kWh): 0.03;0.04 and 0.05 for 300,1000,1480 and 2000 kW
Table 1: Input for financial calculations

Capacity (kW)

300

1000

1480

2000

Capital Investment (€)

380,000.00

1,200,000.00

1,450,000.00

1,700,000.00

O&M (€/h)

8.00

20.00

23.00

30.00

Oil (€/year)

6,000.00

15,000.00

23,000.00

30,000.00

Manpower (€/year)

20,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

The results of the calculations are shown in Appendix 2. It will act like a catalogue where
depending on the operating hours, the CHP capacity and various gas prices the corresponding
electricity prices were found out.
The calculations had shown that the breakeven price of electricity given the gas prices, 0.030.04-0.05 Euros/kWh, would be in the range of 0.07-0.11 Euros/kWh. Having found out the
exact electricity price corresponding to the gas price, it is needed to know at what countries it
would be interesting to utilize CHP. The findings are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Possible location where financially it would make sense to apply CHP
Electricity Price by country for Industrial users
Cyprus

0.200

Greece

0.104

Turkey

0.089

Netherlands

0.079

Malta

0.180

Portugal

0.102

Poland

0.088

France

0.077

Ireland

0.133

Czech Republic

0.101

Austria

0.087

Montenegro

0.073

Slovakia

0.124

Croatia

0.094

Germany

0.086

Finland

0.068

Lithuania

0.123

Luxembourg

0.094

Estonia

0.084

Bosnia and Herzegovina

0.065

Spain

0.117

Belgium

0.091

Slovenia

0.084

Serbia

0.057

United Kingdom

0.114

Hungary

0.090

Norway

0.081

FYR of Macedonia

0.039

Latvia

0.113

Romania

0.090

Bulgaria

0.080

-

-

Italy

0.112

Denmark

0.090

Sweden

0.080

-

-

The electricity price in Italy for industrial customers, segment of focus, is 0.12-0.15 Euros/kWh.
Therefore, looking into the above electricity prices it shows that for any industrial customer it
would make sense to invest in such a system. However, the point of concern would be the high
initial capital cost.
Loccioni could also provide electricity to a cluster of industries and businesses and this is by
acquiring a piece of land and equipping it with all the needed generation tools acting as an
independent power producer (IPP). The industries would pay Loccioni instead of the utilities per
a power purchase agreement agreeing on a certain tarrif that should be lower than that charged
by utilities to make economic sense to those businesses. To investigate the economic potential of
this idea, it is important to know that the Italian regulation places a 30% tax, grid costs to those
who act as IPP’s. All the calculations discovering the potential of this idea is shown in Appendix
2. The results had shown that it is economically unviable to pursue such a proposition.
Having understood that it would make economic sense to invest in CHP’s as a part of the
microgrid, it is time to frame out the core value proposition and the type of offering Loccioni
provides. A catalogue which the company would use to propose their final customers is present
in Figure 20. It is worth mentioning that Loccioni’s customer target is industrial and commercial
customers. Therefore, the package and strategy can be applied to both sectors and the
remuneration and the type of contract offering would be the same as well.
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Services
1. Consultancy services (Technical
and Financial proposal)
2. Billing Services
3. White certificates and
Governmental incentives
documentaion
4. Financial analysis of the energy
portion of a customers' final product
5. Project Management

Monitoring & Reporting
1. Installment of professional meters
for 15 min monitoring
2. Analysis of the consumption and
report where it would be useful to do
some interventions
3. Provide a platform where all the
production and consumption is being
visulaised.

Production
1. Solar PV panels design and
Installment
2. Combined heat and Power sytems
design and installment (CHP)
3. Combined Heat, Power and
Cooling design and installment
(CCHP)

Energy Effeciency & Management
1. Electrical and Thermal energy
savings solutions design and
installment
2. Refurbishment and/or replacement
of energy intensive products.
3. Providing a storage solution for
energy management and loads
optimization

Figure 20: Loccioni energy service catalogue emphasizes the role of organizational type over
that of innovation type to help improve the understanding how business is being created in them.
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The Innovation-Generating Organization (IGO) depends on the technological knowledge and
market capabilities to develop and commercialize innovations. IGO needs the ability to generate
innovative outputs. However, innovation-adopting organizations (IAO) depend on its
organizational as well as managerial capabilities to select and adapt innovations. IAO’s should
have the ability to absorb innovative inputs. Therefore as the table above describes a company
with high generation and adoption of innovation are considered to be innovative; while on the
contrary if they are low in both generation and adoption they are very non-innovative. In case
they were high in generation of innovation but not adopting or socking in the innovations they
are considered to be innovation-generating organization; while high adoption rates and low
generations are considered to be innovation adoption organizations.

3.6

Generation and adoption of innovation

Many disciplines have been teaching innovation and defined it from different angles and
perspectives. If we consider innovation especially in organizations fields, innovation was defined
by scholars as the development and use of new ideas and behaviors in organizations. A new idea
could be a way of production (technical innovation), a new product, new market, organizational
structure or administrative system (administrative and organizational behavior).
“Novelty” is an element in all definitions of innovation. Several past studies and researches of
innovation in organizations asked executives what does novelty constitutes exactly. To many
executives it is a hard question to resolve. Innovation can be reflected as new to a single adopter,
to most people in the unit of adoption, to the whole organization, to most organization in
organization community, to the people in the adoption unit or to the entire world. The degree of
novelty can be used to differentiate the generation of innovation from the adoption of innovation.
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The processing of innovation results in an outcome such as a product, service or technology that
is at least new to an organizational community. It happens that a second organization adopts this
innovation by obtaining it from the organization that has produced it. This shows that adoption
means that innovation has been developed in somewhere else, but not in the adopting
organization (Van de Ven & Angle, 2000) .
The adoption of innovation results in the integration and assimilation of a product, service or
technology to new adopting organization. There has been no distinguishing in recent researches
on innovation between generation and adoption processes. It has named both as innovation
process. This approach is constant with the influential and universally utilized definitions of
innovation in organization, which often encompass both generation and adoption (Daft, 1982;
Kanter, 1988; Roberts, 1988; Rogers, 1995;Van de Ven A. , 1986).
The generation of innovation is meant to aid to the organization’s effectiveness and
competitiveness by creating a new opportunity or by benefiting of a present opportunity in a new
novel way (Drucker, 1985). Different number of authors defines innovation as “generation of
innovation.” For instance, Roberts (1988) and Afuah (2003) define innovation as the invention
and creation of a new idea and converting it to a useful application. Roberts (1988) stated that
innovation is “invention plus exploitation”:
The process of invention creates a new idea and put it to work; however the process of
exploitation, development, commercialization and distribution of a finished or semi-finished
product is innovation. Dougherty & Hardy (1996) and Hitt et al., (1996) described the
innovation-generating organizations as those that bring and introduce new products, services and
technologies to the market.
It is intended that the adoption of innovation is to contribute to the organization’s effectiveness
and competitiveness by altering adopting organization so that it can adjust to new conditions in
its external environment. Draft and Becker (1978) mentioned that organizational change is
introducing new behaviors that are different from what is used recently. Change takes place
when organizations change from old behaviors and methods of operations to new ones. It is the
transform from the current state before change to the future state after change (Nadler &
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Tushman, 1997), this time frame of both states can be the consequences and outcome of adopting
innovation. In the light of this and from this perspective, Meyer & Goes (1988) and Klein &
Sorra (1996) came to conclusion that innovation is “initiation plus implementation,” and the
adoption of innovation requires the putting together of products, services and technologies to the
new adopting organization.
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3.7

Process of innovation

The processes of innovation generation and innovation adoption are considerable different. The
generation process includes recognition of opportunity, research, design, commercial
development, and marketing and distribution (Tornatzky & Fleischer, 1990); (Roberts, 1988). It
captivates and covers all efforts and activities targeted at creating new ideas and getting them to
work (Roberts, 1988). As a whole, other organizations receive and use the innovation generated
by the generation process.
The adoption process is perceived to include two main sub-processes: initiation and
implementation (Duncan, 1976; Rogers, 1995; Zaltman et al., 1973). The initiation process
consists of all activities that relate to recognizing a need, becoming aware of a possible
innovation, and assessing its suitability, leading to the decision to adopt the innovation (Duncan,
1976; Rogers, 1995). Moreover, looking at the implementation process, we find that it consists
of all events and actions that relate to modifying the innovation and the adopting organization,
using the innovation initially, and continuing to use the innovation until it becomes an
organizations habit feature (Duncan, 1976; Glynn, 1996). Researches viewed that some authors
have also encompassed the termination and consequences of innovation within the adoption
process (Rogers, 1995), but other studies have observed these two processes in detail.
3.8

Generated innovation and adopted innovation by companies

The differences between the processes of generation and adoption of innovation are associated
with important distinctions between organizations that engage primarily in one process or the
other. In the case of some large organizations, the discussion that follows also applies to
relatively autonomous units within them. The generation process highlights the distinctiveness of
the innovation—what makes it different from other existing products, services, or technologies;
however, the adoption process underlines on how innovation is integrated in the organization
(Tornatzky & Fleischer, 1990).Therefore, the critical innovation issue in organizations that
mostly innovate through the generation process (Daft, 1982) is not the same as that in
organizations that mainly innovate through adoption. If we look at the innovation-generating
organization (IGO), the critical innovation issue is to manage the innovation project in a short
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and effectual time manner in order to create a new product, service or technology; while on the
other hand, in the innovation-adopting organization (IAO), it is to manage the assimilation of the
innovation in a very extensive manner into the organization in order to yield the desired
organizational change.
While the goal of the IGO is to match and connect the organizational technological competences
with new product and market opportunities, the aim of IAO is to match and connect the
organization’s strategic requirements and needs with competencies and capabilities of the
available innovation in the market. Consequently, innovation is the end itself in the IGO. For
instance, one of the significant goals or core values of the organization is the production of a new
thing. On the other hand, in the IAO, innovation is not the end; it is the means of facilitating and
contributing in the organization’s primary objectives.
An inclusive discussion of the role of the possible conditions and antecedents that generates the
innovation generation and adoption is beyond the scope of this paper could include.
Nevertheless, given that innovation in IGO and in the IAO relates differently with these factors,
examination of such antecedents and situations enlightens the variation past researches results
executed in regards to the mentioned matter, and hence it aids in the clarification of several
issues and matters that have remained as a source of disagreement and conflict among innovation
researchers.

3.9

Measurement of innovation

Kimberly was interested in studying the interconnection between the features of innovation and
organization (Kimberly, 1986). The complex innovation issue for the IGO and IAO differ. This
indicates that innovation outcome cannot be measured in the same way in the two types of
organization.
Innovation has been measured by rate of speed or surrogate and proxy measures. R&D expenses
or intermediate outcome such as patents are usually engaged at the population level of analysis
where innovation is viewed as an independent standing along variable rather than a dependent
one (Barnett, 1990 ; Wade, 1996). On the other hand, rate and speed are more direct measures of
the organization’s innovation outcomes.
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Past researches on innovation focused on the adoption of innovation among individuals (health
professionals, farmers, teachers) and used speed of time to measure innovation for a certain
percentage of members of a system to adopt innovation (Rogers, 1995) .By time similar
measures such as speed of developing and commercializing an innovation after its first
introduction shows how operational it gets on an organizational level. Timeliness measures of
innovation were used based on the assumption generation speed/ early adoption provides a
beneficial first-mover advantage to the firm.
The generation of innovation speed usually reflects how fast the development of innovation
projects is; for example, time length between the new products conception and its introduction in
the market (Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996).”In the IGO, management of innovation projects is the
critical issue, the speed of generation reflecting the efficiency of the development process will be
a suitable measure” (Ali et al., 1995). Furthermore Ali et al mentioned that speed is measured by
“project duration” the whole project time from the beginning of generating the idea to the end of
market launch or “project timeliness,” the level to which the innovation project adheres to its
time schedule or is finished in a timely efficient manner, (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1994).
Another tool used to measure the generation of innovation is the “innovation impact” reflecting
the innovation’s excelling in the marketplace. (Nohira & Gulati, 1996)

3.10

Commercialization

Innovation steps have viewed commercialization explicitly as the most critical stage. This is
because of the high risk and cost associated with it (Schilling, 2005; Song & Montoya-Weiss,
1998). Being successful technically and functionally in comparison to the other competitor
offerings is not enough to ensure that commercialization realization will be absolutely successful
(Chiesa & Frattini, 2011; Cooper, 2011; Costa, Fontes, & Heitor, 2004).
Firms that have been successful in commercializing their innovations often take time to
understand how to take it to main stream markets and achieve the full success. This as well
depends on the type of innovation that firms undergo whether it was radical or incremental
innovation (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2008 ; Story, Hart, & O'Malley, 2011). A radical
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innovation according to (O'Connor, 1998.) is a new product or service that disturbs the behavior
pattern in a target market place and creates a new line of business to the firm.
Commercialization is considered as the second of the two phases present which is the
implementation of the innovation process (Zaltman et al.’s, 1973). In which it means taking an
innovation down to the marketplace (Chakravorti, 2004); however, it may also include the
production managers to be convinced in to adopt a chain of techniques available to them (Single
& Spurgeon, 1996). Certainly, the growth of organization is based on the successful introduction
of new products in the market place. Commercialization is regarded as a transitional phase where
the organization becomes less dependent on its technological capabilities that are of necessity in
the initiation phase but more reliable on market dynamics.
Commercialization aims to make the innovative process of high success in the commercial
world. It consists of matters and issues such as sales, marketing, distributing and Joint Ventures
(JV’s). Technical capabilities are of great importance in the early development stages; however
the marketing capabilities, analysis and marketing plans such as (market investigates, testing,
promotion, advertising) are crucial in the later marketing stages (Calantone & di Benedetto,
1998; Globe et al., 1973). Organization level measures of the launching or commercialization
process appear to be highly thin (Verhaeghe & Kfir, 2002). R&D process characterize
commercialization phase as requiring “big bucks”, market reviews and organizational obligation
(Balachandra & Brockhoff, 1995). Measures are most likely restricted to a certain number of
products officially launched in a certain period (Yoon & Lilien 1985); however Song & Parry
(1996) placed another set of measures for the launching proficiency such as the promotional
support, salesforces and distribution which directly addresses the marketing capabilities of an
organization.
Commercialization is often hypothesized as a late or separate stage/phase of the innovation
process after the ideation and the technical development became concrete (P. Koen, 2001;
O'Connor, Ravichandran, & Robeson, 2008; V. Story, 2011). However, many decisions and
activities to pursue the innovation of the idea come at an early stage and sometimes the
implementation might not see light because of those early decisions. The ability to
commercialize technological innovations is a “firm’s capacity to bring a technological
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innovation to market and reach some of the mainstream, beyond the initial adopters” (Datta,
Mukherjee, & Jessup, 2014; Markham, 2013; Reid & de Brentani, 2012).
In order for a successful commercialization to take place a marketing strategy planning and
subsequent implementation in the launching and market introduction is mandatory (Crawford &
Di Benedetto, 2008 ; Hitsch, 2006). Therefore, commercialization and other processes are
complementary, simultaneous and mutually linked (Aarikka-Stenroosa & Lehitmaki, 2014). Part
of the commercialization process is the creation of a new market, new partners (Rice, O'Connor,
& Mark, 2012) and the main aim eventually is to create profit for the organization as well as to
spread the innovation for the social development (V. Chiesa, 2011 ; Story, Hart, & O'Malley,
2011; Aarikka-Stenroosa & Lehitmaki, 2014).
The commercialization process is complex and challenging from various perspectives mainly
customer behavior, marketing as well as the understanding of the technology (Story, Hart, &
O'Malley, 2011; Costa, Fontes, & Heitor, 2004; McNally, Cavusgil, & Calantone, 2010) and
usually the commercialization strategy varies at the different stages of the product lifecycle
(Moore, 2002).
Complex innovations induce divergent challenges as it generates adoption barriers among the
various stakeholders and especially the customers (Costa, Fontes, & Heitor, 2004 ; R.C.
McNally, 2010; Story, Hart, & O'Malley, 2011). This usually pushes companies to face
unfamiliar challenges such as competitors, distributor’s channels and customers adoption (Garcia
& Calantone, 2002; Leifer, O'Connor, & Rice, 2001; Aarikka-Stenroos & Sandberg, 2012).
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3.11 Research commercialization and technological innovation
There are different ways in which research could be commercialized as well as having
company’s adopting that research and commercializing its outcomes. It is important to have a
global overview on what are the research strategies and the way the outcomes are
commercialized.
3.11.1 Research strategies
Company’s industrial research group has conventionally observed the research process which
starts from a recognized problem or a market need is possibly solvable by research. The
consequent development and application is essentially a linear market driven process. However,
“classification schemes that describe the innovation process as a straight line progression fail to
capture its essential messiness and serendipitous nature” (Barfield & Smith, 1996, p.1). Lee and
Gaertner have demonstrated a more relevant complex model for new knowledge arising from
basic research Lee & Gaertner (1994) as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The University model of research commercialization (Lee & Gaertner, 1994)

Current R&D management literature differentiates four types or what is known in the literature
as generations of R&D strategies (Liyanage & Greenfield, 1999; Miller & Morris, 1999; Niosi,
1999):
1st generation R&D is the unbounded search for scientific breakthroughs…2nd generation
R&D shifts the focus to applicability (in the market place) using project management…
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while 3rd generation R&D uses surveys to establish existing customers’ needs to create
products and services to fulfil those needs. Constrained by the inherent limits of explicit
market knowledge, however, 3rd generation R&D is predominantly occupied with
continuous innovation (Miller & Morris, 1999).
During the period of 1980s, a fourth stage or R&D ‘generation’ strategies arrived:
“…characterized by cooperative R&D and systematic links between independent research
agents; technological alliances between corporate users and producers became widespread”
(Niosi, 1999). Systematic development is what governs the development and use of new
technologies. Innovations arise within companies’ activities in established markets as well
through improvements which appear through the commercialization activity itself. This is often
called “learning by doing” (Arrow, 1962).
The need is for the upcoming new business model and process that focuses on innovation as a
whole, not only on its integral part--- R&D, technology development, product/service
development (Miller & Morris, 1999). In specific, it must incorporate tacit and explicit and
codified information from all sources. The entrepreneur role and need maybe viewed differently
for various innovation domains. Such domains will be significantly different where breakthrough
inventions are involved.

3.12 Commercialization channels and options
The Scottish Enterprise strategy study that recognized a significant number of channels by which
university and other public research can take place of innovation from commercialization:
contract research, collaborative research, publication, education/training, licensing, industrial
consultancy, spin-off companies and joint ventures (Cripps et al., 1999).
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Error! Reference source not found. demonstrate the sources and possible outcomes from these
various commercialization channels for public sector research.

3.13

Findings on networks for commercialization
3.13.1 The emergence of the network approach to commercialization within
research

Figure 4:on
Commercialization
channels (Cripps
et al.,
1999)
It has been found that research
this topic is growing
rapidly.
The
first article that highlighted

clearly on networks for commercialization and paid close attention to radical innovation was
published in 1992, emphasizing on technology networking and strategic alliances. During 1992
and 2001, few studies on commercialization network matters were published; however, the topic
started to appear in 2003. 80% of all articles focus is on commercialization networks that were
published recently namely within 2007-2012. This brings to the attention that, even though
companies and researchers are starting to pay more attention to the connection between
commercialization and networks, the research concentrating on this is still developing.
The analysis indicated that the vast majority (85%) of the articles concentrated on incremental
innovations or did not specify the degree of novelty, which we assumed implicitly to mean
incremental innovations, as radical innovations are exceptional. Radical innovations can,
however, create such substantial competitive advantages and profit margins that it is unsurprising
they evoke special interest among researchers. Commercialization of radical innovations was
discussed in up to 15% of the articles; for instance, involving empirical data originating from the
automotive and medical equipment industries.
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3.14 Commercializing innovation
Commercialization concept is different than launch, diffusion, and adoption concepts which arise
from their different perspectives on the innovation cycle. Commercialization and launch stress
the innovator firm's perspective. Commercialization however tends to refer to how an innovator
firm can increase income from its new services, product, technology or concept. It includes
strategic, divergent, tactical planning, as well as marketing activities concerning the
product/concept, launch, and interactive activities with potential buyers and other relevant
players (Jolly, 1997).
On the other hand, the term launch refers to the specific introduction of the new concept, service
or product to markets and its follow-up ((Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2008) and (Di Benedetto,
1999)). In both activities commercialization and launch, a firm needs to emphasis on activities
such as the creation of demand, acquisition of marketing resources and share, effective
communication with end users as well as effective producers to facilitate adoption, building
national and international distribution channels, and accessing market and customer information
(Di Benedetto, 1999; Easingwood et al., 2006). During the innovation process both R&D as well
as commercialization activities might overlap (Aarikka-Stenroos & Lehtimäki, 2013; Prebble et
al. ; Prenkert, 2012).
According to the theory and literature on the launching strategy of new products,
commercialization of innovation (CoI) operates as a group of decisions which define how the
new product is laid and introduced to marketplace (Hultink et al., 1997). Overcoming the
innovators dilemma as well as crossing the chasm is mandatory to commercialize disruptive
innovations. The conceptualization and development of new product is not enough to
successfully commercialize a new product. It must ensure that it goes beyond a niche market of
early adopters (innovators). To do so, firms need to develop marketing skills that will bring those
products successfully into the market.
Launching techniques and strategies introduces that this concept should encompass two classes
of variables: strategic and tactical (Hultink, Hart , Robben, & Griffin, 2000). Strategic decision is
adopted before the launching phase of innovation, and even before its development.
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The key elements of marketing mix are encompassed by the tactical decision made, and are
concerned with the operational concept of launching innovation. Defining specific strategic and
tactical decisions include CoI construct, this article drew from both launch strategy research
(Hultink et al., 1997, 1998, 2000; Hultink & Robben, 1999) and the high-tech marketing
literature (Beard & Easingwood, 1996). As launch strategy research on its own doesn’t
adequately address individualities of high-tech markets, in which this entails innovating
organizations to pay closer attention to certain aspects of introduction of new product, such as
the establishment of alliances and inter-firms partnerships that are critical to establishment of
adoption (Easingwood & Beard, 1989), and designing the “whole” product , as, choosing the
group of services, adds and corresponding products accompany the “core: technological
innovation (Easingwood & Harrington, 2002).
Some factors that shape the COI process are strategic variables, decisions relating to the firm’s
business and innovation strategy under which the new product is launched. In addition to the
product’s degree of innovative and technological radicalness, these factors weren’t mentioned in
(Datta, Mukherjee, & Jessup, 2014).The COI has two main variables which are strategic and
tactical variables. The strategic variables include three main variables. The first is the timing
variable which defines the timing of the innovation’s lunch into the market, timing of innovation
preannouncement, and timing of establishing partnership and alliances. The second strategic
variable is the targeting and positioning of the innovation. This variable describes the target
market for innovation, and the positioning of the innovation in the marketplace. The third
strategic variable is the inter-firm relationship which includes dealing with external organizations
to establish relationships and the terms of the agreements underlying the relationships.
The tactical variables include four main constituents. The first tactical variable is the
differentiation in the configuration and functionality of a new product. The second tactical
variable includes the distribution mechanisms such as the type of distribution channel for the
innovation and the critical functions the distribution channels is expected to perform. The third
tactical variable is advertising and promotion such as the types of advertising channels, type of
message conveyed and the fourth tactical variable is pricing which includes (pricing strategy,
pricing of complementary good and services).
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The success of new products is integrally a multidimensional concept (Griffin & Page, 1993).
Looking at innovation, it is viewed as a single analytical unit rather than organization’s full
portfolio of innovations. The notion of new product success is put into operational manner
through successful customer acceptance, technical and functional performance, financial
performance and contribution to the firm’s competence base (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987;
Griffin & Page, 1993).
Decisions related to the market introduction, development and adoption of new products are
distributed amongst many related individuals and organizations that mutually influence each
other’s reactions and behaviors. Recently, we can notice that high-tech industries have become
interconnected, alongside product modularity and unbundling prevalence, de-virtualization and
industrial specialization (Borrus & Zysman, 1997; Yoffie, 1997). Being able to convince
consumers to adopt an innovation in an interconnected market is a challenge itself. Chakravorti
stated that “Since interdependent players will not switch to a new product unless they are
convinced most of the other players will” (Chakravorti, 2004). Chakravorti further mentioned
that innovation acceptance by consumers, industries or businesses, utilizing it directly is
influenced not only by the commercializing behavior of organizations (and its competitors
reactions), but also by members decisions, industries utilizing the same innovation which will
start adopting and using the innovation or decide to back off.
Moreover, this network consists to the end users of the new product of: (1) companies involved
in distributing the innovation or information about it, and (2) companies that supply products or
services complementary to the innovation. Once the functional content of innovation is
recognized and established, the commercialization decisions taken by these classes of players
become critical to securing the success of market. It is imperative for firms commercializing new
products or services especially high-tech innovations to influence the key stakeholders and
critical players in the adoption network. This is mandatory to sustain the diffusion of the product.
In case this didn’t happen, the diffusion target market will be extremely vulnerable (Chakravorti,
2003).
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3.14.1 Market strategy and success with disruptive innovations
Market strategy focuses on how businesses achieve competitive advantage. An inclusive
framework that discourses the alternative ways firms define and approach their product-market
domains and construct structures and processes to achieve success in those domains (Miles &
Snow, 1978).
Commercializing technological innovations depends on various set of specific strategy types and
negotiation skills. For example, firms’ specific approach to being market oriented allows them to
use innovative research techniques to discover customer knowledge that becomes the foundation
for disruptive innovation. Firms that are clever at satisfying needs in the innovator and early
adopter segments are most likely to possess the resources and capabilities to develop disruptive
innovations.
On the other hand, firms that are successful at filling needs in mainstream markets are more
likely to develop incremental innovations and sustaining technologies. They develop innovations
based on customer feedback and building strong relationships with them. Having described the
nature of companies that will meet different range of innovations (both sustain and disruptive)
leads to the fact that firms will need to develop different strategies for different customer groups
which requires having different tactical skills. To elaborate in that, a firm that tends to be more
successful with late majority customers may need a more hands-on approach to build customer
knowledge; new ways of market research may help it avoid focusing shortsightedly only on
existing customers and help facilitating introducing disruptive technological innovations.
3.14.2 Market orientation
Customer needs understanding is another key factor that determines a firm’s ability to
successfully develop and commercialize technological innovation. However, sometimes firms
listen too carefully to their customers to the extent that they are held captive by them and can’t
commercialize the innovation to other players.

Market oriented businesses can avoid the

innovator’s dilemma, working on innovations outside their company scope, by being committed
to understanding both the latent and expressed needs of the customers through the processes of
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evaluating and acquiring market information in a systematic and proactive manner and always
providing a superior customer value (Slater & Narver, 1998).
A positive market-oriented culture is more strongly associated with innovativeness and new
product success than is a customer-led culture according to a recent research (Atuahene-Gima et
al., 2005); Nerver, Slater, & MacLachlan, 2004). A positive or a proactive market orientation
comprises various behaviors which drives business attempts to discover, understand and satisfy
the inbounded needs of the customers.
‘‘Market orientation is more strongly related to new product performance at the early stage of
the product life cycle than at the late stage . . . Such an environment seems to warrant greater
market intelligence and information sharing within the firm.’’ (Atuahene-Gima K. , 1995 p.287).
A recent research showed that disruptive innovations built on customers demand; focus always
on emerging customer segments rather than just mainstream customers (Govindarajan & Kolalle,
2004). In the matter of fact, customer oriented firms and especially those focused on mainstream
customers are able to develop disruptive innovations as well. In nutshell, customer oriented
firms could develop disruptive innovations regardless if a firm is dealing with both emerging as
well as mainstream customers and not only on one customer segment.
One problem needs to be addressed which is distinguishing between potential and current
customer. A customer oriented firm doesn’t imply an exclusive focus on current customers only.
Contrary, it serves current customers and remains alert for unserved customer (Day, 1999;
Chandy & Tellis, 2000).
Customers may not always be able to identify their needs. Meaning, they have untapped and
unserved needs but they are not aware of. The needs are real but are not yet in the customer’s
awareness. This might not be evident and will not be in case no supplier or provider taps into this
hidden need. Moreover, they are not dissatisfied because it is unclear to them or they didn’t
request this need to be solved. However, if a provider satisfies it and fulfills it, a customer will
become extremely delighted and will adopt the use of such an innovation. Therefore,
observations of what customers do under normal, natural conditions are of extreme value. Some
techniques such as customer-visit programs, leaf users research, empathic design, end user
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research (customer of customers) research and targeting developing markets would reveal
untapped pieces of information that will have direct impact on developing innovative product
and services.
The description of the tools that will lead to the new product development by understanding the
customers’ untapped need could be summarized by the following:
1) Customer Visit Program: Arranged process of visiting customers to understand their

needs with a cross-functional team.
Benefits include:


face-to-face communication to ease the transfer of ambiguous, complex, and
unique information



Ground research that allows personal interaction with the product, describe the
uses of the product as well as gaining a better understanding of how the product
would enhance a customer’s total operation.



Understanding customer’s difficulties, problems and needs



Indulging conversations with the customers which allows to understand the
product features, follow up on the advancements, switch gears as well as expected
and unexpected useful insights.



Interaction with various stakeholders especially the decision makers to learn about
all their different desires and needs.

2) Empathetic Design: Based in anthropology and ethnography, empathy design allows the

development team and especially the marketer to develop and has empathy of the current
user needs and environment in order to be able to articulate what the future technology
could provide. For example, customers may not be able to foresee the ways new
technology could be utilized. They might have developed ‘‘workarounds’’—that are
inconvenient yet so customary that they are not even conscious of it.
3) Lead user process: Collects information about both needs and solutions from the leading

edges of a company’s target market and from markets facing similar problems. Lead
users may have needs months or years before the mass market and, as such, are
positioned to benefit significantly by obtaining early solutions to those needs. Customers
that tend to innovate are lead users—customers that are well ahead of market trends and
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have needs that go far beyond those of the average user. In some cases, lead users may
have developed a solution to their needs that marketers can then commercialize for other
users.
4) Research on customers-customers: Generating market intelligence while focusing on

downstream markets through having an understanding of the customer group focus
preferences. This will allow for new market insights as well as avoiding surprises and
missed competitors.
5) Target developing markets: Targeting developed markets provides unique opportunities

to motivate radical innovation by price-performance breakthroughs (Prahalad, 2004).
This could be illustrated by an example of a car being developed in India, a developing
country, but lacks the need sophistication for such a developed market will pose a major
disturbance to suppliers of the major auto firms because the cost structure of parts and
subsystems associated especially if it has to be sold for $3,000.
For commercialization to success they need to be adopted by the right stakeholders and the
proper network that will help the new product and service to be adopted and create value. The
characteristics of those network adopters are explained in section 3.10.3.
3.14.3 Selection of target customer group
A widely adopted perspective on the success of new innovations is the adoption and diffusion
cycle, based on the work of (Rogers, 1995).The basic premise of the adoption and diffusion
process is that there are different categories of adopters, each with unique characteristics and
buying needs
The segments of innovation adopters are early market innovators (technology enthusiasts), early
adopters (visionaries), mainstream market early majority (Pragmatists), late majority
(Conservatives) and laggards (Skeptics).
Early market innovators are characterized by the following:
1) They are change agents among their peers. Their interest in new ideas leads them out of
narrow circles of peers into broader circles of innovators.
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2) Appreciate innovation for its own sake.
3) Willing to tolerate initial glitches and problems that may accompany any innovation just
coming to market and are willing to develop makeshift solutions to such problems
Early adopters are characterized by the following:
1) Attracted by high-risk, high-reward projects Because they envision great gains from
adopting innovation, not very price sensitive
2) Look to adopt and use innovation to achieve a revolutionary improvement
3) May demand personalized solutions and quick-response, highly-qualified sales and
support
Mainstream market early majority are characterized by the following:
1) Rather than looking for revolutionary changes, motivated by evolutionary changes to gain
productivity enhancements
2) Averse to disruptive change; want proven applications, reliable service, and results Want
to reduce risk in the adoption of the innovation
3) The safeguard of the mainstream market
Late majority are characterized by the following:
1) Risk averse and technology shy
2) price sensitive
3) Need completely preassembled, bulletproof solutions
4) Adopt innovation just to stay even; often rely on a single, trusted adviser to help them
make sense of technology
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Laggards are characterized by the following:
1) Want only to maintain the status quo
2) Tend not to believe that innovation can enhance productivity and resist new technology
purchases
3) Buy only if they believe all their other alternatives are worse and cost justification is
absolutely solid
These categories of adopters fall along a normal, bell-shaped curve, such that the bulk of the
marketplace falls within the early-majority and late-majority adopter categories. Successful
diffusion implies a smooth progression from one category of adopters to the next, which is
necessary for a firm to create leadership in its industry.

3.15 Barriers
The innovation process will face different barriers depending on the stage being studied through
the innovation process. This section will start by introducing overall barriers facing new
technological innovations and then focus on the barriers during the commercialization process
3.15.1 Innovation barriers
Aarikka-Stenroosa and Lehitmaki (2014) work is based on 6 case studies. The firms that were
under consideration were operating in both the business to business as well as the business to
customers. Their main activities ranged from selling high tech product, health care equipment,
and efficient lighting systems to general retail services. It was found out that the barriers to the
commercialization of the cases studied could be categorized into three zones (strategic, market
creation, preparation and awareness then sales creation and development). This could be taken
into the next level of understanding the barriers from the case studies which showed that
choosing a feasible strategy, understanding the customer's perspective, creating credibility,
acquiring support from the ecosystem, overcoming adoption barriers, and creating sales were the
hardcore of the barriers and the main hindering reasons for not achieving the sales targets
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According to Aarikka-Stenroosa & Lehitmaki (2014), neglecting the market preparation and
creation by avoiding building the right network of stakeholders, educating them, raising the
awareness and finding the win-win collaboration agreements are the major barriers to the
commercialization. The study had shown that extreme novelties are harder to commercialize and
needs longer times and more preparation to adopt. Firms under study had shown that they rush
from the early strategic decisions to sales creation without a deep understanding of the customer
needs, the ecosystem and the market which leads to absolute failures reaching their targets. It is
extremely difficult to influence only sales without preparing and maturing the market earlier.
Therefore, it is mandatory to interact as early as possible with all relevant stakeholders getting
their feedback and triggering the learning about the product or service benefits, adoption barriers
and sales magnitude (Rice, O'Connor, & Mark, 2012). This will enable the firm to
commercialize successfully and managers to address the inherent unanticipated uncertainties
(O'Connor & Rice, 2013).
According to D'Estea et al. (2012), they highlighted four main barriers to the innovation process
mainly cost factors, knowledge factors, market factors, and regulation issues. This was in line
with the main research question they were investigating on whether all firms innovate in the
same magnitude or not. They concluded that small firms are more innovative and willing to
support innovations than other large ones.
A case study done by Hadjimanolis (2003) on identifying the internal and external barriers to
innovation resembled that the main factors are market, government, other external barriers,
people, structure, and strategy. The basic barrier is the firm specific heterogonous resources and
capabilities classified under financial, human and organizational constrains (Hewitt-Dundas,
2006). Hölzl and Janger (2012) spotted that the basic of the barriers are both internal as well as
external ones. Mainly they are classified under market adoption, mindset, risk, nascent, financial,
and skill barriers; lack of information on technology and on markets, and lack of innovation
partners.
The basics of the innovation barriers are financial issues, marketing skills, management and
personal characteristics (Larsen & Lewis, 2007). A case study examined 294 managers in
various activities and came out to set of barriers that hinder SME to stay in the market. Those
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barriers are high costs, innovation cost difficult to control, excessive risk, difficult access to
financial resources, manager resistance to change, lack of qualified personnel, problems retaining
qualified employees, lack of internal employee training, employees resistance to change,
insufficient government support, economic turbulence, lack of market information, lack of
regional infrastructure, lack of information on technologies, and lack of potential external
partners (Madrid-Guijarro, Garcia, & Van Auken, 2009).
The main innovation barriers are risk, cost, internal resistance to change, availability of inputs,
and rigid laws and regulations in many Canadian firms (Mohnen & Rosa, 2002). In exploring
why UK retailing industries had been the least innovative, it was found that innovation barriers
are both internal and external. In addition to that cost, market and knowledge are the main
barriers (J. Reynolds, 2009). In finding out what are the central problems in the management of
innovations within the context of new ideas, people, transactions and institutional contexts, it
was found that they are “human problem of managing attention, structural problem of managing
part–whole relationships, process problem of managing ideas into good currency, and strategic
problem of institutional leadership” (Van de Ven A. , 1986). Executives will and capability to
cooperate is the main reason for hindering the innovation process (Witte, 1977).
Sandbering and Aarikka-Stenroos (2014) had classified barriers according to internal or external
barriers in small or large organization.
Internal barriers identified are:
1) Restrictive mindset: Fear and/or resistance of innovations within the firm; seen, for
example, in the, fear of failure, fear of change, conservative decision-making, and
restrictive organizational culture. An example of such a restrictive mindset was illustrated
by Wolfe, Wright, & Smart (2006) in which resistance from employees as an innovation
would challenge their expertise, set of skills and sometimes job security.
2) Lack of Competency: Lack of the needed abilities and skills to proceed with an
innovation and it can be categorized into the lack of discovery competences, and lack of
acceleration and commercialization competence and lack of incubation.
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a. Lack of discovery competence: Lack of competence to recognize, create,
elaborate and articulate radical innovation competences. The main focus in this
group is just to meet demand of current customers. Usually such firms can’t
sustain long.
b. Lack of acceleration and commercialization competence: inability to ramp up the
business operations to stand out in front of other business platforms (O'Connor &
DeMartino, 2006) and (Story, Hart, & O'Malley, 2009). In other words, difficulty
in identifying new relevant partners and be able to collaborate with them
(Birkinshaw, Bessant, & Delbridge, 2007).
c. Lack of incubation: described as the lack of abilities to convert opportunities to a
valid business proposal.
3) Unsupportive Organization Structure: Organization hierarchy structured in such a way
that rights, responsibilities, authority, communication between R&D and the rest of the
firm is absolutely separated and has a lot of boundaries which hinders the communication
and eventually will stop innovation from passing through.
4) Insufficient resources: lack of internal finances, skills, experience, tools within the firm.
A good example was demonstrated by (Kelley, 2009) in which the high visibility of
teams working in innovations that doesn’t bring results and drain of cash makes them a
very easy targets for cutbacks when results are not delivered.
The external barriers that were discussed by (Sandberg & Aarikka-Stenroos, What makes it
so difficult? A systematic review on barriers to radical innovation, 2014) are the following:
1) Resistance or lack of supports from a specific actor either customer, governments, etc.
a. Customer resistance: Some behaviors of customers such as lack of experience
with a firm or a product or changing their needs constantly are barriers.
b. Unsupportive Government: Governments actions such as bureaucratic actions or
weak IP protections hinder or fail the support of innovations
c. Scarcity of external finance: Lack of financial resources especially banks who
doesn’t support innovations or new firms. Lack of investors who doesn’t see the
direct benefits of innovations.
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d. Competitors: The aggressive behavior of competitors and obtaining a quicker and
faster market shares makes it hard to complete innovations.
2) Resistive Macro environment are external factors that can’t be controlled.
a. Undeveloped network and ecosystems: resistance of various network actors,
stakeholders in the market who are reluctant to switch to a new product unless
convinced all other players will do.
b. Technological Turbulences: New uncertain volatile technologies narrow the
window off opportunities that other players will adopt the new technology and
therefore reduce the commitment level.
c. Inappropriate infrastructure: The lack and weakness of incomplete supply chain
facilities between the supply and distribution services.
d. Resistive local culture: Shared beliefs and values that characterize a certain social
group hinder them from adapting certain innovations.
Baldwin and Zhengxi had investigated the barriers Canadian manufacturing sectors facing in
adopting high technologies in their processes (Baldwin & Zhengxi, 2002). They categorized it
into broadly five categories. They are mainly cost related, institution-related, organization
related, labor related as well as information related. The cost-related problems mainly comprise
cost of capital, technology acquisition, related equipment acquisition, related software
development, and increased maintenance expenses. The Institutional-related problems stem from
tax credits and capital cost allowances, taxation practices involving R&D investment, and from
government regulations and standards. Labor-related problems arise from labor contracts,
shortage of skills, and training difficulties. Organization-related problems are associated with
difficulties in introducing changes to a firm’s structure which are required for ingesting new
technologies, poor management attitude, and worker resistance. Information-related problems
arise from technological services, lack of scientific and technical information, and technical
support from vendors.
The study had shown that barriers arise during the innovation process as firms learn by doing and
whatever problems they face should be solved and remedied immediately. Another aspect is the
problems that users face which might cause the company lose their clients but on the good side
they would appreciate they products severity in hand.
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Xiea, Zeng and Tamc founded that the main innovation barriers in the following industries could
be summarized in 11 points. Food processing, food manufacturing, tobacco processing , textile
industry, garments and other fiber products, leather, urns, down and related products, timber
processing, bamboo and straw products , furniture manufacturing, papermaking and paper
products, printing and record medium reproduction , cultural, educational and sports goods,
petroleum processing and coking, raw chemical materials and chemical products, crafts and other
industries, pharmaceutical industry, chemical fiber , rubber products , plastic products , nonmetal
mineral products, metal products medical and pharmaceutical products ordinary machinery,
special purpose equipment, transport equipment, electric equipment and machinery, electronic
and telecommunications equipment, Instruments, meters, cultural and office machinery.
The barriers are the lack of technical information, lack of financial capital, lack of return, lack of
technical experts, High cost and high risk of innovation, lack of correct business strategy, lack of
external innovation partners, lack of marketing channels, lack of effective management systems,
Weak awareness of IP protection and finally the policy constrains. (Xiea, Zengb, & Tamc, 2014).
3.15.2 Barriers of commercializing innovations
The commercialization stage might face two main important barriers which is the market
preparation to receive this new product and service and moving from the early adopters of the
technology to the main stream users that will lead to diffusion and help keeping the new products
alive in the marketplace. Geofrey Moore in Crossing the Chasm (1991, 2002) highlighted the
hurdles companies face during the commercialization and mentioned that choice of initial market
segments to target and how to modify the initial marketing approach that was successful with
early adopters of the product will make a huge difference in guiding the majority users to
embrace the new technology. Several case studies had shown that the launching of the product
was extremely successful and the innovators and lead users took the lead but moving to the main
stream market or to the majority group was a complete failure. The main reason is that the word
of mouth, marketing strategy, was not in favor of those innovations. Moreover, establishing long
term market networking and adoption of new marketing strategy was ignored lead to bankruptcy
in SME’s or the complete failure of those innovations even in big organizations (Chiesa, 2011).
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Innovations might face several barriers during the commercialization process which will hinder
them from being successfully adopted and diffused into the marketplace. Two main barriers that
often lead to failure in the commercialization process is (i) the lack of support from the
innovation’s adoption network (ii) a negative post-purchase attitude on the part of its early
adopters.
The lack of support of the adoption network barrier has several variables that affect these
dimensions. In case the firm’s decision draws the attention and provide support to the adoption
network, most of the barriers will positively turn into opportunities. The commercialization of
innovations decisions which are associated with either the extensive or the limited support of the
network depends upon three important variables:
1) Inter-firm relationships: Critical members in the network offering support for the
innovations is mandatory for the adoption network support. Therefore, failure to establish
relationship with certain critical players in the adoption network, the technology in hand
is not licensed to competitors as well as high licensing costs to the product developers
will hinder the early adopters from using the product and therefore will act as a major
barrier in the commercialization and adoption of the innovation. This could be mitigated
by long-term strategic partnership with the critical members of the adoption network, outlicensing the technology primary the innovation to competitors as well as licensing this
technology to complementary product developers at reasonable prices or even sometimes
free of charge.
2) Timing: The timing relationship evolvement as well as the technology development cycle
timing is crucial for building the adoption network. It is mandatory to establish long term
targeting partnerships with critical members before innovation is diffused into the bulk of
the target market.
3) Targeting and positioning: A clear positioning of the product and who are the target
customers as well as early adopters plays a major role to get the proper support for
diffusing it. Therefore, proper positioning of innovations is a must.
Similarly, the second barrier according to (Chiesa, 2011) for commercializing innovations is the
post-purchase attitude of early adopters. Several barriers play an important role in either
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hindering or supporting innovations to be commercialized properly and pass through. These
variables are:
1) Timing: the attempt to anticipate the timing of the lunch of the new product although it is
not functional or configured properly is a negative post-purchase attitude adopted which
could be mitigated if the innovation is launched only when the development and
configuration of the product is complete. This is due to the fact that early announcements
will lead to high expectations in the early adopter’s network and if not met will be
absolutely dissatisfied and will hinder the complete commercialization and further the
adoption process.
2) Targeting and positioning: As it was a barrier when it comes to the adoption network
creation it is a considered a barriers also when a new innovation is positioned as an
improvement to an existing product or an extension of a well-respected product. It should
be placed as a revolutionary innovation. In addition to that, in the initial lunching not
targeting the early adopters would be considered a fatal mistake.
3) Product: Lacking some main functionalities that are critical adopters or poor
configuration of some attributes of the product that were in the lunching campaign will
tend to make the product loose a large market share. The product should give what it
promises in terms of excellent functionality, cover what it promises and configured
properly.
4) Advertising and Promotions: A critical factor that hinders innovations from passing
through is the messaging which focuses on the product’s belong to a well-respected
family of brands and not offering up to the standards capabilities or proper functionality
that were promised in the initial lunch. A maneuvering technique would focus on the
technical capabilities of that new product or service and the degree of sophistication it
contains.
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4.0

Empirical section

The empirical part contains qualitative as well as quantitative data that will be used as a building
block to understand and relate to the typologies and barriers of the commercialization of the
micro grid solution. This data had been collected through action research and secondary sources
materials.
The empirical data in hand resembles three case studies conducted for Loccioni Group. An
introduction of the group and its activities will open the chapter and will be followed by the
cases. Each case study will start by examining the current problem and then the proposed
solution.
The first case resembles the commercialization problem and the related barriers of a
technological solution (micro grid and its related components) in the Italian market. The second
case study resembles building a nano-scale micro grid project in Costa Rica. The third case study
resembles a market challenge in choosing the right customer segment to commercialize a
microgrid solution or its related equipment in the German market.
4.1

Loccioni Group: A company overview
“We integrate ideas, people and technologies” Enrico Loccioni

Loccioni is a family owned company started in 1978 with only 4 employees and now having
more than 400 employees working in 4 main branches located in Moie di Maiolati (Italy), Angeli
Di Rosora (Italy), Washington, DC (USA), Calw (Germany), and Shanghai (China). The
company’s employees average age is 33 years old with 45% of them are holders of university
degrees and 3-4% are PhD holders. The company spends more than 7,000 hours yearly training
their most important asset which are their employees or “collaborators” as Loccioni calls them.
Loccioni spends more than 5% of the turnover for “Research for Innovation” activities and for
the 5 R&D laboratories currently existing. This resulted as well in obtaining 20 registered
patents.
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Loccioni’s value proposition is research, design and developing innovative solutions to improve
the quality, efficiency, and sustainability of products, processes and buildings. The company
operates in an “Open model Company” that is centered on knowledge and know-how
development. The Open model means that Loccioni is open to any cluster which will provide
information and help in developing competencies that match the operational philosophy of the
enterprise. Figure 5 summarizes the sources of information.

Technological
Culture

Loccioni

Clients

•Partners
•Technological Centers
•Research Centers
•Universities

•Blue Zone
•Spin offs& Startups
•Research for Innovation
Institute
•Network
•SilverStone

•Service Companies
•Public Companies
•Manufacturing Companies

Figure 5: Loccioni partners in the knowledge transfer
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To reach the “Open company” and the continuous innovation process and searching for development, it is important to look into the
history and events that shaped Loccioni in Figure 6

2010:

2000

1980
1968
First activities
in the electric
distribution
plant.

1970
Development
of
Competencies
in industrial
automation

Focus on the
developmen t
of know how
and
experiences in
the field of
measurements
and quality
control

1990
People and
laboratories
dedicated to
R&D network

Figure 6: History of Loccioni
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With the Leaf
community
project, the
new challenge
is on Energy
Technologies
and Apoteca
Loccioni enters
the healthcare
business.

Research for
Innovation
Institute is
related to
design the
future. With
Loccioni Inc. it
starts from
Loccioni US the
path towards
international
markets
followed by
Loccioni
Deutschland
Gmbh and
Loccioni China.

Research for innovation is a mixed effort across the stakeholders of Loccioni to develop research
projects in long time periods that will develop new competencies, managing and valorization the
intellectual capital. Research for innovation had led to important discoveries such as robotics and
cognitive factory, management and control of energy efficiency as well as intelligent data
processing and algorithm. Research for innovation and open company format means that new
competencies obtained will always be utilized for solving a new problem. Loccioni doesn’t
produce any product but provide tailor made full turnkey solutions. They integrate various
components from different suppliers and manufacturers and build a solution based on the end
customer demands and price target. Their solution varies across the industry they operate in.
Their in-house solution includes both hardware and software integration.

The company’s

philosophy is to always operate with big, rich and international customers in which they can
replicate the model for several times. In the same time, after sales service and upgrades always
remain.
Developing such an atmosphere in an enterprise requires a special organizational structure.
Loccioni performs in a mixed structure of both functional and matrix. Everything is centered on
a certain project. Loccioni claims that they have a horizontal organizational level where everyone
is operating on the same level and not a hierarchy so this would ease the means of
communication and the whole team can grow together and ideas would flow easier.
The business lines that the company currently operates in are mobility, home appliances, human
care, environment and energy. An explanation of what activities, products and fields of
measurements taking place in each line is explained in Figure 7.
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Environment
"Integrated solutions
for environmental
monitoring"

Home Appliances /
White Industry
"Assembly, testing
and quality control
systems for home
appliances and
components"

Human care
"Automating and
quality control
solutions for health
care"

Mobility
"Assembly, testing
and quality control
systems for
automotive
components"

Other fields or
Applications

Solutions Provided:
Solutions Provided
1.Continuous Emission
Monitoring Systems
2. Air Quality
3.Monitoring Systems
4.Waters Monitoring Systems
and 5.Treatment Systems

Solutions Provided

Solutions Provided:

1. Fashion

1. Home appliances: washing
machines, dishwasher,
refrigerators, cooking
appliances, components

1.Power Train

2. Food

2.HVAC: heating, cooling,
components

Solutions Provided:
1.Health
2.Nutrition
3.Wellness

2. Brakes and transmission

3. Glass

3. Filters

4. Organized Great
Distribution

4. Electronic Systems

5. Pharmaceutical

3. Photovoltaic panels and
components

6. Public Administration
7. Service Companies

Fields of Application
1.Environmental R&D
Laboratory
2. Gas Analysis
3. Combustion Performance

Fields of Application
1. Pre-fabrication
2. Assembly and testing in
production line

4.Vibration/Acoustic Measures

3. Audit Area

Calibration

4. Life test Lab

5. Instrumentation Engineering
(Loccioni GIGAS FT-IR)

Fields of Application:
1. APOTECAchemo Automated
system for the cytostatic drugs
compounding

Fields of Applications:
1. Assembly and testing in
production line
2. Measurement
instruments

2. Restricted Single Breath
Sampling Device
3. Medical Gas Tester Mobile
system for medical gas control

3. Audit Area
4. Advanced engineering
Lab

6. Software Designing

Figure 7: Current activities of Loccioni Group business units
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Fields of Application:
1.Improvement of the
quality of products and
processes
2. Automation of the
productive and logistic
processes
3. Information and
communication
technologies

4.2

Company’s organization: Overall structure

“Coming from the farming community and always working with uncertainty and we don’t know
how the crops might be like because of weather conditions they would like to diversify the type of
crops and from there they need to diversify the markets we are in and the things we do” Enrico
Loccioni
Figure 8 shows the organization structure of the group. There are five well established business
units and three that are under development. The five main business units are industry, mobility,
environment, energy and healthcare. The 3 units that are under development are train and
transport, electronics, electric motors and food. Loccioni’s moto is “We make value out of data”.
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Director

Funding

QSA

People

Facility

Research for
Innovation

Administrive
Controller

Information
System

Identity lab +
accelerators

Industry business
unit

Mobility
Business unit

Energy Business
Unit

Environment
Business Unit

Human Care
Business Unit

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

PM/PE

PM

PM

PM

Science

R&D

PE

PE

PE

r&d

R&D

Software

Technical

Software

Service

Service

Technical

R&D

Service

Figure 8: Organization chart of Loccioni Group
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Train and
Transport
Business Line

Electrical and
Electronic
Business Line

Loccionis’ above structure indicates that every business unit has a commercial manager. His
main duty is to fulfil the budget that is assigned to him and to achieve the needed sales.
According to the above hierarchy, he follows up on the project manager which is responsible for
the economic and technical proposals. The project manager collaborates with engineers, software
developers to fulfill the proposals. There is also a service manager which is responsible for after
service activities. In each division, there is a R&D responsible which is there to test new ideas or
competencies related to the business unit.

4.3

Loccioni energy business unit

Having explained in Figure 7 what most of the business units in Loccioni performs it is
important to get in details about the activities performed in Loccioni Energy which is the area
under scope. Loccioni’s energy business unit deals mainly with integrating various energy
generation sources such as CHP, PV with storage sources, thermal and electrical. This is done
with coordination of the loads under demand smartly through in house software. A deeper
overview of the activities is summarized in Figure 9.
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Efficiency
(Energy efficiency and consumption
monitoring
solutions
includes
Thermal,
electrical
and
hydro
consumption)

• HVAC systems redesign
• HVAC system automation
• Heat recovery
• Automated Solar shields integration

Production

• Photovoltaic
• Thermal Collectors
• Micro-hydroelectric
• Geothermal
• Combined Heat and Power
• Tri-generation (Heat, power and cooling)

Storage
(The partnership between Loccioni
and Samsung SDI, the world's largest
lithium batteries manufacturer on the
integration and commercialization of
energy storage is born allowing to:

• Optimize self consumption by storing energy when production exceeds
consumptions and drawing it otherwise.
• Ensure the continuity of energy delivery in case of interruption of electrical
supply
• Stabilize the network operating as an energy reserve in case of peaks
consumption.

Service Center
(Control and management of electrical
fluxes)

• Data acquisition: through wireless sensors
• Data elabrotation through: energetic audit, production and consumption
measure analysis, renewable energy production performance evaluation,
economic and energetic fluxes control, feasibility study for energy effeciency
solution, billing analysis, financial consultancy, normative consultancy and
report activities
• Creating an economic energetic value.

Customer Care

• Integrate systems in real time monitoring solutions
• Predicitve maintaince
• Remote assistance

myLeaf

• Software allows data acquistion, analysis &forecast consumption data, plant
report, system monitor, customer display, remote control.
• Mobile: awarness becomes mobile, flexible and reachable from any place.
• Leaf Meter: the suistainable guage to visualize in real time data related to
energetic perfomance.

Figure 9: Energy business unit activities
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4.3.1


Timeline of events

2001: The original start of energy efficiency where the owner wanted to reduce his
thermal and electrical consumption;



2002-2003: Loccioni wanted to build a new house for the collaborators and it was an
energy efficient house. However, meeting Prof. Butera, an expert in efficient buildings,
changed the whole concept from an energy traditional house to a carbon neutral house. It
was a residence as well a testing facility of smart equipment (Baraldi, Gregori, & Perna,
2011)



2004-2005: a team started to design the house. It was totally a new concept and a full
team of architects, thermal and electrical designer all under Prof. Butera supervision
working to make sure the concept will work. Loccioni also brought many different parties
and informed them about the project explaining the vision of future houses and if any
would like to participate by either investing, testing products or solutions, so a big test
rig. This resulted in ENEL, a big electric utility, for example testing their electrolyzerfuel cell solution. This solution was basically converting the excess energy from the sun
to produce hydrogen which is stored in low pressure tanks. This will later convert the
hydrogen to power through a fuel cell device.



2006-2007: the realization of the project was coming to life. This means that building and
testing the house took place. In 2007, reclamation of the river and use it as a hydropower
source took place;



2008: Leaf House was inaugurated. One of the basic elements that existed was a leaf
meter. The meter mere function was for automation and control purposes or what is
known as building management system (BMS). It is worth mentioning that renewable
production unit (PV) as well as a fuel cell and electrolyzer for storage already existed.
Loccioni had other several facilities which were decided to upgrade their performance.
Therefore, some of the replacement measures that had been taken are replacing oil boilers
with condensing boilers, placement of intelligent lighting systems and several other
measures
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2008: (Samsung SDI) energy storage system was first explored. This was the official start
of the relationship with Samsung and purchase of a couple of Lithium Ion batteries for
various in house purposes;



2009: The fuel cell and electrolyzer went down because it was not efficient enough and
ENEL didn’t investigate possible solutions but decided to stop operations of that unit and
invest their research in other activities;



2010: Another solution for storage such as Vanadium flow batteries were considered but
not commissioned;



2009-2010-2011: The Italian government supports PV investments by means of public
incentives. Loccioni’s offering was mainly the installation of PV units plus the metering
systems as well as my Leaf for visualization purposes of the energy produced on the
rooftop and the consumption of the facility.



2010: Leaf farm (an IT center devoted to data acquisition and elaboration is launched.



2012: Incentives were down and Loccioni started selling services. The package includes
billing services, monitoring and intervention when needed. It was also the inauguration
of the micro grid idea.



2013: The start of the micro grid business. Loccioni obtained from the previous
experiences enough competencies to move on the next level of managing the various
buildings it has as well as the various energy production sources. They also developed the
control system as well as the managing unit and all the interconnections inside and with
the main grid. Therefore, Loccioni decided to start selling this solution package to
industries and make a business case out of it.



2014: Was the inauguration of the 2 km of future campaign and the expansion of the leaf
community. The 2 km of future is the length of the river which had been reclaimed earlier
and used as a hydro power source and along that river on both sides the smart buildings
that constitutes the main elements of the micro grid. The inauguration was there to show
how communication between loads, generation sources as well storage takes place.



2014: The realization of Continental “Tri-generation” system.
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Figure 10: Timeline of the development of energy business unit in Loccioni
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4.4

The Loccioni micro-grid project and technology
4.4.1

Overview of micro grid technology

Description of the technology
According to International Council on Large Electric System” CIGRE “C6.22 working
definition, “Micro grids are electricity distribution systems containing loads and distributed
energy resources, (such as distributed generators, storage devices, or controllable loads) that can
be operated in a controlled, coordinated way either while connected to the main power network
or while islanded”. An illustration of what makes a micro grid functional is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Micro grids main components and functions (Honewell, 2013)
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Micro grids are best utilized in spaces such as Military bases where they are off-grid. It can also
be utilized in commercial and industrial locations, institutional and campuses, community and
utility, off-grid locations, hospitals and data centers (Honewell, 2013). The current total installed
capacity of grid tied micro grid is 1.5 billion USD and expected to reach 9 billion USD with the
largest market share currently is in US. The total capacity in MW’s of and the areas of
installation is shown in Figure 12 (Luyster, 2014):

Figure 12: Growth of Micro grids worldwide (Luyster, 2014)

Micro grid solutions will not only enhance grid reliability but will also ensure power security
especially after massive blackout caused by natural disasters. It will also increase off-grid
dependency, according to (Brainard, 2012; Honewell, 2013).
Another advantage of micro grids is helping utilities to provide out a solution for the duck curve
phenomena. The duck curve phenomena basically occurs where it happens that during peak
hours of sunshine where PV produce most of their energy and the utilities by law are forced to
buy this electricity will cause power plant producers to reduce their production. However, after
that period of peak sunshine where most power is generated, there is still a demand and
renewables can’t suffice it and therefore utilities will have to ramp up their production to meet
the needed demand. This will cause a lot of instability troubles to the grid as well as high costs.
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Utilities are currently using various techniques such as demand response which is a program
offered by utilities that will pay customers to shift their loads to other periods of time so they will
not need to ramp up fast and avoid having the duck curve which is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: General energy production of facilities during a day (Honeywell, 2013)

Currently most grids are powered by fossil fuels and renewables and in case of insufficiency a
diesel micro-grid is the greatest energy cost saving potential. However, diesel is not a renewable
source and yet a very polluting one and is subjected to a lot of price and political fluctuations as
shown in Figure 14.
.

Figure 14: Price curve of oil sources inflation and deflation over time (Luyster,
2014)

On the other hand, renewable energy costs are reducing over time and are less volatile to
fluctuations. It is a relatively free source of energy and becoming competitive in comparison to
other technologies in terms of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE). The following graph
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represents various LCOE with various prices of diesel. According to Luyseter as shown in Figure
15, it shows that currently hybrid PV-Wind is the cheapest over the lifetime of the installation
which is usually 20 years. Renewable energy generation capacity should be massy introduced to
maximize the ROI and fuel savings (Luyster, 2014).

Figure 15: Localized cost of electricity factor of various energy generation source
(Luyster, 2014)

As renewable energy integration into the grid has many advantages it also provides negative ones
resembled in grid instability. Renewable energy integration solutions must replace diesel
generators by performing the same function which is meeting base loads on the long run. By
meeting the base load requirements several mandatory advantages according to Luyseter are met
such as (Luyster, 2014):
7. Frequency and voltage control
8. Sufficient spinning reserve
9. Sufficient active and reactive power supply
10. Peak shaving and load levelling
11. Load sharing between generators
12. Fault current provisions
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4.4.2

Micro grid Market Analysis

The micro grid market is currently expanding but not evenly in the different parts of the world
due to various reasons. Currently most of the market exists in the US and mostly as pilot projects
and in conjunction with some utilities. Many big players are either consolidating or developing
their own micro grid solution. As explained earlier, a micro grid solution consists of several
parts, hardware and software, so many opportunities either on a particular component level or
system integration level exists. Figure 16 shows the market segmentation for the micro grid
market.

Figure 16: Micro grid market segmentation (Navigant 2015)

The market capacity value for institutional campus = 2.76 $ billion. The total Micro grid market
= 5.8 $ billion. The 19% C&I market = $1.2 billion. The opportunity cost of not existing on the
other markets = 4.6$ billion. The current installed capacity is 4,393 MW of total micro grid
capacity throughout the world; the US is still the world’s leading market for micro grids with a
planned, proposed, and deployed capacity of 2,874 MW, which represents roughly 66% of the
global micro grid market. North America also leads the world in terms of micro grids currently
under development or in the proposal process with a capacity market share of 67%. According to
a new report from Navigant Research, worldwide vendor revenue from micro grids will grow
from $4.3 billion in 2013 to $19.9 billion in 2020, in the base scenario.
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4.4.3

Micro-grid project at Loccioni: Introduction

The history and the timeline of events mentioned earlier starting from building a zero carbon
house to the inauguration of the tri-generation facilities shows that the company has the needed
capabilities to realize next innovations. Micro grid was aligned with company’s core purpose of
integrating various resources to achieve the needed purpose and this is exactly what a micro grid
solution is about. The micro grid is composed of two, integrated, complementary grids
generating, distributing, regulating and measuring not only electric flows but also the thermal
flow.
A schematic of the micro grid is shown in Figure 17. The following schematic marked with
Loccioni are the buildings that needs the energy and their demand has to be met either by the
solar panels, hydropower or tri-generation sources shown. The lines show the network and the
path in which electricity is flowing.

Figure 17: Loccioni micro grid representation
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The micro grid schematic shown above is composed of:
•

2 Solar systems (148 kWp and 250 kWp)

•

2 Micro hydroelectric plants (36 kWp and 50 kWp)

•

1 Electric storage (224 kWh)

•

1 Thermal storage (450 cubic meters)

•

Heat pumps

•

4 buildings (a residential unit, two industrial building, an office building)

Loccion’s meters show 58% of the energy is produced from renewable resources, 89% of that
energy is self-consumed or stored, 38% is hours of total independence from the grid per year and
total energy saved is 55%. The service that comprises the whole micro grid package is
summarized in Figure 18.

• HVAC Upgrade
• Building Envelop Improvement
• Ligthning retrofit
• Building Management System
• Usage transparency through (advanced metering)

Traditional
Effeciency
Improvement

On- site Generation
and Storage
Capacity

• Rnewable Energy (PV, wind turbine)
• Power Storage (thermal, electrical)
• Gas Turbine
• Electric Vechnile infrastructure
• Diesel Generator.

Implement
Advanced Controls

• Demand Response Program (in locations where available)
• Balance system supply and demand
• Optimization of power system based on performance metrics.
• Interconnection with the BMS system to balance loads and generation

Operate with utility
grid or island mode

• Automatic Connect and disconnet from main Grid to meet specific
performance outcome.

Figure 18: Loccioni's energy business unit activities
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4.5

The Italian case study

Loccioni group usually sets long term as well as short term plans for the types of solutions they
currently provide as well as the ones that they will provide in the future so once the lifecycle of
one product is done a new one starts. This had been shown earlier that everything had started
with the PV boom and once the cycle of that ended up Loccioni started with co-generation as
well as energy efficiency activities. As this product life cycle will come to an end at one point,
the micro grid will come in position and will have its own cycle.
Loccioni had a problem achieving the energy business unit sales target and especially their micro
grid solution and its related equipment. Having a problem achieving the sales target means that
the company need to restructure their business line value proposition, customer relationship,
customer segment, competitor analysis, pricing strategy, and having to decide on a step by step
roadmap which would be tested hoping to reach the needed targets. As mentioned earlier,
Loccioni is present in different markets and the company’s strategy at the moment is to start with
the Italian market, headquarter, and in parallel with investigate the German market.
The solution to the Italian market case should start by understanding does current solution in
hand makes economic sense to the end customer, what is the business unit really selling, to
whom and what is the competitive advantage Loccioni is providing. Energy components are
complicated and sometimes the offering from the company is not clear. Loccioni acts as an
energy saving company (ESCO) and this is the type of message and offering that the company
should present from the first meeting with the customers. It is also important to have the proper
form of contracts and remuneration for the different kind of service the group is going to offer.
To investigate if it makes economic sense for such solutions to be sold in Europe, Loccioni
investigated the difference between the gas and the electricity price since one of the core
components of a micro grid is a CHP or a CCHP which operates using gas. It was found out the
self-consumption makes sense because the electricity is not subsidized and it would be cheaper
generating and consuming at your own location as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Electricity as well as Gas prices comparison
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It can be shown from the above graph that there are many interesting markets where electricity
prices and gas prices for industrial customers vary largely as shown in Figure 19.
(http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/energy/data/main-tables)
It is important to find out if investing in a CHP solution alone would be appealing to the end
customer. To find out, it is mandatory to calculate the breakeven price of electricity if generated
and used on site in comparison to buying it from the main grid. The calculated price of electricity
is the breakeven price where no profit could be obtained. The equation that had been used is
basically “Revenue – Costs = 0”. The data in Table 1 are used as a direct input for determining
the corresponding electricity price in case the CHP unit operates for 6000,7000 or 8000 hours at
3 prices of Gas (€/kWh): 0.03;0.04 and 0.05 for 300,1000,1480 and 2000 kW
Table 1: Input for financial calculations

Capacity (kW)

300

1000

1480

2000

Capital Investment (€)

380,000.00

1,200,000.00

1,450,000.00

1,700,000.00

O&M (€/h)

8.00

20.00

23.00

30.00

Oil (€/year)

6,000.00

15,000.00

23,000.00

30,000.00

Manpower (€/year)

20,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

The results of the calculations are shown in Appendix 2. It will act like a catalogue where
depending on the operating hours, the CHP capacity and various gas prices the corresponding
electricity prices were found out.
The calculations had shown that the breakeven price of electricity given the gas prices, 0.030.04-0.05 Euros/kWh, would be in the range of 0.07-0.11 Euros/kWh. Having found out the
exact electricity price corresponding to the gas price, it is needed to know at what countries it
would be interesting to utilize CHP. The findings are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Possible location where financially it would make sense to apply CHP
Electricity Price by country for Industrial users
Cyprus

0.200

Greece

0.104

Turkey

0.089

Netherlands

0.079

Malta

0.180

Portugal

0.102

Poland

0.088

France

0.077

Ireland

0.133

Czech Republic

0.101

Austria

0.087

Montenegro

0.073

Slovakia

0.124

Croatia

0.094

Germany

0.086

Finland

0.068

Lithuania

0.123

Luxembourg

0.094

Estonia

0.084

Bosnia and Herzegovina

0.065

Spain

0.117

Belgium

0.091

Slovenia

0.084

Serbia

0.057

United Kingdom

0.114

Hungary

0.090

Norway

0.081

FYR of Macedonia

0.039

Latvia

0.113

Romania

0.090

Bulgaria

0.080

-

-

Italy

0.112

Denmark

0.090

Sweden

0.080

-

-

The electricity price in Italy for industrial customers, segment of focus, is 0.12-0.15 Euros/kWh.
Therefore, looking into the above electricity prices it shows that for any industrial customer it
would make sense to invest in such a system. However, the point of concern would be the high
initial capital cost.
Loccioni could also provide electricity to a cluster of industries and businesses and this is by
acquiring a piece of land and equipping it with all the needed generation tools acting as an
independent power producer (IPP). The industries would pay Loccioni instead of the utilities per
a power purchase agreement agreeing on a certain tarrif that should be lower than that charged
by utilities to make economic sense to those businesses. To investigate the economic potential of
this idea, it is important to know that the Italian regulation places a 30% tax, grid costs to those
who act as IPP’s. All the calculations discovering the potential of this idea is shown in Appendix
2. The results had shown that it is economically unviable to pursue such a proposition.
Having understood that it would make economic sense to invest in CHP’s as a part of the
microgrid, it is time to frame out the core value proposition and the type of offering Loccioni
provides. A catalogue which the company would use to propose their final customers is present
in Figure 20. It is worth mentioning that Loccioni’s customer target is industrial and commercial
customers. Therefore, the package and strategy can be applied to both sectors and the
remuneration and the type of contract offering would be the same as well.
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Services
1. Consultancy services (Technical
and Financial proposal)
2. Billing Services
3. White certificates and
Governmental incentives
documentaion
4. Financial analysis of the energy
portion of a customers' final product
5. Project Management

Monitoring & Reporting
1. Installment of professional meters
for 15 min monitoring
2. Analysis of the consumption and
report where it would be useful to do
some interventions
3. Provide a platform where all the
production and consumption is being
visulaised.

Production
1. Solar PV panels design and
Installment
2. Combined heat and Power sytems
design and installment (CHP)
3. Combined Heat, Power and
Cooling design and installment
(CCHP)

Energy Effeciency & Management
1. Electrical and Thermal energy
savings solutions design and
installment
2. Refurbishment and/or replacement
of energy intensive products.
3. Providing a storage solution for
energy management and loads
optimization

Figure 20: Loccioni energy service catalogue
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4.5.1

Value Innovation

Value innovation is used as a tool to highlight how a company could create extra value to their
customers in comparison to their competitors which will lead to the customer satisfaction and
finally into innovation acceptance and diffusion. This is a part of reframing the core value
proposition. Some of the values that govern the business need to be either eliminated, reduced,
raised or created. To map out the value innovation at first it starts out by listing all the values
that companies offer in this case to micro grid solutions. The values that should be eliminated are
the expensive initial investment, reliability on a single source, long decision making process,
public and governmental tenders and parts production. The values that should be reduced are the
price and grid dependency. The values that should be raised are the flexibility. However, the real
value creation is by maximizing the savings and having a financial partner or institute that will
go hand by hand in the projects. All of this is demonstrated in Figure 21.
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Elimenate
Reduce

56
Raise

Figure 21: Value innovation map

5

Financial Mecahnism

5

Savings

5

Collaboration

5

Learning

5

Real time data

5

Monitoring

5

Visualization

5

Integrate existing infrastructure

Flexibility

Grid Dependancy

1

Price

1

Parts production

1

Public and governmental entities tenders

1

long decision making process and
quotation preperation

Reliabitiy on a single supplier

Expensive Initial Investment

6

5
5
5

4

3
3
Siemens

2
ABB

1
1
Schneider Electric

STEM

0
Viridity Energy

Create

Geli

Enernoc

Honeywell

Pareto Energy

S&C Electric Company

Loccioni

4.5.2

Loccioni’s competitors key competencies

Loccioni core competency is being a system integrator. This means that it integrates various
renewable production sources and energy efficiency measures all together with their smart
software to provide a tailored turn-key solution. Loccioni doesn’t produce any products but
instead work with its trusted network of suppliers to provide high quality products and
components that will build a complete system around it. It even integrates batteries into that
solution for energy storage and peak shavings when needed. The energy storage system (ESS)
provided by Loccioni include a set of batteries that is assembled with an inverter and full control
to comply with the big picture of whatever application needed.
To perform the above task, Loccioni had developed certain competencies starting from
engineering, procurement and contracting services which means provide a complete technical
design as well as financial projections of savings and returns. It also provides consultancies on
interventions depending on the client requirements. It provides the myLeaf software which is the
heart of the energy management system (EMS) that is able to analyze, predict, and forecast
renewable generation. In some occasions, the company produced its own controller and doesn’t
integrate already existing ones to provide their tailored solution.
In Figure 22 the main competencies in the micro grid business had been analyzed and all the
competitors in the different field had been noticed. It is worth mentioning that Loccioni lies in
the center of the diagram being able to provide the different contents. The companies marked in
red are in US.
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• ABB
• Siemens
• GE
• Alstom
• Schneider Electric
• S&C Electric Company
• Spire
• Pareto Energy

• Siemens
• Stem
• Viridity Energy
• Schneider Electric
• Green Energy Corp.
• Geli ENERnoc

Micro grid
Control
Components

Software

Engineering
Procurement
• Green Energy Corp.
• ABB
• Siemens
• Alstom
• Honeywell
• Energy management services.

Services
• General Microgrid
• Green Energy Corp.

Design

Figure 22: Micro grid competitors market competencies
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To take it a step further in competitors’ analysis, one of the key competencies that the company
provides is the myLeaf software. A comparison with other software providers is in Table 3.
Table 3: Comparison of software functions

Visualize
Operation
Analyze loads
Optimize
Operation
Regulate
Forecast
energy
demand and
production
Demand
Response
Connected to
energy
markets
Connected
with utilities
data
Open source
platform
Load shifting
Frequency
Regulation
EV to grid
integration
Utility Bill

SIEMENS
(Spectrum
7)
X

Viridity Schneider
Energy
Electric

Green
My
Energy STEM GELI ENERnoc
Leaf
Corp
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

management

.
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4.5.3

Types of contracts and forms (Loccioni’s best case proposal)

An ESCO model is not a recent model that makes Loccioni unique from the various competitors
but the quality of services and the complete solution provided, summarized in Figure 20, shows
the value added to the customer. According to various resources searched, an ESCO usually
provides around 20-30% energy savings for the customer. This is in case energy efficiency
interventions as well as various production methods are considered by the facility owner but yet
a case by case study would be needed.
To help the company in obtaining a better understanding about the type of contract and
remuneration techniques, it is mandatory to explore the international forms of contacts that
would add the highest value to the company and would be suitable to the customer depending on
their financial and economic status. According to (Baillargeon, 2007), three types of contracts
are the most common which are shared saving contract, guaranteed saving contract and
guaranteed rebate contract. The last which will be explored is the Build-Own-Transfer contract
which is explained based on the experience of the author.
1. Shared Saving Contract


ESCO is usually paid from a share of the savings with the final customer. Sometimes
the ESCO provides financing while retaining a large portion of the savings.
According to (Baillargeon, 2007), 80-95% is common.



100% for fast out option. It is an option in which the ESCO received 100% of the
saving for a fast payback. This should be discussed with the final customer. In case
the ESCO doesn’t provide financing then a smaller share of the savings would be
obtained however this is to be discussed and evaluated in a case by case.



Costs:
o Open Book: Breakdown of the cost is presented to the customer and adjusted
according to real costs.
o Closed Book: Total cost is fixed and includes the project implementation.
o Guarantees: Annual savings (Savings which are not demonstrated will not be
invoiced to the end customers). The ESCO will show the total savings on
maximum terms, number of years usually and how much could be saved
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eventually. The adjustments will take place at the end of the contract which is
usually a fixed term contract.
2. Guaranteed Saving Contract


The ESCO is paid upfront for the project implementation (like a regular contractor)
while providing a guarantee to the customer that certain level of savings will be
realized. In this sense the project is fully financed by the customer. However, an
ESCO will help in arranging the financing.



If savings are lower than the guaranteed amount, ESCO must pay the customer the
difference.



Guarantee is usually expressed as a percentage of expected savings (assurance of
100% or 80%, etc.)

3. Guaranteed Rebate


The ESCO takes charge of a building an energy generating facility for the end
customer as well as financing it. The ESCO will act exactly the same as a utility but
instead guarantees to customers a reduction in payment. It is usually a medium term
energy supply contract. The ESCO would perform energy efficiency measures as well
based on the request of the customer.



ESCO must carry out all aspects of project development and implementation as well
as supplying energy (heating and cooling) for a specified price for an agreed period
and it should be lower than the utility cost to make financial sense. The ESCO should
have the financial capability to make the initial investment which would be an
advantage for the customer since he will have an immediate positive cash flow and
eventually all assets are his.



Interest rates for the ESCO are higher as customer rebates increases.

4. BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer)


The ESCO will build, operate, maintain and project manage the equipment as the
project for the whole lifetime of the facility. The ESCO will act as an energy facility
manager for the end customer.



The ESCO will take charge of whatever needed to reduce the consumption since the
ESCO will be paid by the final customer depending on an agreed tariff.
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Usually the lifetime of such contracts is 25 years. After that the equipment, assets as
well, of the facility is transferred to the end customer.



The ESCO will help in secure financing for the end customer in case they don’t have
enough equity.

Loccioni is currently performing the “Guaranteed Saving” contract. This form of contract is most
secure for the ESCO Company since it is a onetime payment and Loccioni will not have the risk
of insolvency or bankruptcy of the firm where the project is applied.
The BOT model will be best suited to function with big commercial buildings for example
banks, shopping malls and office buildings. The reason is the lifetime of such buildings and it
will be economically viable in most of the cases; however a case by case study will still be
needed. The BOT model for an ESCO will be to ensure a continuous money flow. The smoother
the operations and the more efficient are the buildings the higher will be the returns of the ESCO
Company.
The “Shared Savings Contract” is one which will take longer to payback the initial investment,
but will always ensure that some cash flow is there. The ESCO usually takes up to 80-90% of
the savings and this is how the debt of the company is paid back. In some cases, the company
takes 100% of the savings for fast payback.
4.5.4

The Italian case commercialization strategy

This section will suggest the key steps that will be used to draw the overall roadmap starting
from approaching the customer till closing out the deal. The list of steps to be followed by the
commercial team is as follows:
1. Due Diligence on the type of company and services they provide. In addition to inquiry if
any energy efficiency measures already took place.
2. Offer them the catalogue of services as well as the track record before any discussion and
discuss what offerings, services list, they want to have. (Continental project would be
sufficient as a reference)
3. The result of their selection will determine what type of contract to be negotiated.
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4. In case the requested activities include monitoring and reporting, then a success fee
between 20-40% of the saving will be awarded depending on the magnitude of the
saving. The larger the magnitude of the savings the smaller will be our success fee. The
monitoring and reporting service will be awarded a fixed small monthly fee or free of
charge service for existing customers.
5. In case the requested activities from the catalogue where services, then a proposal
depending on what had been chosen by the customer with the price of whatever the
service. It should be mentioned that this is the preliminary step for real interventions
later. The proposal and this type of services package usually contribute to 3-15% of the
total cost of the project assuming that the proposal would consider all interventions. Total
cost = cost of real installation of the components and all related activities.
6. In support to step 5, a success fee to be awarded from whatever incentive obtained from
green certificates instead of initially obtaining a fee for offering the service. This might
change from a customer to a customer.
7. In case the requested activities where production and energy efficiency, then embedded
in this offer is the feasibility study, part of services, and Loccioni to offer one of the
forms that had been discussed above. In my point of view, for industries the best would
be the “shared-saving or the guaranteed saving contracts”. In case Loccioni would remain
with their strategy for BIG, RICH and SUISTAINABLE customers then best would be a
Guaranteed Rebate contract. In case Loccioni would serve commercial customers then a
BOT model would be the most sustainable model. The sooner we do the interventions
and get indulged with commercial customers the more influential and the higher stake we
would have of a project.
8. The margin that could be achieved for activities of production and energy efficiency
would be in the range of 20-40% depending on how the flexible contract would be and
for how long Loccioni can take the project management of the operations.
9. Whatever package had been chosen by the customer, Loccioni should make sure that
some basic package would be incorporated. This step is currently being done which is the
monitoring and reporting.
10. Loccioni to offer financing packages, as a service, for their end customers. This could be
either by supporting in obtaining funding for their customers in award for an interest. Or,
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this could be in the form of self-financing and ensuring a “shared saving contract” or to
go hand by hand with utilities to make them act as the owners of distributed sources.
Loccioni will take up developing the whole project and then sell it to a financial body
who is interested in obtaining distributed energy sources. Loccioni to keep though a
maintenance contract with the selling body to always ensure its credibility
To sum up, the commercialization of the microgrid components or any of its components in the
Italian market is merely an economic problem due to the lack of the needed incentives,
unwillingness of the customers to invest in areas off their expertise as well as ambiguity in
Loccion’s offering. These problems could be mitigated by giving a clear guideline, the catalogue
above, looking for a financial partner as well strong contracts that will ensure every party rights
is well reserved.
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4.6

Costa Rica case study: The micro grid project

The first micro grid project, nanoscale micro grid, experience for Loccioni would be in Costa
Rica for Boston Scientific. Boston Scientific is a leading medical devices producer worldwide.
The main objective of the case study is to analyze the challenges, risks, costs and profit margins.
In addition, the main aim is to decide if Loccioni should take their first micro grid project as a
business on the other side of the Ocean.
History:


This project is a joint project with Samsung SDI, Li-ion batteries supplier, and GoSolar
which is a small developer of Renewable projects located in Costa Rica.



The final client is Boston worldwide developer, manufacturer and marketer of medical
devices whose products are used in a range of interventional medical specialties and has
several locations in different parts of the world.



Boston Scientific would like to install a PV plant as well as a storage system to reduce
their energy consumption plus to leave a positive impact that they are energy aware and
promote the sustainable image of the firm.



GoSolar had contacted Samsung for providing battery system and due to the need of a
full system integrator providing the energy storage system, control as well as the software
platform for intelligent optimization and monitoring Loccioni package was the most
appealing to both GoSolar as well as Samsung SDI since the latter is a former customer.
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Figure 23 describes the stakeholder’s relation and how money is circulating and the relationship
between each party and the final customer.

OPIC "U.S.
government’s
development
finance institution."
is giving fund of 1.6
$ Million for energy
projects

GoSolar is a
developer for
Boston Scientific
where they will have
performance
contract

GoSolar will
commision and pay
Loccioni to provide
the ESS and myLeaf

GoSolar will be
responsible for
designing and
installing the PV
units

GoSolar will
commission and pay
Samsung SDI to
supply the batteries

Figure 23: Stakeholders relationship for Boston Scientific project
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Boston Scientific overview
Boston Scientific is currently located in more than 10 locations in the US and Latin America. 8
locations are located inside the US while 3 locations are located in Latin America especially in
Porta Rico and Costa Rica. They have 5 locations dispersed across Europe and 2 in China and
Far East. (Scientific)
The company has revenue of 7.6 billion US for 2013. Similar medical devices producers that are
currently located in Costa Rica are ArthroCare, Baxter (in 1987, the first company to set up
operations), Boston Scientific, Cytyc and INAMED, a division of Allergan Medical. Mexico,
Puerto Rico and Costa Rica quickly emerged as the hot spots for their “near shoring” operations.
In addition to their proximity to the United States, the list of pluses these areas offer includes:
1. Inexpensive but well-trained labor,
2. Reduced freight costs,
3. Favorable trade environments,
4. Fewer intellectual property concerns than manufacturing in Asia
5. Mexico and Costa Rica, stable pro-business governments.
6. Costa Rica is having tax incentives for industries who would like to operate there.
Economic development groups in those countries have ratcheted up their efforts to attract biotech
investment, including medical devices. “In fact, the country has been so aggressive and
successful in attracting foreign medical device dollars that investment has grown a staggering
655% between 2000 and 2006, according to Vargas. Exports have grown more than 300% in the
last six years, and employment generated by medical device companies has averaged recent
annual growth of 130%, he said. The country also extends significant tax and import incentives
to companies, including 100% tax breaks on raw material and equipment importation. There’s
even 100% income tax exemption for up to eight years.” A key factor that sets Costa Rica apart
is an able and well-trained workforce.
One important fact is that electricity prices in Costa Rica fluctuates and changes depending on
the period of the day being 0.03 $/kWh at night time and reaching 0.115$/kWh. From this
perspective and since Boston Scientific consumes a lot of electricity for its application, a micro
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grid solution where batteries would be used for peak load shaving had been suggested.
(Delporte).
4.6.1

Epilogue Loccioni perspective on the project

This is the first real micro grid project outside Loccioni borders that the company will pursue.
Obtaining the first project is extremely important not only for creating a track record but also for
testing and showing existing competencies. The main challenge facing this project is the fact it is
pursed in a country across the ocean. However, the interesting part is Costa Rica’s energy mix is
generated through 90% renewables, mainly hydropower, and aims to be the first zero carbon
country in the world. From the perspective of Loccioni, this might be an interesting start since
this model can be replicated hand in hand by Samsung and GoSolar in Costa Rica as well as the
rest of Latin America. Another important aspect is the proximity with Loccioni US which will be
available to support in logistic terms if needed. The company is hired to provide the integrated
solution, installing and commissioning but will not be responsible for after sales services such as
maintenance for example.
Loccioni is hired to provide a turnkey solution to Boston Scientific through GoSolar. In that
case, Loccioni will send the team with the ESS as well as installation of the software, if needed,
and leave. Loccioni is not responsible for operating or monitoring the plant but just installing and
commissioning. It is important to understand how much of a margin could be made with such an
installation and to do that it is important to realize the cost breakdown of every part of the full
solution. According to Ivette (2012), the breakdown of the micro grid components cost is shown
in Table 4.
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Table 4: Micro grid components cost breakdown (Ivette, 2012)

Energy Resources
(30-40%)

Energy storage; loads;
DG; renewable
generation; CHP

Switchgear
Protection &
Transformers
(20%)

SG
Communications
& Controls
(10-20%)

Switchgear

Standards &

utility

protocols; Control

interconnection

& protection

(incl. low cost

technologies; Real

switches,

time signals

interconnection (openADR); Local
study,

SCADA access;

protection

Power electronics

schemes, and

(Smart inverters,

protection

DC bus)

Site
Engineering &
Construction
(30%)

Operations &
Markets

A &E (System
design and
analysis);

O&M; Market

System

(utility)

integration,

acceptance

testing, &
validation

studies)

It could be seen that Loccioni will be responsible for the majority of the activities which is the
SG Communications and controls, site engineering and construction plus the protection of the
batteries. Therefore, 50% -60% of the project cost will belong to Loccioni. Breaking down the
associated margins of each of the activities we would find out that software industry has a
margin of 20%, site engineering and construction has 45% and the protection plus the assembly
another 20%. Taking the average of that would end up with a 30% margin.
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4.6.2

Technical system design

Loccioni had been commissioned to find the best operating mode for Boston Scientific with the
current tariff prices and their load behavior. Data obtained from the facility are taken for every
15 min for the 365 days of the year. The simulation for the best solution and the technical design
had been simulated over HOMER Energy Software. The load profile of Boston Scientific is
shown in Figure 24:

Figure 24: Boston Scientific Load profile



System of choice (1MWh or 6MWh) battery plus how much does a battery cost.



System of choice PV as well as the optimum orientation.



Inverter and rectifier size.



Behavior of a complete system. (Load-PV- Battery- controller).

It could be shown that the average load is around 2000 kW and the minimum load would be 300
kW and the maximum around 3900 kW. It also can be shown that the monthly fluctuations
present and the differences between the seasons are not severe. This would imply that it would
be easier to size an average system which would cover most of the load.
The client already has an energy manager in the facility which requested specifically some predetermined dimensioning of the system as well as performing a feasibility study, technical and
financial, for the sake of confirmation. The energy manager at the facility requested to do the
simulations for a 300 kWp, 700 kWp solar PV systems and another for 2000 kWp system. The
client as well requested a storage system having the capacity of 2 MWh or 6.5 MWh.
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The first input for the simulation was to obtain the solar data resources for the location, San José,
Costa Rica. The city is located at a latitude of 10o North and a longitude of 85o West. The energy
manager provided Loccioni that they would like to have a PV system made of crystalline silicon
(C-Si) placed at a fixed roof. The optimum orientation was obtained for the system at an azimuth
of 70° (east) and an inclination or slope of 10°. The solar radiation falling over the city can be
summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Global Horizontal radiation as well as the clearness index

Monthly sum of
Month

global
irradiation

Daily sum of

Daily sum of

Daily sum of

global irradiation

diffuse irradiation

reflected irradiation

[kWh/m2]

[kWh/m2]

[kWh/m2]

[kWh/m2]

Losses of global
irradiation by
terrain shading
[%]

Daily
(diurnal)
air
temperatur
e [°C]

Jan

176

5.67

1.71

0.0

0.20

19.8

Feb

177

6.34

1.73

0.0

0.10

20.3

Mar

212

6.83

1.98

0.0

0.20

21.2

Apr

189

6.32

2.27

0.0

0.20

21.7

May

176

5.67

2.44

0.0

0.30

21.2

Jun

163

5.43

2.45

0.0

0.30

20.9

Jul

165

5.33

2.55

0.0

0.30

20.4

Aug

166

5.36

2.48

0.0

0.30

20.5

Sep

163

5.43

2.29

0.0

0.30

20.6

Oct

150

4.84

2.21

0.0

0.30

20.3

Nov

138

4.60

2.02

0.0

0.30

19.8

Dec

153

4.91

1.79

0.0

0.20

19.6

Year

2028

5.56

2.16

0.0

0.30

20.5
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HOMER utilizes the Daily sum of global radiation data (kWh/m2/day) as an input for the solar
resources in Figure 25. In addition, it plots the clearness index which is a measure of how clear is
the sky.

Figure 25: Solar Radiation profile of the location under study

This data is needed to double check on the choice of the energy manager of the facility as well as
to find the most optimal net present cost for the system if it would be the 300 kWp, 700 kWp or
2000 kWp.
The PV data that was fed into the system that it will produce AC power, lifetime for 20 years,
derating factor of 85%, a factor that accounts for all losses of the PV unit because of temperature
and dirt, etc. The simulation also includes taking into account the effect of temperature by a
factor of -0.5%. The nominal operating cell temperature is 47oC and the efficiency at standard
testing conditions is 13%. The cost of a PV system in international markets is 1 $/Wp.
Based on the requirements of the customer, a storage system has to be chosen to shave peak
loads of the systems. Peak shaving is the process of controlling the purchase of electricity from
the grid at peak times and instead supplies these loads from a battery source. The electricity tariff
prices in Costa Rica are organized as follows and this is summarized in Table 6 and was also fed
to HOMER Energy for simulation.
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Table 6: Electricity tariff at different periods of the day in Costa Rica

Period
Night Period
Valley Period
Punta Period

Time
8 pm – 6 am
12:30 pm – 5:30 pm;
6 am – 10 am
10:30 am – 12:00 pm
5:30 pm – 8:00 pm

Price ($/kWh)
0.030
0.050
1.080

The valley period is the period which has an intermediate price of tariff while the Punta period
has the highest price of electricity tariff and this period is not extremely long but for high
demand industry this is considered a high cost.
The battery system that is commissioned to be used for this project is Lithium ion batteries
manufactured by Samsung SDI.

Lithium ion batteries have the following characteristics

according to (Brain):


They're generally much lighter than other types of rechargeable batteries of the same size.
The electrodes of a lithium-ion battery are made of lightweight lithium and carbon.



They hold their charge. A lithium-ion battery pack loses only about 5 % of its charge per
month, compared to a 20 percent loss per month for NiMH batteries.



They have no memory effect, which means that you do not have to completely discharge
them before recharging, as with some other battery chemistries.



Lithium-ion batteries can handle hundreds of charge/discharge cycles.



They don’t need to be maintained.

They have a few disadvantages as well:


They start degrading as soon as they leave the factory.



They are extremely sensitive to high temperatures. Heat causes lithium-ion battery packs
to degrade much faster than they normally would.



If you completely discharge a lithium-ion battery, it is ruined.



A lithium-ion battery pack must have an on-board computer to manage the battery. This
makes them even more expensive than they already are.



There is a small chance that, if a lithium-ion battery pack fails, it will burst into flame.
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Batteries are usually made of a stack of cells connected to each other. The technical properties of
the battery are shown in Table 7 and Figure 26.
Table 7: Battery Characteristics

Nominal Capacity

60Ah

Max. Charge Rate

1A/Ah

Nominal Voltage

59.2 V

Max. Charge Current

90 A

Power

42.6 kWh

Lifetime throughput

170,496 kWh

Round trip efficiency

95%

Suggested Value

493,901

Minimum State of charge

0%

Capacity Ratio

1C

Float life

20 years

Rate Constant (k)

0.302 1/hr

Figure 26: Battery characteristics profile (Depth of discharge and cycles to
failure)

Figure 26 show the drop in the cycles to failure is not a linear curve but an exponential declining
curve. This is a regular behavior of lithium ion batteries. Another important parameter is the
discharge ration. C-rate is a measure of the rate at which a battery is discharged relative to its
maximum capacity. A 1C rate means that the discharge current will discharge the entire battery
in 1 hour. For a battery with a capacity of 100 Amp-hrs., this equates to a discharge current of
100 Amps. A 5C rate for this battery would be 500 Amps, and a C/2 rate would be 50 Amps.
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Another important property of the battery is the current to capacity ratio as shown in Table 8. It
means if I supply 60A of current to charge the battery and reach the maximum capacity which is
60 Ah then it will require 1 hour.
Table 8: Current to capacity ratio

Current (A)

Capacity (Ah)

10

60

20

60

30

60

40

60

50

60

60

60

Figure 27: Capacity to discharge current

Another important factor with regards to the battery is the lifetime curve. The life time curve of
the battery depends upon the depth of discharge (DOD) and cycles to failure (CF). It is
interesting to notice that if the depth of discharge of the battery was low longer cycles to failure
can be reached. With this more amount of energy can be withdrawn but again that depends upon
the mode of application needed. Feeding the data in Table 8 into HOMER, Figure 27 was
created.
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Table 9: Depth of discharge and cycles to failure

Lifetime Curve
Depth of Discharge

Cycles to Failure

25

96000

50

24000

75

8000

100

4000

The current price of batteries is 470 $/kWh and is expected to drop down over time. However, it
is important to notice that Loccioni added value is in the system integration. This means that they
provide a full tailored solution which incorporates an inverter for the battery, shelter, full housing
with air conditioning that is designed to remove the heat generated by the charging and
discharging process of the battery. In addition to that, they add the Energy Management System
(EMS) which is basically the in-house software and the controller that acts as the brain of the
system. This raises the battery package price which is added in the software for the simulation
purposes to 708 $/kWh.
The third important control parameter is the converter. The converter can either act as a rectifier
or an inverter. The inverter usually converts from DC to AC which is needed in case of
transferring battery to load. A rectifier is usually used to do the opposite which is to convert from
AC to DC. In reality, the converter is smart enough to perform this task acting as both an inverter
and a rectifier. The client had requested to have a 0.3 C battery. Therefore, such a control could
be done using the controller which allows only 30% of the power.
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According to HOMER simulations, the most optimum feasible solution with taking into
consideration the grid prices is the 300 kWp and 2000 kWh energy storage system. However,
they requested to have a 2000 kWp system and 6.5 MWh energy storage systems. Complying
with their requirements, load profiles, location the following behavior of the system had been
plotted as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Battery's state of charge

The battery’s state of charge is shown in Figure 28 and it shows that during its operation for the
lifetime of the project it will behave between 70-80% states of charge. This means that the
battery will discharge between 20-30% and will remain in that range as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Battery's state of charge (SOC)
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Figure 30: Batteries SOC and its frequency of usage

As per the requirements of the customer, it shows that the battery will have a 0.3 C and it will be
between +2000 kWh when it is charged and -2000 kWh when it is discharged.

Figure 31: Battery charging and discharging

The system has a peak load of 4000 kW and it had been plotted for the whole year and shown in
Figure 31. The PV power, shown below in yellow, will cover this basic part of the full load
demand in blue. The rest will have to be supplied from the grid in non-peak times and in peak
times to be supplied from the battery.
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Figure 32: PV power vs the primary load consumption

4.6.3

Economic Feasibility

It should be noted that the most feasible option according to the location specified would be a
300 kWp, PV module, and 1.6 MWh battery storage systems. However, the client had requested
a 2000 kWp system with storage of 6.5 MWh. Therefore, economic analysis for both systems,
(300 kWp – 1.6 MWh) & (2000 kWp -6.5 MWh) from the perspective of the customer had been
analyzed.
It is important to consider that for the sake of technical simulations over HOMER the batteries
lifetime was placed for 20 years, however, the performance of the batteries will surely degrade
over time. Therefore, the batteries replacement will be gradual and only once over the lifetime of
the project, full replacement will take place. Each 5 years, batteries degrade by 15%. Therefore,
addition of extra units is needed to comply with the final power needed. This is summarized in
Table 10:
Table 10: Additional power as well power placement throughout the lifetime of the project

Years

Initial Capacity (kWh)

Addition (kWh)

Addition (kWh)

Total Needed

0

1319

-

-

1319

5

1095

224

10

871

186

262

1319

15

947

148

218

1313

20

791

347

181

1319
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1319

The price drop of the batteries as projected by the supplier is summarized in Table 11:
Table 11: Batteries price drop

Unit

Unit Price

ESS Size

Amount

Year

$/kWh

kWh

$

2015

470

1300

611,000

2021

220

250

55,000

2026

199

250

49,750

The battery prices will be considered as the cash outflow for the feasibility study. The cash
outflow will include as well the PV price, Power Control system, the shelter and all auxiliary
equipment as well as the engineering which is a specialization of Loccioni. The cash inflow
would be the electricity saved by not purchasing any grid power.
Table 12: 1MWh system analysis

Year
(n)

Cash Outflow

0

(1,516,972.25)

1

(1,187,930.00)

Cash

PVF

Inflow

(1/(1+i)^n)

Discounted
Cash flow
(CF*PVF)

Cumulative
Cash flow

IRR Calculation

1.00

(1,516,972.25)

(1,311,274.69)

210,840.00

0.98

205,697.56

(1,105,577.13)

0.14

2

210,840.00

0.95

200,680.55

(904,896.58)

0.13

3

236,900.00

0.93

219,985.20

(684,911.38)

0.15

4

236,900.00

0.91

214,619.71

(470,291.67)

0.14

266,181.00

0.88

235,265.22

(235,026.46)

0.16

6

266,181.00

0.86

229,527.04

(5,499.41)

0.15

7

299,081.00

0.84

251,606.45

246,107.03

0.17

8

299,081.00

0.82

245,469.71

491,576.74

0.16

9

336,047.00

0.80

269,082.36

760,659.10

0.18

336,047.00

0.78

262,519.38

1,023,178.48

0.17

11

377,582.00

0.76

287,772.15

1,310,950.63

0.19

12

377,582.00

0.74

280,753.32

1,591,703.95

0.19

13

424,252.00

0.73

307,761.05

1,899,465.00

0.20

14

424,252.00

0.71

300,254.68

2,199,719.68

0.20

476,689.00

0.69

329,137.34

2,528,857.01

0.22

535,608.00

0.67

360,798.90

2,889,655.91

0.24

5

10

15
16

(177,000.00)

(49,750.00)

(189,647.00)

(1,158,956.10)

(156,442.21)

(38,864.62)

(130,944.72)
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17

601,809.00

0.66

395,505.90

3,285,161.81

0.26

18

601,809.00

0.64

385,859.41

3,671,021.23

0.25

19

676,192.00

0.63

422,976.84

4,093,998.07

0.28

676,192.00

0.61

412,660.33

4,506,658.40

0.27

759,779.00

0.60

452,362.00

4,959,020.39

0.30

6.978142796

IRR

20%

20

(52,050.00)

(31,764.60)

21

Payback
period

The payback of the system will be after approximately 7 years with an internal rate of return
(IRR) of 20%.
Table 13: 6.5 MWh system analyses

Year (n)

0

1

Cash

Cash Inflow

Outflow

PVF
(1/(1+i)^n)

(8,110,76

1.00

1.21)
(6,408,84

1,081,188.00

0.98

2

1,081,188.00

0.95

3

1,214,823.92

0.93

4

1,214,823.92

0.91

1,364,977.37

0.88

6

1,364,977.37

0.86

7

1,533,689.94

0.84

8

1,533,689.94

0.82

9

1,723,255.55

0.80

1,723,255.55

0.78

5

10

3.00)

(939,300.
00)

(253,725.

(6,252,529.76)

(830,204.33)

(198,209.56)
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Discounted
Cash flow
(CF*PVF)
(8,110,761.
21)
1,054,817.5
6
1,029,090.3
0
1,128,084.7
7
1,100,570.5
1
1,206,441.1
0
1,177,015.7
1
1,290,240.0
3
1,258,770.7
6
1,379,859.5
9
1,346,204.4

Cumulative
Cash flow

IRR Calculation

(7,055,943.64)

(6,001,126.08)

0.13

(4,972,035.78)

0.13

(3,843,951.01)

0.14

(2,743,380.49)

0.14

(1,536,939.39)

0.15

(359,923.69)

0.15

930,316.34

0.16

2,189,087.10

0.16

3,568,946.69

0.17

4,915,151.17

0.17

00)

8

11

1,936,251.66

0.76

12

1,936,251.66

0.74

13

2,175,574.30

0.73

14

2,175,574.30

0.71

2,444,477.46

0.69

16

2,746,617.31

0.67

17

2,746,617.31

0.66

18

3,086,101.96

0.64

19

3,086,101.96

0.63

3,467,547.25

0.61

3,467,547.25

0.60

15

20

(967,199.
70)

(265,455.
00)

21

(667,818.08)

(161,999.47)

1,475,704.1
0
1,439,711.3
1
1,578,205.9
2
1,539,713.1
0
1,687,827.4
9
1,850,189.9
0
1,805,063.3
2
1,978,703.3
7
1,930,442.3
1
2,116,143.3
3
2,064,530.0
8

Payback

6.72104129

period

5

6,390,855.26

0.18

7,830,566.58

0.18

9,408,772.50

0.19

10,948,485.59

0.19

12,636,313.08

0.21

14,486,502.99

0.23

16,291,566.31

0.22

18,270,269.68

0.24

20,200,711.99

0.24

22,316,855.32

0.26

24,381,385.39

0.25

IRR

18%

The payback of the system will be after approximately 7 years with an internal rate of return
(IRR) of 18%.
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4.6.4

Management decision making tools (Risk and SWOT analysis):

The management wanted to spot on the risks associated with pursuing or not such a project
oversees. Therefore, the risk management matrix had been created with a given weight for each
risk, mitigation methodology as well as the risk cost. All of this data is presented in Table 14.
The other important marketing and management decision making tools that spots on cornerstone
in any project with regards to the strength, weakness, opportunities and threats is shown in Table
14.
Table 14: Risk analysis

1

Risks
Loccioni doesn't have
the needed experience
to assemble or integrate
above 1 MWh system.

2

Financial Capability of
Loccioni to dedicate a
team to assemble their
first real project which
has the ESS and the
software

3

The client doesn't pay
on time

4

Shipment of products
doesn't arrive on time
or release from cargo
takes longer than
needed or defected
parts arrive on place.

Weight of Risk
H
M
L
X

X

X

X

Mitigation Technique

Costs

Acquiring and assembling
the right team to make sure
that it will operate.

The whole
project (1,600,000$)

Ensuring that after the
contract is signed a down
payment covering at least
the expenses of the
employees will be paid on
time before pursuing the
project.
Clear statement on the
contract with agreed
financial statements. For
example, 25% down
payment, 35% solution on
site, 40% after installation
and commissioning.
Deal with a reliable
shipment company and
ensure that GoSolar has
the right person to release
the products from cargo.
An article in the contract
that in case products are
not release Loccioni has no
liability and GoSolar is
responsible for the delay
and will compensate
Loccioni.
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-

-

The employees
which will be on
the payroll and
doing nothing

5

6

7

8

Cost of Cargo release in
case such a solution is
new to authorities
might increase the
whole cost of the
project and the tax as
well
The contract to be
signed only with
GoSolar and not with
the end user
The permits of
Loccioni personnel take
more than expected
which will cause an
overall delay for the
project
Boston Consultant
doesn’t pay on time
which will cause a
delay for GoSolar and
eventually Loccioni

X

X

X

X

Request from GoSolar to
ensure the price of the
cargo release in written
format and in case if it is
wrong they will pay the
difference. This is to be an
article in their contract
Ensure that the contract
will be with the end user
and Loccioni is a party as
well as GoSolar.
Once the contract is
signed, invitation letters to
Costa Rica is issued
ensuring that all staff
members will travel on
time
The money is coming from
OPEC development fund.
Loccioni doesn’t start
working unless the down
payment is there.
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-

-

Cost of
employees
waiting

Strength

Weekeness

1. Loccioni had shown competencies so
far in other busines areas as system
integrators and also have their own
microgrid.

1. No track record and technical
competency above a certain system
size doesn't exist

2. So far, Loccioni didn't spend too
much time away from other projects to
trace this one.

2. Limitied financial capability due to
the philosophy of the company

Opportunities

Threats

1. The first real chance to integrate the
ESS as well as the software, myLeaf,
plus solar panel installation in the form
of a small microgrid.

1. Loccioni will go to the other side of
the world where they don't know and
never been there.
2. Boston Scientific is not a historical
client.

2. Ensure Samsun SDI that are we are
reliable to go hand in hand on different
projects worldwide.

3. Assembly on site takes longer than
expected

3. Boston Scientific is a multinational
company so high chances that the
model to be replicated.

4. Communication with the Italian
headquarters with a huge time
difference in case of technical support
needed.

Figure 33: SWOT analysis
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To sum up, the top management found out that the risks are too high and even if it can be
mitigated, the current competencies of the company doesn’t allow it to pursue building such a
huge solution. This is the first time the company deals with Boston Scientific or GoSolar. Not
only that, but the project is across the ocean. The final customer had shown some demotivation
after seeing the payback period and looking at the economics of the system. They mentioned that
a 3-4 years as a payback period would be acceptable. The top management in the company saw a
lot of risks and threats that cannot be turned into opportunities. It was decided not to pursue that
project and else look for potential existing customers in Italy and Europe.

4.7

German case study: Loccioni’s micro grid market study

Loccioni at their German subsidiary had a completely different challenge with regards to their
energy business unit. They had almost zero activities but they needed to understand if their
energy solution would be viable in that market place. Loccioni’s problem was having an unclear
market segment and solution positioning problem. Loccioni in this case wanted to understand if
they could sell their solution to a different customer group, utilities. This doesn’t mean that they
will not try to approach and sell the technology to industries. In the contrary, they wanted to test
if they could be present and serving to different customer groups.
To solve the challenge understanding the new market segment and how they would position
themselves, the company had to understand the regulations, incentives, subsidies as well as the
electricity structure and the way energy it is traded in the German market. This is followed by
understanding the economics of implementing the solutions and if they are viable under the
current market situation. Finally, which services could the group provides and to whom in the
German market would make it feasible.
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4.7.1

Regulatory Background

1. Legislations & responsibilities of the Transmission System Operators (TSO) and
Distribution System Operators (DSO)
The German market is liberated when it comes to electricity exchange and it is often treated a
commodity being sold in an exchange market called the European Energy Exchange “EEX” in
Leipzig and the European Energy Exchange “EPEX Spot” in Paris. This is not only the place
where energy is being traded but companies can still have agreements with power producers
outside this market in a process called “over the counter trading, OTC”. According to (BMI,
2014), the market participant constitute of “Forwards”, day ahead trading and intraday trading. In
forward markets, companies agree deliveries up to 6 years in advance in which the next 3 years
are being particularly “liquid”. However, they could be also exchanged over the OTC but they
are called forwards.
The German spot market encompasses both a day-ahead trading and an intraday trading. In case,
it was for the day ahead trading, suppliers and buyers have to submit their bids, production and
consumption, on the previous day at 12 noon. The closer the time for the gates closure of the
market, the more reliable and trustworthy is the feed in tariff rates. Market participants can- after
the day ahead auction- closure market can have option to participate in the intraday market on a
very short time basis- ranging from quarter hour to hour block in case they missed the first one .
The participation in these markets is intended to keep shortfalls or surpluses to minimum and
ensure the effective dispatches of the available power generation facilities. Intraday trading on
the exchange closes 45 min before delivery “gate closure”.

Figure 34: Electricity market prices determination in Germany (Wirth,
2015), (BMI, 2014).
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To determine the price of electricity, it is usually traded by a mechanism called the “merit order
principle” as explained by (Wirth, 2015), (BMI, 2014) and shown in Figure 34. The sales prices
offered by the power producers for specific quantities of power are usually defined by the
marginal cost. This marginal cost corresponds to the “variable cost” of the most expensive
generation plant in use. This plant is called the “marginal power plant” and the exchange price is
referred to as the marginal cost price. The variable costs of a power station primarily depend on
the fuel costs, the degree of plant efficiency or the cost of CO2. The fixed costs of a power plant
are the labor and capital expenses. The fixed costs are hopefully to be covered by the margin.
This margin is defined if the variable cost of power station is below the cost of the marginal
power plant, or the most expensive variable costs of a plant.
In Germany, wind farms and photovoltaic installations (close to zero marginal cost), or has zero
variable costs. Unlink nuclear and coal-fired power plants as well as the majority of gas-fired
power plants with combined heat and power generation currently generate a contribution margin
for some hours in the year. The merit order in such a way that sales order from power producers
are placed in ascending order and power purchases are ranked in a descending order. The point at
which the two curves meet shows the exchange price of the entire quantity traded. The most
expensive offer made influences the somewhat substantial the more cost efficient suppliers
increasing their profit margins.
The electricity generated by the providers, renewables or normal generation, has to be balanced
by either the transmission system level by the transmission system operators “TSO” or balancing
at the distribution system by the Distribution System Operators “DSO”. Providing such services
called ancillary services. Balancing capacity is usually purchased by the transmission system
operators in a competitive bidding process in order to secure the physical equilibrium between
production and consumption. Germany has 4 transmission system operators “50 Hertz, Amprion,
Tennet, Transent BW”. For all transmission systems when it comes to balancing capacity, there
are main 3 categories taken into consideration. The first is “primary balancing capacity” which
must be fully available at 30 seconds of being requested. The second is “secondary balancing
capacity” within 5 minutes and the tertiary balancing within 15 minutes. TSO’s differentiate
between positive and negative balancing. Positive balancing is done through higher production
or lower consumption while on the contrary is the negative balancing.
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In Germany, only

electrical energy is explicitly traded on the spot market and not capacity or power. However, the
electricity market implicitly provides compensation for electricity on forward markets, spot
markets (in this case not directly, but if the plant has some margin then it can cover the capacity
provided). Moreover, capacity could be remunerated by the electricity market through option
agreements or hedging contracts only if they provide balancing capacity in the balancing
capacity market. This is why currently there is the debate of having a fixed capacity market in
Germany.
Ancillary services are a part of the tasks that should be done by TSO &DSO to ensure the
reliable and secure operation of the grid. Generators and flexible loads and sometimes connected
devices, maybe renewables in the near future, can provide these ancillary services. Ancillary
services include both mandatory services, not remunerated, and others that are subject to
payments according to contracts, bilateral agreements or regulated tariffs depending on the
location in the EU.
The main 3 groups of services are (Hannele Holttinen, 2012):
1. Frequency control: services related to the short-term balance of energy and frequency in
the power system. It includes the primary, secondary and tertiary reserves and this could
be provided either by generators or by battery storage. According to (Bo Normark, 2014),
“Inertial reserves or primary reserves” where lost power is compensated by the energy
stored in rotating masses of all generators. “Electrochemical storage could be activated
instead of system inertia”
The second step, reserve requirements, primary and secondary control, are met by slower
part loaded and by non-synchronized plants such as standby generators, flexible demand
and local storage that can start generating quickly (few seconds to few minutes).
The tertiary control where system operator will re-establish original level of reserves by
scheduling another generator instead of the dead one and to be re-dispatched and
connected will need several hours and in this case batteries cannot be used unless
batteries would be available in very large capacities.
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2. Voltage Control: Services required maintaining the voltage during operation. Voltage
control includes reactive power supply and can be provided by dynamic resources
(generators, synchronous compensators) and static sources (capacitor banks, static
voltage controllers and FACTS devices. Voltage control can’t be transmitted over long
distances.
3. Black start/ Islanding: Services required returning electrical power systems to normal
operations after blackouts. Batteries could be used but need very high density and large
capacities to make it operational.
The method of compensation as cited in (Hannele Holttinen, 2012) for the German market is
shown in Table 15.
Table 15: Compensation of Auxiliary power method (Hannele Holttinen, 2012)

Reserve Type and key parameters

Method of Remuneration

Method of Procurement
Gate Closure and duration of
the offer
Frequency containment
reserve (Primary Control
Reserve)

Minimum Offer

Auction
Weekly, 6 days before
Min 1 MW.

Activation time and length
(Full activation time, and how 30 seconds
long needed to keep)
Paid for

Available power

Method of Procurement

Auction

Gate Closure and duration of
Frequency restoration reserve
(Secondary control reserve,
direct activated tertiary control
reserve)

the offer
Minimum Offer

Weekly, 5 days before.
Min 5 MW

Activation time and length
(Full activation time, and how 15 min
long needed to keep)
Available power and energy

Paid for

produced.
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Method of Procurement
Gate Closure and duration of
the offer
Replacement

Reserve

(Tertiary Regulation)

Minimum Offer

Auction
Daily, at 12:00
Min 5 MW

Activation time and length
(Full activation time, and how
long needed to keep)
Available power and energy

Paid for

produced.

Regarding the voltage control remunerations and regulations in Germany, the reactive power for
the voltage control services is mandatory for conventional generators. Reactive power is usually
controlled through voltage control while active power is controlled by changing the rotating
masses as shown in the table above. Other generators which provide this service as well do so via
a bilateral agreement with their respective TSO. In Germany after 2009, wind parks that provide
this service gets a bonus for delivering reactive power. Other services for the German market
such as reserves (spinning, non-spinning) and replacement reserves are all bought through public
tendering. The German prices for these tenders can be found through this portal
https://www.regelleistung.net/ip/
According to (Bo Normark, 2014), the directives as well as the possibility of ancillary services
being provided at either the TSO or the DSO levels using batteries had been investigated.
According to that report, Lithium ion batteries have the advantage of being efficient, high power
and energy density, scalable, high volume of production in other applications drives cost down.
While the current disadvantages which would develop in the future is basically the cost and
safety. Cost could be solved because of the scalability which will drive prices of storage down.
Safety is considered a problem as well, but with proper system integration it will not be a
problem. According to (Bo Normark, 2014) the battery applications could be, deferring the
expansion or the upgrade of the transmission and distribution network equipment’s. Black
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start services but only for a short period of time and for large capacities. Storage could be
used as well for intermittent balancing, power fleet optimization and power quality.
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) as mentioned in (Bo Normark, 2014), has
completed an analysis showing in the following table the potential benefits of storage and if it
could be applied and where. This is only for the US case and not for the European one since no
detailed studies are available on the applicability but a methodology for the quantification of the
potential had been demonstrated in The European Association for Storage of Energy “EASE”.
The main findings as summarized by (Bo Normark, 2014) in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Auxiliary power service price (Bo Normark, 2014)
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The power values are generally higher than energy values.



Significant variation in the prices between (3$/kWh to 4048$/kWh). This is a reflection
of the various market conditions.



The highest market benefits will be found in the short term regulation.



The highest values are found in end user applications and when storage can defer
investment in new transmission or distribution grids.

2. Storage Assessment under both TSO &DSO network perspectives:
(Transmission System Operator) TSO: (Bo Normark, 2014)
As far as high voltage lines are concerned, battery storage units with a capacity of discharge of a
few hours can support the resolution of congestions in high voltage lines, provide an alternative
to FACTS (Flexible Alternative Current Transmission Systems), and support more efficient
generation dispatching. Where dispatch means that the TSO instructs particular generators,
whose power injection contribute to the congestions, to generate less power than planned. At the
same time other generators who relieve congestions are instructed to generate more power, such
that the power balance remains unaffected. (Bo Normark, 2014)
In long range displacing loads, as terrestrial electrical transport, the presence of medium range
stationary storage systems could allow to reduce the number of feeding points and smooth load
fluctuations on the transport lines.

Storage could make sense for highly dense populated

countries or high labor costs counties but the cost of investment in storage to HDVC cables leads
to different conclusions, depending on specific cases. (Bo Normark, 2014)
(Distribution System Operator) DSO: (Bo Normark, 2014)
Not all ancillary services are relevant to be delivered from generation units connected at
distribution level, given that they would imply upfront investments on the transmission grid or
on the distribution gird. Therefore, on the distribution network bringing decentralized energy
storage systems would bring the possibility to value services related to deferral of grid
investments which is worth 400 million according to the European commission. Batteries in this
case can provide Reserve Power capacity and Active power capacity for Frequency management.
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The extra investment in distribution grid would be required in case that many homes start
generating more PV power that they consume and they would need to dispatch it somewhere. In
that case, expansion of the grid will be mandatory and batteries will play the role of requiring the
needed level of power quality and stability at an acceptable limit.
Most DSO’s now have a network access contract with one or more TSO and they must reduce all
the disturbances done on the HV lines. In case the limits are exceeded by DSO’s, batteries can
perform active filtering on the transmission levels. Moreover, the role of storage should be
visualized within the configuration of different equipment such as voltage controls, controllable
PV plants. The way they interact together then can ensure more system stability and less
congestion.
The German case is quite different. Germany’s current business case is to increase “selfconsumption” from PV solar. According to different studies in the German market, a battery
storage system would allow self-consumption to increase from 30% to 60% reducing the
dependency on having large transmission system and one step ahead towards completed
decentralization. There could be a business case because it could be shown that direct benefit to
the end user.
Another case study for Italy in which the market potential and estimated value for utility scale
storage had been calculated based on application and system segment according to (Bo Normark,
2014) as shown in Table 16.
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Table 16: Possible applications for storage (Normark , 2014)

Segment

Application

TSO

Congestion relief

TSO

RES Integration

TSO

Ancillary
Services

Traditional
Generation

TPP Dispatching

Traditional
Generation
RES
Generation
RES
Generation
DSO
DSO

TPP
Optimization &
Time shift
RES
Optimization &
Integration
RES Dispatching
DSO Dispatching
Management
DSO Peak
Shaving

EESS
Break
Even
CAPEX

System Power

Market
Size

6 MW - 100
MW
2 MW - 50
MW
1 MW - 50
MW
10 MW - 100
MW

3,400
MWh
1,800
MWh
5,910
MWh
2,900
MWh

264 €/kWh

100 kW - 100
MW

8,700
MWh

56 €/kWh

90 kW - 12
MW

3,100
MWh

175 €/kWh

700 kW - 12
MW
50 kW - 5
MW

2,800
MWh
1,000
MWh
2,040
MWh

221 €/kWh

90 kW- 3 MW

Total Market Size

27 GWh

96

360 €/kWh
295 €/kWh
215 €/kWh

384 €/kWh
259 €/kWh

Demonstrations for utility scale storage in Italy showed good success, but the Italian market is
characterized by very high electricity price. However, potential points where storage could be
implemented are summarized in Table 17 according to (Bo Normark, 2014).
Table 17: Possible application for storage (Normark, 2014)

Type of Battery
Storage
Bulk Storage
Decentralized
Storage

Decentralized
Storage



Connection
Point

Owner

HV

Generator

MV - LV

Aggregator

LV

Industrial
Consumer,
Public service
entity (school,
swimming
pool),
Residential
property

Bottlenecks and directives governing the Battery usage as storage on different
levels:

Article 9 of Directive 2009/72/EC related to unbundling constitutes the main barrier to large
scale storage development on the grid because TSO acting on the wholesale generation market
could be a source of market distortion and interfaces with system wide responsibility. Although
existing European legislation recognized storage as strategic asset of the power system, it doesn’t
provide a framework to allow its full deployment. . The existing rules are shown in Appendix 1
To treat the battery as a power generating modules and connected to the grid, they should be
connected at certain points with certain requirements as described in (Hannele Holttinen, 2012)
as shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Characteristics the batteries should serve. Source (Hannele Holttinen, 2012).

Connection
Point
Lower
Capacity
Threshold
Upper
capacity
Threshold

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

< 110 kV

< 110 kV

< 110 kV

< 110 kV

0.8 kW

0.1 - 15 MW

5 - 5- MW

15 - 75 MW

0.1 - 15 MW

5 - 50 MW

15 - 75 MW

No limit

Automatic
set-point
control (plus
manually if
needed). May
be required to
provide
inertia. Also
equivalent
performance
if
not
inherent.

Specific
for
higher voltage
connected
generation to
allow stable
operation of
the
interconnected
network.

Controllable in
steps
smaller
Logic
than 20% of
General
interface for capacity.
functionality disconnecting. Remote
required for Remote
operation
system
operation;
requirement by
operation
requirement
the
network
(ref. Entso- by
the operator. TSO
E, NC RfG) network
decided about
operator.
reconnecting
after a network
disturbance.

However, before any potential of installation of batteries either at the TSO or the DSO level a
clarification of the role of storage in system adequacy and system security (Directive 96/92/EC
and Directive 2009/72) is a prerequisite in order for storage to become effective support tool to
pan-European renewable integration.
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Demand Response

Currently Germany doesn’t have a clear regulation or framework for demand response.
However, the EU has set certain directives and regulations to promote demand response as
mentioned (Fredericia, 2014). The demand response regulations are shown in Appendix 1.

Figure 36: Demand response properties (Fredericia, 2014)

The only players who provide and position themselves as ancillary services providers by
applying demand response are Entelios which is a part of the ENERNOC group at the moment.
Entelios according to (Schulz, 2014), founded their niche basically in providing balancing power
for TSO’s and through trading in the intraday market. Entelios participates in providing
secondary and tertiary reserve capacity. As explain above, they need to provide either load
reduction but mostly power generation or supply in 15 minutes to longer time scales. Entelios
acts as an aggregator for industrial customers by managing the industrial loads, shut down or
start up, or by running flexible generation plants such as CHP’s available at industries and
remunerate them through bilateral agreements.
Its fully-automated technology platform is capable of responding real-time to TSO demand
signals, instantaneously delivering generation and load adjustments to help the TSO balance the
grid.


Legislations governing CHP

Germany is considered as one of the leading countries when it comes to generosity in the feed in
tariff for households or for promoting self-consumption or for exempting energy intensive
industries from several tax rates to remain competitive. Germany policymakers determine who
would finance the transformation and the ambitious plans to reach the “Energiewende” targets.
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Theretofore as mentioned in (Wirth, 2015), industries who spent large proportion of their costs
on electricity would be exempted from the “EEG surcharges” where those industries represents
1/5 Germany’s entire power consumption. This exemption is being reimbursed by other private
customers who almost account for 30% of the total power consumed. The breakdown of the
energy taxes being paid by the German industry is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Energy taxation in Germany (Wirth, 2015)

47% of the industrial users are currently paying the full EEG surcharge, or levy or taxes, which
was 5.27 ct/kWh for 2013 and had increased to 6.24 ct/kWh for 2014. Only 16% of the industries
are exempted from paying the full surcharge. The surcharge is usually defined as the difference
between cost of renewables and the revenue generated from selling their power on the whole
sales market. Therefore, the smaller the difference the more benefit is for the home customers
since they will pay less surcharges. However, if electricity is sold at cheaper price and the cost of
renewables is still the same the surcharge will be higher. Clearly energy intensive industries are
benefiting from the lower market price on the energy exchange market in Leipzig during peak
times through the merit order effect, because of PV power feed in priority, as well as the
exception from the surcharge. The latest reformation of the energy transformation law states that
PV power has to be self-marketed in the exchange market and not dispatched by priority as
always. However, they will maintain the feed-in tariff promised and if the market price is lower
than the feed – in tariff then they are numerated through a mechanism called “contract for
difference”.
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The electricity bill in Germany for a regular household is usually composed of several tax items
as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Breakdown of the electricity bill in Germany (Wirth, 2015)

This is an example showing components making up the domestic electricity price of 29 euros
cents/kWh. The levies mentioned are forms of taxes and they are intended to make electricity
more expensive. (CHP: German Combines Heat and Power Act; German Electricity Grid Access
Ordinance (Storm-NEV); easing the burden on energy-intensive industries; concession fee and
fee for using public transmission line. Looking at all the above taxes shows that it is more
economically viable to self-consume power instead of buying electricity from the grid.
The Renewable Energy Act “EEG” had been updated recently for the transformation of the
German economy away from the nuclear power. The new reforms had added to the capacity of
the existing renewables. The new target capacities according to (Graichen, 2014);
Onshore Wind: 2,500 MW increase per year where it is currently 34,638 MW of capacity. The
feed in tariff for this technology is 0.06 to 0.09 euro cents/kWh, depending on local wind
conditions. This tariff for new projects will decline by 0.4% each quarter.
Solar Photovoltaics: 2,500 MW increase per year with a current capacity of 37,448 MW with
over 21,000 MW of that installed between 2009 and 2012. The current feed in tariff will be 0.09
to 0.13 euro cents/kWh. This tarrif will decline by 0.5% each quarter. PV producers have to
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market and sell their electricity on a daily basis to the wholesale power market or find another
consumer that pays at least at the wholesale power price to receive the level of the feed-in tariff.
The main purpose is to have renewables participate in the market and react to market price.
Earlier they wouldn’t participate and change with the market but they would be by law always
connected and usually they have the lowest marginal cost as described earlier on how the spot
market behaves.
Off-shore wind: 6,500 MW by 2020 (implying an increase of about 800 MW per year) where
currently it is 520 MW. Where over the next 20 years duration of the contract, offshore wind
parks will be paid 0.19 euro cents per kWh in the first 8 years, falling to 0.15 euros and later to
0.04 per kWh depending on the under geographical area. For 20 years period, they will receive
0.13 to 0.14 euro cents/kWh. The tariff will be reduced in 2018 by 0.01 euros per kWh for the
first 8 years.
The rest of the directives are explained in Appendix 1.
3. CHP market potential
The three main CHP markets are either the power industry in which CHP electricity produced
competes against the electricity sold in the SPOT market usually for sizes greater than 10 MWel.
In that case, CHP has a fed in tariff, which is the average price of electricity sold in the market
over the last quarter, plus a feed in bonus According to (CODE2, 2014).
The second largest group of customers is the industrial and commercial customers. The
economic value come from the fact that CHP competes against the electricity produced at the
centralized station and transmitted over long distances adding a lot of tariffs and unneeded
levies.
The third customer group is basically housing and small scale commercials. The CHP competes
against other heating systems, mainly heating boilers. The relevant economic criterion is mostly
the heat cost with sizes smaller than 50 kWel, micro CHP which currently offers large subsidies.
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As mentioned by the study of (CODE2, 2014), industrial CHP’s are of an interest especially
because of the payback period, internal rate of return. The calculations done by (CODE2, 2014)
takes into account all the bonuses and exemptions.

Figure 39: Payback period of various industrial sizes of CHP units (CODE2, 2014)

As shown in Figure 39, a 1MWe internal combustion engine “ICE” has the fastest payback with
an extremely high return of investment. These are the German market results.
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4.7.2

The German case commercialization strategy

This section summarizes the main findings of the German market as well as draws a roadmap
combined with facts about the current situation. The steps present below gives a holistic
overview about investment opportunities and if the group could have a chance at the moment
being present in the German market.
1. The German energy market is a complex, liberalized market and needs only professionals
to deal with it.
2. Energy is treated as a commodity that is traded in several mechanisms and across several
markets. There exist various stakeholders from generators, transmission operators,
distribution operators and finally the end customers. Everyone has various
responsibilities and eventually the electrical system should be secure, reliable and safe.
Not only this, but provide high power quality as well as maintain continue flow which is
done through proper balancing between generation and consumption.
3. The German market in the last few years had faced several ambitious goals and
transformations as a result of the decision to abandon nuclear power and to supply the
gap through renewables. Therefore, various innovations and hurdles had faced it so far
and huge investments to transform the infrastructure took place and still under progress.
Although feed in tariff of various renewables had decreased, the most viable technologies
such as solar and wind still have sufficient incentives to generate good return on
investments.
4. Electrochemical storage, batteries, would be a part of the flexibility that is currently
needed; however it is not the only available solution. The current transformation will not
stop because of the economic cost of such technology. There are other alternative storage
methods such as hydropower plants, flywheels and compressed air.
5. Another important aspect for providing the flexibility is demand response which is not
yet legislated clearly in the German energy laws.
6. Implementation of renewables had caused much instability in the system especially the
fact that they would need to be always dispatched first into the grid which creates
pressure on the grid operators always to balance the active power and control the reactive
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power. Therefore, ancillary services availability had increased. Ancillary services are
always a part of the power generation industry but it had increased.
7. Currently most of the ancillary services such as reserve capacity (primary, secondary and
tertiary reserves) are purchased by the TSO through auctions. While voltage control is
mandatory by all generators and they are not being compensated for. Black start
capability or islanding is part of the TSO duties.
8. The purchased capacities of reserve capacity by TSO is to ensure the safe, reliable and
smooth operation of the grid and can be done by any resource as long as this source will
not be used to trade power in the market. The current legislations don’t specify the type
of storage needed to provide the ancillary services or the amount of compensation but
specify the responsibilities that should be done by every party.
9. Batteries as a reserve capacity are a technically viable option but not economically. They
could be used as generators on the DSO level or smoothing production and the needed
demand at the TSO level but currently they are expensive and no regulation is there to
give them incentive to compete with other existing technologies. Above had been
mentioned the needed CAPEX for various systems and therefore an economical study
would be conducted to show if it would make sense to utilize batteries for that purpose or
not.
10. Using electrochemical storage, batteries, for ancillary services at the moment is not
a viable option and Loccioni should not waste time developing this market.
11. Germany has one of the highest household, not the focus group of the study, electricity
prices with 29 ct€/kWh. Most of the breakdown of this price belongs to taxes. The
industrial sector has many privileges with many exemptions from various taxes. In
general, if CHP to be installed in an industry 4 main tax areas would be excluded such as
the CHP levy, Energy Tax Waiver, Electricity Tax waiver plus bonuses for generation for
various sizes of CHP only if certain efficiency limit is reached.
12. Energy efficiency through CHP or CCHP utilization for industries is an interesting
area due to the various incentives available and to the period of the regulations
governing those incentives. However, a concerned due diligence about the type of
industry and what type of exemptions of surcharges would be the first step.
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13. The previous Loccioni strategy on the services should be applied to existing
industrial customers in Germany to offer them a complete solution and not just
simple installation.
14. Providing the storage solution to industrial customers will not be viable because of
the cost of such a solution as well as lack of incentives for electrochemical storage
but there are loan grants with low returns.
15. The only two cases where providing integrated battery solution might be viable are:
A. if loads that are being shut down as a part of, Entelios, ancillary services are kept
operating by those batteries in order not to stop the operations of the facility.
However, that is an investment and from the perspective of the author this doesn’t
make a lot of sense currently to customers.
b. What might make more sense is complete package of energy efficiency to the
facilities using CHP. The other case where storage could make sense is to
integrate it with the renewable energy power producers because of the legal
structure of the dispatch of renewables whenever they are available, the storage
could also provide power in times where other renewables are not producing and
therefore maximizing their benefits and profit. However, this is a complete
financial game depending on the times of storing the solar or wind energy and
times of dispatch power from the battery.
16. The second case in which power producers might need to integrate storage to
maximize their profit at absence of other renewables would be an interesting area
for Loccioni to consider. These might still be within the focus of group since they are
not merely utilities.
17. Aggregator concept is developing and the lead player, probably the only one in Germany,
Entelios currently owned by the US firm Enerenoc and acting as an aggregator for
industries.
18. Demand Response by definition is managing the electricity demand for customers based
on various intermittent supply conditions. Currently there are no regulations for demand
response however entelios is participating in intraday markets and secondary and tertiary
reserves capacity for TSO’s and therefore this is how they generate money for their
industrial customers.
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19. The author thinks that becoming an aggregator for various industrial customers in
Germany and compete with Entelios will not be a strategic option currently since
there is no market existence and the German electricity market is already quite
complex. However, aggregator concept and demand response as a tool for
Loccioni’s toolbox and set of competencies for the Italian market would be a great
opportunity and potential. An example for the aggregator concept has not been
found up to date.
20. The transformation of the German market will not depend on storage but on
flexible production unit and more demand response.
The company eventually decided that working with utilities in the German market or try
applying demand response is currently not a viable option from their perspective. They also
decided that it might be possible to pursue installing the CHP activities only for trusted and
historic customer in order to build their track record.
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5.0

Analysis

The innovation process had been proven to be a difficult, tricky and multidimensional which
incorporates several stakeholders to take part within. The continuous learning, the professional
problem tackling, risk mitigation as well as tapping on opportunities when found at each stage of
the innovation process will yield to success with new products or services in the marketplace. A
product or service will only be adopted and diffused first to the lead users and later to the market
majority and late majority if only an added value to the customers’ life will take place. A signal
of a successful innovation is achieving the required sales targets and profit margins.
The commercialization of innovations requires both strategical and tactical planning that
acquires several risks and barriers that if planned prior in time and mitigated properly will
certainly yield many opportunities. In case of failure, it will hinder the new product or service to
get adopted and later diffused into the marketplace and might end up just within the facilities of
the company after technical development but will not be able to see light in the marketplace. The
analysis of the Loccioni micro grid case revolves around the organizational and cultural barriers,
project management challenges and barriers, strategy implementation deficits, as well as the
core commercialization challenges and barriers that such a technology is facing. In addition, with
noticing these barriers what type of opportunities could be explored, tackled and utilized given
the current company’s strategy. That such technology is facing during its commercialization
stage and what opportunities could be explored, tackled and utilized currently.
This requires an understanding of knowledge management such as idea generation, knowledge
representation as well as information flow. It requires as well understanding of the innovation
strategy if it is a strategic leadership or a strategic orientation, organization and culture, effective
project management through understanding the proper project efficiency tools, communication
channels as well as collaboration tools. In addition to all the above, an understanding of the
market research data and its analysis, market testing results as well as sales and magnitude
volumes are mandatory to frame a deep understanding of the commercialization phenomena.
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5.1

Organization and Culture

Loccioni Group is one of the organizations that encompass both generating and adopting
innovations and both of these elements are mandatory to be an innovative company. Innovative
and creative behaviors appear to be endorsed by work environment factors (Mathisen &
Einarsen, 2004). Indeed, it is evident that organizations can create environments in which
innovation can be hampered or encouraged (Dougherty & Cohen , 1995; Tidd et al., 1997). Not
only that, but they encapsulate an innovating culture that cherish new product or service ideas
and take care of the small details which allows eventually the creation of new business lines,
competencies as well as new products to their innovative portfolio. Organizational culture and
structure deals with the way staff are grouped within an organization, what behavior they adopt
and work within. (Richard, 2006). Allowing individuals to perceive innovation as a desire and
objective for the organization as well as creating the needed culture and climate to foster that is
the duty of workplace environment and the human resources management department (Mathisen
& Einarsen, 2004).
Any innovation has to start with an idea since it is the raw material that the team would work
with. It is relatively inexpensive to produce and monitor ideas, yet this can have substantial
impact on ultimate success or failure (Cooper 1988).Most of the ideas are generated because
there is an emerging need. Ideas are nurtured and grown inside the innovation labs, facilities of
Loccioni as well as in collaboration with a lot of different resources and stakeholders. Loccioni
uses open innovation, participates in international research contests, partners with universities
and research institutes as well as get funded for scientific EU projects that match with the
company’s area of interest to grow their knowhow and competencies. Combination of new and
existing knowledge either internally or externally from the organization as well as how
information flows is one aspect of innovation (Galunic & Roden, 1998 ; Nonaka, 1995; Pitt &
Clarke, 1999). A central idea to the way Loccioni soaks in all the knowledge to build its
knowledge portfolio is the “Absorptive capacity”. A firm’s ability to put in use as well as absorb
new knowledge, recognize how valuable new external knowledge would add and apply it
eventually to commercial ends (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Absorptive capacity results from a
lengthy process of knowledge accumulation and investment within the firm. The development of
this capacity is path dependent.
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Stepping into the energy field from Loccioni perspective was because of an emerging need
which is savings in their energy bills. Energy savings and reductions had led to the use of
efficient components. The next stage of the series of ideas was to adopt renewable energy
generation sources. This was developed further on why not to control and implement the same
solutions to various buildings within a controlled environment which had led to the evolution of
the micro grid solution. The company has the proper incubation that will lead to nurturing and
growing ideas.
Damanpour argues that a variety of skills and experiences permits more differentiated units from
which collaborative relationships can arise and add substantial value to innovation outcomes and
results (Damanpour , 1991). It is extremely difficult to innovate when an organization doesn’t
have the right stakeholders that could play several rules in the innovation process and what is
worse if they don’t feel that there is a need to innovate and grow. Members with high selfesteem, educational level as well as diverse backgrounds usually increase the effectiveness of
R&D and innovation project teams (Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996; Bantel & Jackson, 1989).
Another important factor that enriches the innovative behavior is having a horizontal
organizational chart with an open door policy which ease the decision making process which was
evident in the case of Loccioni. This allows a faster response to options, quick turnovers and
easier informal meeting discussions which helps to influence the right members to take proper
final decision. Therefore, to perform effectively and professionally, an organization must be
appropriately specialized, differentiation and integrated. Pugh et al. (1969) argued that there is a
strong link between the way organizations are structured and the context of their operations.
An organization is made of stakeholders that are the right assets to make an innovation a success
or not. Ernst was able to find generic characteristics for the dedicated project teams which are:
dedicated project leader, multidisciplinary, inter-functional co-operation and communication,
team autonomy and responsibility for the process in hand and above all the needed scientific
qualifications as well as the know-how (Ernst, 2002).
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Therefore inter-organizational relationship and the will to work towards a common goal is a must
for an idea to be developed and commercialized properly. Team members sometimes are the
greatest hurdles especially when it comes to market research, creating the demand and
understanding the customers’ needs. In such a case, misinterpretation of data and wrong analysis
will yield to improper decisions during the commercialization. Sometimes unmotivated team
member and the ambiguity in the flow of information and how the decision making process
creates clashes and the only looser would be the innovation. Centralization as well as
formalization in the decision making process have shown to have a negative impact on
organizational innovation.
Centralization is the concentration of decision-making power at the top of the organizational
hierarchy; while formalization is the degree of emphasis on following procedure and rules
(Burns & Stalker, 1961; Damanpour F. , 1991). Indeed, firmness in procedures and rules will
influence an organization badly by prohibiting them from seeking new sources of information
(Vyakarnam & Adams, 2001). This was not obvious in the Loccioni case since all team members
were purpose oriented, willing to listen and share information and lessons learned from onsite
visits to customers.

5.2

Strategy implementation of the group

A strategy is a series of steps taken in the short term that will affect the long term performance
and results of the company. An organization that doesn’t focus on long term strategies,
company’s growth as well as development of new innovative solutions will never succeed to
survive in the very competitive marketplace nowadays. Hindering new ideas from being
proposed, lack of fund to build initial prototypes, stubborn short sighted management with a
focus on current sales and reaching targets will absolutely be a barrier for any innovation to
succeed.
It has been demonstrated that new product performance and development is mostly assured by
the strategy that top management adopts (Cooper, 1984). Senior management duty is to develop
and communicate the vision across the organization, adopt and support a positive attitude that
champions innovations as well as having enough tolerance to adhere the changes, conflicts and
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risks during the implantation of the innovation stages (Damanpour F. , 1991) There is a strong
link between the overall business goal (strategic orientation) and the innovation strategy. A
strong vision and leadership is required from the top level to make an innovation happen; in
addition to longer term commitment and clear allocation of resources to make innovations see
light (Pinto & Prescott, 1988; Cooper et al., 2004). This was completely crystal clear from the
owner of the company to all people working in the project. They were given a chance to
innovate, come up with ideas and struggle to solve all problems faced. The organization is
centered on innovations and seeks always excellence in this regard.
The company had been trying to apply several quick strategies in order to penetrate the
marketplace and have the feedback if it was the correct approach or not and then adapt
accordingly. To resemble this, the company’s strategy in the energy business line was to start
gradual with existing customers from the other business unit and trying to convince them that an
energy solution might make sense based on their current consumption. They would usually start
by asking to collect data at the feed points of the large energy consumption units free of charge
and then suggest what sort of interventions would suit them best. This is usually a long process
and don’t always ensure money flow in for several reasons. It is also variable based on the type
of production facility that Loccioni is approaching. Afterwards in case of the customer’s
approval of the data inspection, they could proceed with the preparation of the proposal and then
it might get accepted or not and all of this human effort had not been compensated by any means.
Therefore, the company’s strategy in approaching businesses and industries to bring business had
proven to be unsuccessful and the sales targets weren’t matched.
The strategy and the approach of the customer after being tested for almost a year had shown that
there is no clear value proposition and no differentiation from other competitors but on the
contrary as well they are a little bit more expensive. Since the company couldn’t approach and
get orders from their existing customer base, it made it harder for them to look into potential
customers since there is a lack of track record that would give them the credibility to pursue
critical activities in the end customer’s facility. This would lead to the other problem when
dealing with new customers that there is no sense of trust in regard to the quality of work. The
energy activities might require some plant shut down and stopping shifts since some of the
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interventions are directly in the production line. This would lead to time loss and eventually
profit loss to the end customer which they would consider.
A quick turnaround with the initial strategy was to breakdown the micro grid solution into small
pieces which could be easily sold. For instance, the batteries integration system alone or the CHP
unit integration alone and so on states a good example to demonstrate. This move had shown that
it makes more economical sense to some of the customers which are extremely heavy in their
energy consumption but they remained with the initial approach of tackling the customers and
working with them. Yet, it had shown that no sales targets are reached and a framing of new
strategy and tactic to approach the customers is needed and this had been proposed in the results
of the case study.
The company’s long term strategy regarding their micro grid solution was always to stay ahead
from competitors by their novelty and high know-how differentiation. Therefore, the group
starting from the top management encouraged to continue development of some of the toolbox
for the micro grid solution as well as testing new products and control system that might fit it
since they had the needed vision to know that micro grids are the solution for the future and they
must have the needed skills and competencies to have a big market share when it develops
properly. In addition to that, the company found that energy business requires financial strength
to place and one of the short and long term strategies that had been decided is to look into
performance contracts as well as financial partners to achieve future targets
The implication of this strategy into the marketplace is currently under testing and it would need
some time to figure out the potential financial partners, evaluate them and test if such a solution
would result in achieving the requires sales targets or not.

5.3

Project Management during the innovation process

Having a goal oriented innovative company isn’t enough to bring winning ideas successfully into
the marketplace. It requires close attention and focus with timelines, costs, and regular updates,
incorporating successful ideas when needed as well as keeping the team members motivated and
every output of the project during the various process of the innovation trajectory in place. It
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requires successful project management. Project management is extremely strict in its disciplines
on the methods that turn ideas into a marketable innovation (Richard, 2006).
One of the strengths in Loccioni’s microgrid solution innovation was the ability to keep the
budget among all department as well as the schedules on track. Micro grid solution development
and understanding took quite some time to develop. However, the proper interaction among the
various team members, right communication and update schedule tools made the micro grid
project a success.
Communications are mandatory in project management. A positive relationship had been shown
between innovation and communication. Internal communication eases the dispersion as well as
the diversity of ideas within an organization (Damanpour F. , 1991). This is one of the main
strengths of Loccioni which was the ability to speak openly and share information easily while
working on a common goal.
This was successful enough for building loccioni’s microgrid project. However, to
commercialize and implement the same solution or parts of the solution requires various
stakeholders and sometimes harsh unpredictable conditions that would drive the process with
unease. Uncalculated project risks might lead to complete reputation failure as well as loosing
clients. Saleh and Wang describes risk management as the willingness to provoke risky
opportunities and tolerate failure instead of recklessly gambling (Saleh & Wang, 1993)
The proper project management should as well study the cases on hand and decide if it would be
useful to continue working on a certain project or not. This was demonstrated in the Costa Rica
case study in which the management needed to understand if it makes sense to invest time and
resources into that project or not. Therefore, understanding of the environment where a solution
needs to be installed, risks for pursuing such a project as well as a SWOT analysis is mandatory
to help the management come to a decision. In case of the Costa Rica case which was studied
above, the management feels that the risks are high and it is the first time to deal with such a
customer and it doesn’t make much sense to continue pursuing the project. However, this was
the first case where a micro grid project could be really tested but they felt they should work on
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developing the local marketplace and have a better foot and then expand where the customer
bases are and then to across the ocean customers.

5.4

Commercialization of the energy products

Commercializing innovations requires both tactical as well as strategic planning. This means that
proper timing of the product introduction, placement of it into the market place, development of
the network and influencing the customers, distribution channels, pricing, and strategy
implementation are the core of the commercialization process. Commercialization requires in
deep market research and analysis.
Early stages of the innovation process require technical capabilities. However, for the later stage
in the innovation process especially during the launching and implementation phase marketing
capabilities such as market investigation, planning, testing, monitoring, reaching the customer
through promotion is what needed (Calantone & di Benedetto, 1988; Globe et. al, 1973;
Verhaeghe & Kfir, 2002).
Timing of the product introduction and even working on the development of it is crucial to the
commercialization phenomena. Sometimes too early will require investing a lot in marketing and
acquiring customers, building the awareness and the education but has the early move advantage
and sometimes too late or just the right timing many competitors might be available in the
marketplace. Therefore, it is mandatory to make sure that there is a growing market without a lot
of competitors as well as a functional viable technology that would enhance the customer’s life
and experience.
Loccioni’s history and timeline of events showed that some of the activities were just on the right
time while others were too early and others were after many competitors are available. This
could be illustrated by the PV boom and the incentives availability which was just the right time
to jump into developing this market. However, the CHP or the CCHP technology
implementation was introduced during the time where many established competitors were
already in the marketplace. The third case which is the full micro grid solution and its core the
batteries and the software was the next stage of development but the market was premature and
can’t really take the solution due to the high cost and lack of governmental incentives. Therefore,
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as a way to pave the road for such a solution and high technological innovation Loccioni’s main
target was to work with the lead users or the gate keepers that will adopt the innovation and open
the doors to the majority adopters.
Placement and positioning of the product into the market place is the second important element
and considered a cornerstone when conducting the initial marketing plan of the solution.
Knowing who exactly is the customer focus that you want to sell the solution for, what is their
behavior; attributes, capacity as well as financial strength are mandatory to ensure that sales
volume and targets will be reached and matched.
Loccioni had decided and as shown from the case studies above that they deal with big,
sustainable and international customers. The reason behind choosing this customer group is that
Loccioni had decided to provide a top quality product that will match with those customers and
will not endanger its reputation by offering something semi-functional. However, this comes
with a price that is a little bit higher but could be justified over the long run and also it places
trust in their customers. Another important factor that in most of the time, such customers will
pay in time. These facts apply to the Italian market as well as the German market.
In the German case, the company had tried to sell its micro grid solution or especially the battery
and control system to a different focus group which was the utilities to provide auxiliary power
services instead of industrial customer where they could supply the power directly. The company
had some experience with utilities in Italy but unfortunately the German market is completely
different when it comes to generation, transmission and distribution of power. There exists
different players with different focuses and it is not easy to deal with the many variables. Having
different positioning strategies for different customers and different markets might be a smart
solution however a better strategy based on the conducted research is to fulfill one customer
group at first and at the same time try with the others but to maintain the full focus with main
customer group which are the industrial ones.
It was noted in the financial analysis that in several countries it would make sense to install the
CHP or the CCHP solution either because of governmental incentives or the current electricity
prices. To go into a foreign market the first step would require either having an existing business
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channels and connections which you would apply the solution or to open a branch of the
company in any of the company’s where it would make sense to start. To come up with such a
decision it requires an understanding of the local market, potential of business growth and be
connected with the right community members to promote and influence the solution. Without an
existing customer base and a local business or at lease business partner to would be difficult to
step into that field.
Loccioni had established a trusted network of component suppliers as well as trusted users
through regular meetings, workshops and collaboration with the customers not only to enhance
the marketability of the solution but as an attempt to diffuse the product into different markets.
The group had tried using their established network to sell their products and yet struggling to
make the required sales targets.
The pricing and the cost structure of the solution in hand is one of the main barriers that hinder
the commercialization process and finally innovations from being adopted and diffused. This
was illustrated through the Loccino micro grid case study. It had proven that at the moment
selling the full solution doesn’t make economic sense to the end customer with the current
economics. This was demonstrated by the 7 years payback period for the full solution and with
an internal rate of return (7%). However, the case is different when only requiring the CHP or
the CCHP solutions which has a 3 years payback period and around 20% internal rate of returns.
The commercialization of solutions requires not only a market prepared for the introduction of
new products or services but economic sense and tangible savings that will provide value to the
end customer. The Costa Rica case as well as the German case both had showed that viability is
one of the key elements hindering innovations from diffusing.
An initial solution to this problem could be suggested by understanding who are the main losers
and winners if the target customer group would stop buying the electricity from the main grid
and will depend on its own production? The answer is simply the utilities. Therefore, it makes an
absolute logic to partner with these utilities to allow them own many of the distributed energy
sources as well as participating in building the new micro grids to make them sustain their
business. By just noticing that, this would allow an extra appeal to the end customer to continue
paying the utilities with different rates and the generation sources are still within their periphery.
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This would mitigate the unfeasible risk that had been faced with many customers and solve one
of the main hurdles in and during the commercialization process. This could as well lead to
tapping new opportunities for Loccioni if they decide to go hand in hand with the utilities.
Several propositions could be formed by mentioning this. For example, new industries that
would like to adapt the energy solution might need the help of different business units within
Loccioni. Therefore, cross-functional business might arise and this could be translated to
different income streams.

5.5

Case studies Comparison

It is important to analyze and compare how innovation tools had been described in each of the
three case studies pursued. In the three of them, there was one mere purpose which is enhancing
industries abilities, power consumption and turn them into green facilities for the aim of profit
making.
Loccioni had shown that they are a knowledge hub and they are technically capable to provide
complex solutions. This was demonstrated in their own micro grid built at their headquarters in
Italy. In addition to that, the quality of the technical proposals as well as the track record of the
plants interventions in Italy had shown that they could provide an excellent quality solutions to
their customers providing they are given enough data and the needed logistics to execute in any
part of the world. Loccioni had no problem with any technicalities in Italy. They had no projects
so far in Germany since they are market investigating. However, for the Costa Rica case there
was a new challenge. The company had dealt with smaller technical systems and the Costa Rica
project size was not tested beforehand. This proposes a technical challenge and a commercial
challenge as well. Given the company’s history overcoming technical challenges, they would
proof they can do it.
Looking into the technicality of the solution is a must before considering commercializing it. As
found out in the theoretical background earlier, commercialization acts as the bridging gap
between product or solution development and the adoption and diffusion of the solution.
Therefore, a good quality functional product with a smart commercialization team would yield a
successful innovation.
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It was obvious from the three case studies that the company draws an overall strategy with short
and long term goals. The objective is to test out the strategy and react based on the outcomes and
the response of the customers. Loccioni had performed detailed analysis technically, financially,
managerially as well as administratively to minimize their risks and losses on the long run and
yet maintain the strategy and objectives. All the subsidiaries follow the same horizontal
organizational structure with open door policies and direct communication with the decision
makers to ensure needed information as well as opinions are considered. What is common
among the three cases that decision making process is a collaborative effort that is based on
facts, figures and input from workface in the market. In the three cases, the communication flow
between the team members were crystal clear and evident since all the stakeholders are aware of
their roles and committed to the organizations success.
In the Italian case, the company needed to reframe an existing strategy. They couldn’t do so
without a focused, goal oriented and driven team members. Every member of the team running
the energy unit was indulged in framing out what should be done and how to enhance the
operations and achieve the sales target. Currently, in the German case only few people run the
unit and they are investigating the market and not following any clear strategy on how to
approach it; yet they might follow the roadmap mentioned in section 4.7.2. The Costa Rica case
had not been proved because the top management founded out that it is too risky to pursue it and
the threats are more than the opportunities.
Commercialization in the above three cases had shown that it is a complex process that needs
proper planning, preparation, analysis as well as rigorous implementation. Loccioni is considered
a market leader in some of its business units especially mobility and industry. They have the
objective in coming market leaders in all other businesses as well. To do, they need to achieve
certain sales targets. To do so, proper commercialization has to take place.
The Italian case had proven that commercialization of a micro grid solution is extremely difficult
for several reasons and one of them is the timing of the introduction of the solution and not
finding the lead users that will adapt it. The microgrid components such as the CHP for example
had proven to be easier to commercialize and the reason for that is the age of the technology,
incentives and the well to adapt it because it had been tested within many facilities and a track
record is created. Moreover, when it comes to the Italian market Loccioni had properly built the
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influencing channels, suppliers’ channels and are competitive with their pricing. Looking into the
German case the situation is a bit different because of the structure of the market. The company
is currently looking for the best scenario to position themselves in the marketplace. Meaning,
they are still doing their market study and narrowing down their market position by applying the
same strategy in the Italian market focusing on industries or going to utilities. Each market
segment would need a different strategy. Moreover, although Loccioni has a presence in the
German market but within other business units it is not yet sure if they could have a good market
share and succeed. This is one of the primary reasons where the company had decided to stick
with the Italian market at the moment try to grow it and achieve the needed sales locally. The
problem that was faced in the Italian case as well as the German case is different than the Costa
Rica case. Loccioni has no presence in this market, never dealt with the final customer and a
major logistics problem could be faced. Yes, it might be the first real nano-microgrid to be built
and it might open many business opportunities with the final customer which would enhance the
commercial point. However, it is considered a risky step as mentioned before if looked at from a
managerial perspective
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6.0

Conclusion

It was demonstrated that the innovation process is a complex, dynamic, multi-dimensional
process that requires different set of skills at different stages. It requires a lot of different skills
and a lot of different stakeholders with various skills and qualities that are able to work under
pressure and anticipate the risks and barriers at each stage of the innovation process. Excellent
project management skills as well as entrepreneurship skills plus a visionary stakeholder will
make the innovation succeed. As it was discussed earlier, innovations are not only great
inventions or ideas but the process of bringing those valuable ideas into great products, services
into the marketplace through the right development process. It is intended to add value and
deliver results.
The innovation process starts with the technical development and exploitation of the idea,
building a valid prototype, then commercialization as well as adoption and diffusion. The
commercialization process was under focus of the study and it incorporates technical as well as
marketing strategic thinking and building the right network and influences the right adopters to
commercialize a product successfully. The commercialization process is a tricky stage and it
needs proper knowledge and project management as well as deep insight into the market and the
influencers to make it a success. Several barriers from inside the organization to the outside
world hinder commercialization to be adopted and diffused. The lack of governmental rules and
support, poor financial capabilities as well improper social influence is the main barriers that
hinder commercialization according to the literature explored. Most companies would prefer to
stay in the safe side or wait for governmental incentives to adopt technologies.
The Loccioni case in conclusion had the purpose of answering the following research questions:


How the commercialisation processes of innovations unfold?



What are the existing typological barriers and what opportunities could be tapped?

Loccioni case had proved that the barriers they faced in commercializing their innovative micro
grid solution are the same as what the literature had shown and anticipated in high technological
B2B firms. The barriers that they faced such as the lack of the proper influencing partners that
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will make them adopt the solution as well as the inability to convince customers to adapt a
product and move forward was clear.

The technical viability of the solution had been

demonstrated but not its full capabilities. Therefore, maintaining and influencing the proper
network is a must to grow and diffuse.
Loccioni has found out that the process of commercializing their innovative micro grid solution
at the current stage is slow. The company therefore had decided to focus on breaking the solution
at smaller pieces. This means that they will work with the CHP or CCHP units, batteries as
single systems and not on integrating the full solution together. This will give the company at the
moment the needed flexibility to cover their expenses, obtain a larger customer segment which
they might influence on the long run to initialize the rest of the components which will make a
micro gird.
Loccioni had decided as well to continue on developing their micro grid solution on a lab level
by adding more software and control features which will enhance their predictability and faster
responses between the demand and supply side needed hoping that they will be offered the
chance to fully test and apply their full capabilities of the product.
The company at the moment is looking out for financial partners to overcome the financial
barrier that most customers face in order to adopt the solution. This will lead to have several
agreements with either utilities or financial institutions that would be willing to cooperate with
Loccioni. The company’s strategy when cooperating with financial partners is not to place
capital within this agreement but instead place knowledge, relationship and design experiences
within these systems. The company wants always to maintain its final relationship with the
customer and therefore the financial partner would be a part of the other services the company
offers.
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7.0
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Appendix1: Directives and regulations governing the German
market
Existing Rules for bottlenecks in battery utilization
Directive 96/92/EC concerning common rules for the internal market for electricity, doesn’t
refer to storage explicitly but sets import guidelines which can support the definition of storage.
Article 7.1 to 7.3 requires the TSO to constantly balance between two main responsibilities. 1)
Adequacy of flow, ensuring that supply and demand is balanced in real time and it is a
responsibility that originates from the fact that electricity cannot be stored on a large scale.
Second function is the system security. Article 7.1 states “Operating, ensuring the maintenance
and developing the grid”. Article 7.3 states managing energy flows, ensuring a secure reliable
and efficient electricity system and ensuring availability of all necessary ancillary services.
Directive 2009/72/EC developed the above responsibilities further for the internal market
electricity especially under article 12 where TSO are not only responsible for the management of
energy flows but also for ensuring the availability of all necessary ancillary services including
those provided by demand response. Storage has not been included in article 12 but has
been taken into consideration by other type of legislation.
Directive 2012/27/EC “Energy Efficiency Directive” according to annex XI, 2, “Network
regulation and tariff shall not prevent network operators or energy retailers making available
system services for demand response measures, demand management and distributed generation
on organized electricity markets, in particular […] the storage of energy.
Directive 2009/28/EC, article 16 “Renewable Energy Directive” or through network codes has
considered energy storage as an alternative to demand response.
Directive 2009/28/EC “Renewable Energy Directive” promoting the use of renewable energy
sources, states that “ There is a need to support the integration of energy from renewable sources
into the transmission and distribution grid and the use of energy storage systems for integrated
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intermittent production of energy from renewable sources”. This 3rd package enforces that
member states should consider storage.
Directive 2009/28/EC Under Article 16 of the Renewable Energy Directive referring to Access
to and operation of the grids states: “ Member states shall take the appropriate steps to develop
transmission and distribution grid infrastructure, intelligent networks, storage facilities and the
electricity system, in order to allow the secure operation of the electricity system as it
accommodates the further development of electricity production from renewable energy
sources, including interconnection between Member states and between Member state and
third countries”
The flow in this rules that storage is being a generic term and not implicitly defining if it is
batteries, flywheels, pumped hydro storage or what.
Article 9,14,26 of Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules for the internal market of
electricity makes hurdles for the TSO’s since they find themselves in a position which bans
them from owning any generation facilities. However, they still can own facilities for smoothing
the operations and the security of supply or to enhance the interconnections.
Article 15, the directive puts less stringent unbundling requirements for DSO, estimating that the
scope of discrimination is less important than in transmission. Still, DSO’s shall procure the
energy they use to cover energy losses and reserve capacity according to transparent, nondiscriminant and market based procedures.
Having mentioned all the above and according to (Bo Normark, 2014), existing EU legislations
does not give a clear definition of storage, but sets important barriers in terms of ownership of
storage assets. Storage is conceived as opening an access gate to the generation market, with
clear risk of market interference which would contradict ownership unbundling rules. In addition
to mentioning storage in the energy efficiency directive, the renewable energy directive and the
demand connection network codes, other network codes state the possibility that storage could be
used as a generation tool.
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There exist 10 different grid development codes which are “Capacity allocation and congestion
management, forward capacity allocation, electricity balancing, requirements for generators,
demand connection, HVDC connection, operational Security, operational planning and
scheduling, load frequency control and reserve, emergency and restoration”. Out of these 10 only
four are relevant to the deployment of storage which is “Network Codes requirements for
generators, the network code on load frequency control and reserve, the network code on
“Demand Connections” and the network code on balancing”.
Demand Response Regulations


Energy Efficiency Directive in support of the Third Energy Package: Art 15.8
Member States shall promote access to and participation of Demand Response in
balancing, reserves and other system services markets, inter alia by requiring national
regulatory authorities […] in close cooperation with demand service providers and
consumers, to define technical modalities for participation.



ACER Framework Guidelines: These terms and conditions, 12/25Ref: FG-2012-E-009
Framework Guidelines on Electricity Balancing including the underlying requirements,
shall, in particular, be set in order to facilitate the participation of demand response,
renewable and intermittent energy sources in the balancing markets.



ENTSO-E Network Codes: Creating the framework for realization a positive historic
opportunity to create regulatory unity and open markets structures which empower
consumer participation and Demand Response.

CHP governing laws:
Everything explained in this section had been obtained from (Combined Heat and Power: An
Untrammelled Success, 2015).
High level of efficiency and primary energy savings : According to Article 3 (11) of the
KWK-G and Article 53a (1) of the German Energy Tax Act (EnergieStG): Any CHP system is
deemed to be highly efficient if it meets the specifications set out in the European Directive
2004/8/EC. In Annex III a, of this directive the term is defined as: a minimum primary energy
saving of 10% compared with separately generated heat and power. The reference efficiency rate
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is regulated in the supplementary directive 2007/74/EC "Harmonized Efficiency Reference
Values".
Annexes I and II of the directive, the reference efficiency ratings that apply for a natural gas fired
CHP system for hot water generation built in 2013 is:
52.5% for electricity production
90.0% for heat generation.
In this context, the reference efficiency rate for the generation of electricity depends both upon
the average annual temperature at the power station location and the voltage of the electricity
generated.
The uncorrected base value of 52.5% applies only for an average annual temperature of 15 °C
and a high-voltage feed-in. According to 2007/74/EC Annex III, temperature discrepancies result
in correction factor of ± 0.1%/K. assuming a typical average temperature in Germany of 9 °C for
correction purposes, the adjusted reference efficiency rate increases by 0.6 %. The
transformation and transport losses entailed in procuring electricity from a distant power station
are omitted in the case of decentralized power generation in a 400 V CHP system. In order to
account for this situation, the directive calls for a reduction of the applicable reference efficiency
rate by a factor of 0.862.
1. Annual use efficiency as a proxy for fuel utilization: The annual use efficiency is the
ratio between the usable energy generated and the fuel consumed and therefore stands as
a proxy for fuel utilization efficiency.
2. Subsidies for Combined Heat and Power through the KWK-G Act: Meeting the
above-mentioned efficiency criteria entitles facility operators to apply for various
subsidies and tax breaks which could be summarized as follows:
Energy tax waiver: Pursuant to Article 53a (1) of the EnergieStG, natural gas used for combined
heat and power generation in fixed plant can – upon application – be completely exempted from
energy tax or as called in some references as ECOTAX. As mentioned in (Brown, 2010), natural
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gas will be sold to the plant for 13.90 euros/MWh, while fuel oil be sold at 130 euros/1000t. For
this to be applied, this subject follows two conditions.
(i)

The system is highly efficient

(ii)

The annual use efficiency of the facility is at least 70%
a. Bonus paid on electricity generated: the CHP Bonus: Pursuant to Article 4 of
the KWK-G, the grid operator is, in principle, obliged to grant a bonus to plant
operators both for the electricity from combined heat and power generation that is
fed into the grid (Paragraph 3) and for that consumed on site (Paragraph 3a) as
well as to have priority of dispatch into the grid. To have this applied the system
should be highly efficient. (System efficiency had been described above).
b. Determining the power volume eligible for the CHP bonus: According to
Article 3 (4) of the KWK-G, the electricity volume eligible for subsidization
("CHP electricity") is: “ The mathematical product of the heat used and the CHP
plant's net power-to-heat ratio. Thus, only that proportion of the electricity
generated during the simultaneous utilization of heat – i.e., actually combined –
and which has not been used to cover the in-house power requirements of the
block-type thermal power station is eligible for subsidization”.

Consequently, there is a direct and linear connection between the electricity volume eligible for
subsidization and the proportional utilization of the heat produced. However, this definition is
somewhat relaxed through European Directive 2004/8/EC, whose Annex II a stipulates that,
irrespective of the actual heat utilization, the entire net electricity volume produced in the blocktype thermal power station shall be deemed "electricity generated through CHP" provided that:
The annual use efficiency of the plant is at least 75%.
c. CHP bonus amount: Therefore the bonus granted is calculated as the
mathematical product of the "electricity generated through CHP" and a specific
amount. This specific amount, in turn, depends upon the size of the production
plant and the date when it was first taken into service. Its maximum value is
€54.10 /MWh. The precise amount is specified in Article 7 of the KWK-G and is
calculated in accordance with a graduated model, which specifically subsidizes
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smaller plants at a higher rate. This digressive compensation is designed to take
account of the higher specific investment costs for smaller-scale systems.
Although the CHP bonus is granted on the basis of the net electricity volume
generated, the amount of the specific CHP bonus is oriented on the gross installed
capacity.The CHP bonus pursuant to Article 7 (2) KWK-G is only granted for a
period of 30,000 full utilization hours. The following figure explains the bonus
payments awarded to the producers when connected to the grid or if it was a
power plant with very large capacities and connected to the grid. It is worth
mentioning that in case power were sold to the grid it will be at price which is the
average-base load electricity price of the EEX over previous quarter. The
following Table 19 summarizes of the bonus and the graph that visualizes the
various prices had been obtained from (Wuensch, 2015), (Golbach, 2012),
Table 19 : Summary of the CHP incentives in Germany (Wuensch, 2015)

Plant Type

Capacity Share

Bonus in
ct/kWh

Support Period
10 years or 30,000 Full

Small-scale CHP plants < 50 kWel

5.41

load Hours; Lump sum <
2kW

Small-scale CHP plants >50 kWel

Highly efficient new plants

< 50 kWel

5.41

50 - 250 kWel

4

> 250

2.4

< 50 kWel

5.41

30,000 Full Load Hours

50 - 250 kWel

4

(Plants within the

250 kWel - 2 Mwel

2.4

Emission Trading

30,000 Full Load Hours

System "ETS" get extra
> 2 Mwel

1.8

bonus of 0.3 Cents/kWh
from 1st Jan.2013)

Modernized, highly efficient
plants / highly efficient retrofitted
plants

highly efficient
new plants
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highly

30,000 Full Load Hours

efficient

(Plants < 50 kWel max.

new plants

10 years or 30,000 Full

Load Hours)
Large scale CHP: max 2.1 Cent for 30,000 FLH

For further explanation in the breakdown and the reformation on the 2012 law, currently the
CHP has a priority of connection and dispatch equal to the RES. All categories get 0.3 cents
more, from 2013 ETS CHPs additional 0.3 cent (Cost Compensation), currently there is also a
capital grant of 1425 – 3325 euros for installations greater than 20 kW.
Another bonus is for the use of renewables as fuels under “The Renewable Energy Law”. The
tariffs for biogas CHP are highly favorable as the overall tariff can be over €c27 per kWh,
including a €c3.0 CHP bonus. Biogas CHP plants can receive this tariff for a maximum 20 years
after the system becomes operational. Tariffs for new plants will be reduced by 1.5% per year for
landfill gas and sewage gas and by 1.0% per year for agricultural biogas.
d. Summary of subsidy conditions: In order to achieve the full potential of the
available statutory subsidies, the annual use efficiency must be no less than 75%.
(i)

High efficiency - Claim for CHP bonus acquired

(ii)

Annual use efficiency ≥ 70 % - Fuel exempted from energy tax

(iii)

Annual use efficiency ≥ 75 % - Total generated electricity eligible for CHP bonus
e. The economic refinancing of the CHP subsidies through the CHP levy:
Article 9 of the German Act on the Advancement of Combined Heat and Power
Generation (KWK-G) makes provision for a CHP levy to be charged by the grid
operator as part of the grid utilization fee. This is determined and published each
year by the energy supply companies. It is based on the sum of the annual CHP
subsidies and the volume of electricity supplied to end users for which levies are
charged. It, therefore, represents a kind of compensation arrangement or
redistribution of the economic costs to the end user of the electricity in question.
Article 9 (8) of the KWK-G stipulates certain exemptions for industrial and
commercial clients: €1.26 /MWh for the first 100 MWh and €0.25 /MWh for
every additional MWh.
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f. Legally Mandated Subsidization Pursuant to the Renewable Energy Act
(EEG), the German Electricity Tax Act (StromStG), the German Electricity
Network Charges Ordinance (StromNEV) & the German Electricity and Gas
Supply Act (EnWG);Reduced EEG levy for self-produced electricity:
In staggered terms, the charge for self-produced electricity is 30% of the relevant
EEG levy as of 01/08/2014 to 31/12/2015. As of 2016, the participation for selfproduction is increased to 35% in 2016 and 40% in 2017. Only highly efficient
CHP plants with a monthly or annual use efficiency of over 70% and plants which
use renewable energies can benefit from this limited but nonetheless additional
charge on self-producers as a result of EEG 2014. If none of the criteria are
fulfilled for a new plant for self-production in accordance with EEG 2014, the
transmission network operators can demand 100% of the EEG levy – currently
€61.70/MWhel for the 2015 calendar year. Self-produced electricity, which is still
completely exempt from the EEG levy, is electricity for consumption within the
power station, island operation and existing systems (operation before 01/08/2014
or approved before 23/01/2014).
g. Electricity tax waiver: Pursuant to Article 9 (1) No.3 of the StromStG electricity
produced and consumed in house in systems of up to 2 MWel is not taxed. By
contrast with fuel or mineral oil tax pursuant to Ener-gieStG, this entails a total
exemption from tax rather than just a reduced taxation rate. Therefore, the amount
saved is directly linked to the currently applicable electricity tax rate and can
amount to up to €20.50/MWh.
h. Other effects on taxes and duties: Other averted taxes and duties contribute to
the total savings achievable through a CHP system and comprise the following:
Article 9 (2) of the KWK-G restricts the scope of the CHP levy to "[…] the […] volume
of electricity transferred by grid operators to end users […] within their transmission grid
areas." thereby rendering electricity generated and consumed in house exempt from the
levy. In its definition of the scope of application of Article 19 of the StromNEV duty,
Article 19 (2) of the StromNEV refers to the wording of Article 9 (2) of the KWK-G,
which results in a further exemption for electricity generated and consumed in house.
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Furthermore, electricity generated and consumed in house is also exempt from the
offshore duty, as Article 17f (1) of the EnWG also refers to the definition set out in
Article 9 (2) of the KWK-G.
i. Legally Mandated Subsidies for Refrigeration Devices, Sustainable Thermal
Storage Units & Grids Pursuant to the KWK-G Act : In addition to the
optimized generation of heat and cooling, its efficient storage and/or an expansion
or modernization of the transport networks may result in long-term energy
savings. This is why they are promoted under the KWK-G. The EU Commission's
"de minimis rule" limits the subsidies available to large enterprises to a total of
€200,000 p.a. for two consecutive years.
j. Investment subsidies for refrigeration units:

Investment subsidies for the

construction of new cooling plant are regulated in accordance with the 16/12/2013
version of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety's "Guideline on the Subsidization of
Commercial Cooling and Air Conditioning Systems". According to this, subsidies
will not be provided as of a cooling capacity of 500 kW. In accordance with
Section 5.2.2, all compression refrigeration systems with a cooling capacity of
less than 500 kW are eligible for a basic subsidy of 25% of the deductible
investment costs, pro-vided that they fulfil all prerequisites listed below.
i. Refrigerant: CO2, NH3 or non-halogenated hydrocarbons.
ii. Efficiency certificate from a neutral service provider
iii. Use of energy-efficient system components: Master-control system,
electronic expansion valves, frequency converter control of all drive
motors etc.
iv. Annual power consumption of at least 100,000 kWh or €10,000.
Sorption cooling plant is, by contrast, subject to an entirely different set of demands:
cooling capacity of at least 50 kW and Thermal drive: through waste heat, CHP, solar
thermal or district heating.
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Section 5.3 of the Directive defines the bonus subsidy that supplements the basic subsidy
and increases the subsidies from 25% to 35% of the investment sum. It stipulates
"market-established and developmentally optimized technologies, whose contribution to
climate protection goes above and beyond the basic requirement": Non electrically driven
cooling plant (e.g., absorption chillers), waste heat from production processes or cooling
plant (e.g., through thermal recovery technology) with the additional purpose of
providing heat for processes and heating. Coolant CO2, NH3 or non-halogenated
hydrocarbons.
k.

Investment subsidy for refrigeration and heating grids: In accordance with
Article 7a of the KWK-G subsidies may be available for new and upgraded
cooling and heating distribution grids. The decisive criteria for the subsidy
amount are their nominal diameter (DN) and the value of the relevant deductible
investment costs. Internal costs for planning, construction, financing etc., are not
deductible.
i. DN up to 100 mm (DN 100): €100 per linear meter, but a maximum of
40% of the investment costs eligible for subsidization
ii. DN of over 100 mm: 30% of the investment costs eligible for
subsidization

l. Investment subsidy for refrigeration and heating storage units: Article 7b of
the KWK-G makes provision for the subsidization of refrigeration and heating
storage units. The bonus depends upon the storage volume and, in accordance
with Paragraph 1, is €250 /m³ for storage units up to 50 m³ or a maximum of 30%
of the investment costs for storage units over 50 m³.
Article 5b of the KWK-G stipulates the following points as prerequisites for
subsidy eligibility, all of which are fulfilled in the example in question:
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i. The construction or upgrade of the storage unit was begun on or after July
19, 2012.
ii. The storage unit is made operational by December 31, 2020.
iii. The heat or cold within the storage unit originates primarily from trigeneration systems that are attached to the grid for general supply and
which have the ability to feed in to this grid.
iv. The regeneration system feeding in to the storage unit must include
integrated information and communication technology for receiving
signals from the electricity market and must be technically capable of
reacting to these.
v. The average thermal loss of the storage unit is less than 15 Watt per m² of
the container surface.
The following inclusions must be supplied along with the application for storage units with
volumes in excess of 50 m³:
1. A certificate issued by an auditor or chartered accountant in
compliance with Article 6b Paragraph 1 Number 3 of the German
Combined Heat and Power Act (KWKG),
2. a detailed description of the project including details of the storage
volume, the annual thermal losses, and the operational start date,
3. list of deductible investment costs in compliance with Article 7b
Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the KWKG (including, inter alia, details of
the type of construction project, a cost breakdown and total cost of
the works completed) as well as copies of federal, state and
municipal decision notifications if relevant subsidies were
approved.
These applications, together with all required inclusions, must be submitted to the German
Federal Office For Export (BAFA) by July 1 of the year following the operational start date.
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Appendix 2: Electricity & Gas price comparison as well as CHP
investment calculations:

Table 20: 6000 hours operating CHP finances

Gas Price
(Euros/kWh)

Electricity Price
(Euros/kWh)

Electricity/Gas Price

0.093383838

3.112794613

0.105656566

2.641414141

0.05

0.117929293

2.358585859

0.03

0.08

2.666666667

0.092272727

2.306818182

0.05

0.104545455

2.090909091

0.03

0.07127459

2.375819672

0.04

0.083557377

2.088934426

0.05

0.095840164

1.916803279

0.03

0.073927393

2.464246425

0.087293729

2.182343234

0.100660066

2.01320132

CHP Capacity (kW)

0.03
0.04

0.04

300

1000

6000

1480

0.04
2000
0.05
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Table 21 : 7000 hours operating CHP finances

Gas Price
(Euros/kWh)

CHP Capacity (kW)

0.03

Electricity Price
(Euros/kWh)

Electricity/Gas Price

0.088766234

2.958874459

0.101038961

2.525974026

0.05

0.113311688

2.266233766

0.03

0.076428571

2.547619048

0.088701299

2.217532468

0.05

0.100974026

2.019480519

0.03

0.070391835

2.346394485

0.087774762

2.194369051

0.05

0.101141099

2.022821973

0.03

0.071216407

2.373880245

0.084582744

2.1145686

0.097949081

1.958981612

0.04

0.04

300

1000

7000

0.04

0.04

1480

2000

0.05
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Gas
(Euros/kWh)

Price

CHP Capacity (kW)

0.03

Electricity
(Euros/kWh)

Price

Electricity/Gas Price

0.08530303
2.843434343
300

0.097575758

0.04

2.439393939
0.08530303

0.05

1.706060606

0.03

0.07375

2.458333333

0.04

0.086022727

2.150568182

0.05

0.013636364

0.272727273

0.03

0.072043083

2.40143609

0.04

0.085409419

2.135235483

0.05

0.151746053

3.03492106

0.03

0.069183168

2.306105611

0.04

0.082549505

2.063737624

0.05
Table 22 : 8000 hours operating CHP finances

0.095915842

1.918316832

1000

8000

1480

2000
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Table 23 : 6000 hours operating CHP finances (Italian Case)

CHP Investment Factor Parameters (Italy Case)
In case the
Gas

Price

(Euros/kWh)

CHP

Electricity

Capacity

Price

(kW)

(Euros/kWh)

Electricity/Gas

Difference

Profit

Price

in price

(Euros)

30%

grid

costs

are

added, Profit
is

0.03
0.04

0.07
300.00

0.08

2.21

0.05

82,677.13

46,892.27

1.99

0.03

58,473.94

15,428.13

0.05

0.09

1.86

0.02

34,270.76

(16,036.02)

0.03

0.08

2.62

0.03

200,889.24

59,196.02

0.09

2.30

0.02

120,211.95

(45,684.46)

0.11

2.11

0.01

39,534.66

(150,564.94)

0.04

1.22

0.08

671,528.00

574,085.60

0.04

0.09

2.16

0.03

229,905.72

(23.36)

0.05

0.10

2.00

0.01

110,503.33

(155,246.47)

0.03

0.07

2.37

0.04

491,419.92

234,925.90

0.08

2.12

0.03

330,065.34

25,164.94

0.10

1.96

0.01

168,710.76

(184,596.02)

0.04

1,000.00

0.05
6000

0.03

0.04
0.05

1,480.00

2,000.00

153

Table 24 : CHP Investment Parameter (7000 hrs) Italian case

In case the
Gas Price
(Euros/kWh)

CHP

Electricity

Capacity

Price

(kW)

(Euros/kWh)

Electricity/Gas

Difference

Profit

Price

in price

(Euros)

30% grid
costs are
added,
Profit is

0.03

0.07

2.22

0.05

95,460.64

53,412.83

0.08

2.00

0.03

67,223.59

16,704.66

0.05

0.09

1.87

0.02

38,986.53

(20,003.51)

0.03

0.08

2.55

0.04

250,141.04

89,563.35

0.09

2.25

0.02

156,017.53

(32,797.21)

0.05

0.10

2.07

0.01

61,894.02

(155,157.77)

0.03

0.07

2.50

0.04

386,910.93

154,266.61

0.09

2.27

0.02

219,750.57

(63,041.86)

0.05

0.10

1.95

0.01

150,168.89

(153,498.04)

0.03

0.07

2.31

0.04

599,883.67

308,608.76

0.08

2.07

0.03

411,636.65

63,887.65

0.10

1.92

0.02

223,389.64

(180,833.47)

0.04

0.04

300.00

1,000.00

7000

0.04

0.04
0.05

1,480.00

2,000.00
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Table 25 : CHP Investment Parameter (8000 hrs) Italian case

In case the
Gas Price
(Euros/kWh)

CHP

Electricity

Capacity

Price

(kW)

(Euros/kWh)

Electricity/Gas

Difference

Profit

Price

in price

(Euros)

30% grid
costs are
added, Profit
is

0.03

0.07

2.24

0.05

108,244.14

59,933.39

0.08

2.01

0.03

75,973.23

17,981.20

0.05

0.09

1.88

0.02

43,702.31

(23,971.00)

0.03

0.07

2.49

0.04

299,392.83

299,392.83

0.09

2.21

0.02

191,823.11

191,823.11

0.05

0.10

2.03

0.01

84,253.39

84,253.39

0.03

0.07

2.31

0.04

508,240.83

(1,066,269.21)

0.08

2.07

0.03

349,037.64

(1,273,233.35)

0.05

0.10

1.92

0.02

189,834.45

(1,480,197.50)

0.03

0.07

2.26

0.04

708,347.41

(1,412,908.25)

0.08

2.03

0.03

493,207.97

(1,692,589.53)

0.09

1.90

0.02

278,068.53

(1,972,270.80)

0.04

0.04

300.00

1,000.00

8000

0.04

0.04

0.05

1,480.00

2,000.00
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